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to the.

not the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which they
receive their papers.
2a All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and

other

matter involving facts, must be accompaied with

the

proper names of the writers.
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The London City Mission has seven missionaries devoted to the visitation of public
houses, gin-palaces, and beer-shops.
Their

of their

assistants,

R

—

G—

Does the road wind up-hill all the way?
Yes, to the very end.

Will the day’s journey take the whole
From morn to night, my friend.

and

also of the

long day?

But is there for the night a resting place?
A roof for when the slow dark hours begin.

And

if Christians
not

wife

having

them

and

afterwards,

the

through

efforts, the man be-

3

-

The revolutions of the past ten years in
West Virginia have been of great moral
and political importance. The new State
seems to be just swinging out into the
clear light of morality, intelligence and
justice. These revelutions sreonly step-

I had the opportunity of spending a few
hours with one of these missionaries last

of

Shall I find comfort, travel-dore and weak?
Of labor you shall find the sum.
Will there be beds for me and all fghos seek?
Yea, beds for all who come.

—8. Recorder.

Correspondence.
———
July

13, 1869.

PUBLIC HOUSES, &eo.
It is impossible to visit London without
having the attention directed to the public houses, gin-palaces and
beer-shops

week, in the

visitation

of these houses.

I

thousand

govern-

men

hurled

their

elements essential to
a nation’s

a

nation's greatness

embarrassment

and

ican soldier or sailor

and happiness.
|

over-

throw furnish subjects for all true and
legal sons of the young Republic.
The people of the new Siate have many
things to learn. Old principles must be
dispensed with and new ones must be inculcated. There must be a revolution in
sentiments of the people. Their education herejofore has been of an unwholevarious interests
some character. The
have been conducted with reference to their

went with him as a friend, taking care to
secure a portion of his tracts, and helped
him to distribute them; and got into conversation with those whom I met.
I was
thus able to escape observation and wa
picion to which I should otherwise have
been exposed.
Ihad an opportunity for
doing good, which 1hope was not entirely
lost; and I had leisure for making such "idol, slavery. Laws have been enacted
observations as I desired. We st: artéd at particularly favorable to a certain class and
seven in the evening, and visited about "decidedly unfavorable to another. The
twenty houses, in the neighborhood of Rat- poor whites have occupied almost as pit-

;

soldier in many a desperate struggle with
the rebel butternuts. It wasa sad picture.
Strong drink i what ruins these men, 1
seldom dare give them money, for almost
always they are suré to lay- it out for intoxicating liquor. Kind words, a Christian
tract or book, a full meal and a good suit of

Here may be seen men and boys, women
and girls, little children and infants in arms,

his minister was preaching a course of ser-

all drinking together;

Solomon,

for

the

glass is oft-

mons on Sunday evenings, on
and spoke of these

the Song of
sermous with

en put to the lips of the two latter, and I evident interest as being very excellent,and

v

have seen the infant alternately sucking its said he would not stay away from them on
natural aliment, and sipping the fiery any account. Strange as it may seem, the
draught. A beer-shop is a house where missionary believes that at least some (not
only beer or other malt liquors and cider many )of these publicans are Christian men.
are sold, the license forbidding the sale of He told me of one, the manager of the Lord
spirituous drinks. These houses were es- Nelson, who on one occasion, when soirie
tablished about forty years ago, with the men in bis house were using profane lanimpression that the drinking of malt liqg- guage, requested them to desist, Instead
uors was not injurious, and that if houses of doing as he requested, they turned upon
were opened where only such liquors were "him, and became vexy foul in their abuse.
gold, they would tend to discourage drunk- He left them, and went into the bar parlor,
* enness by the decrease in the sale of spir- and was seen upon his knees by one of his
itaous lignors. But itis now generally be- waiters, praying, probably for his revilers,
lieved that these houses have increased,and while they were using vile language, which
not decreased drunkenness,’ and that many would reach his ears, respecting him. But
of them are of the lowest and most disrep- it seems to me, that a public house, such as
utable character; and there are many per- these are here, in this low neighborhood, is
sons, who are not at all favorable to the to- one of the last places in which one might
expect to find a Christian man,
interests of what they belieye to be temperOf course, itis not to be expected that
ance, be glad to’ see the law which estab- these missionaries should meet with many
lished these houses repealed.
cases in which their efforts are blessed to
I think that the cause,of total abstinehce the conversion of sinners, One of the first
is making progress in
Lpndon. It receives resuits of good impressions being made,
- favor more in quarters where . it formerly would be the abandonment of the public
received no countena
« Bat it would house, and ds a consequence, the mission. also seem that among
thosd" who drink, ary would be unable to trace out the good
drinking is on the i
, and that they he had been able to accomplish. Then

drink more than they used to drink; and

that greater efforts are made to entice them
vi

progress of Free Schools threatens a speedy

overthrow of old fogyism.
The Legislature passed an act above
twelve months since, locating the State
Capital at Charlestown, already.4uite an

¢« All quieton the Potomac,” is about all
one feels like reporting after such a month
of burning heat and thunder storms as May
has been. We have been spared that terrible

sits

scourge,

these

the

parts

cholera,

during

which usually

the hot season.

It has, done however, som8 fearful work in

some of the neighboring districts. What
else was ever known to so completely baffle human skill and scrutiny as this remarkable disease? It comes down upon an unsuspecting settlement like a Bengal tiger
upon his sleeping prey. Like the Yenth
plague of Egypt it slaysin every house, but
worse than all the plagues it often makes
clean work of a family,

taking parents and

There has been a, very pleasant Sabbath
gchool picnic this month at Patna, about

which I could say'much that some

of your

readers might like to know, but I believe it
was the understanding that a local corres-

important town in the Kanawha Valley, pondent should report it. So I will only
thirty miles above this point. This move say this, that the Patna and Santipore Sabis destined to do much for the development bath schools, numbering together about
of this part of the state. It is expected two hundred and fifty pupils, had a dethat the state archieves will be moved to klightful reunion at which it was my good
Charlestown next soring and that the Leg- fortune to be present. The Oriya and Sanislature will aonvene there one year from
tal children seemed to enjoy the occasion
next winter.
much and their missionaries and teachers
The Kanawha Valley is probably as rich did all they could to make it not only pleasan agricultural district as there is in the ant but profitable,
world. Among other things it has some
beautiful mountain scenery possibly “unparalleled in Europe or America.
“Itreminds
me
of Switzerland,” said an old
man

who was neyer outside of his own country.
The Valley is admirably adapted for the
location of a college; and there are many
wealthy people here who would take a
great interest and dowmuch for “in institution

of dearning. Here is a great ‘demand for a
good'school. The Kanawha Valley with
an average width of two and a half miles;

and not less than one

hundred and fifty

miles in length sustains but one institution
of the higher grade for the instruction of
teachers. This is the Buffalo Institute,

situated in Putnam county, twenty

again, in the ordinary course of things, they

from the Ohio.

do not often meet the same persons in their

principally from the public fund.

This

miles

school is supported

ever do

The Balasore
formed, has also
Metrapore, eight
of this,too,I hope

Sabbath school, Iam inhad a picnic this month, at
miles west ofthe station;
some body will write you.

3y the’ way, your readers may not have
been informed that the’ little villagé plant-

ed by Bro, Cooley a dozen years or so ago,
and nfmed Metrapore (Friendville) has
been given up by the Mission, Serious
trouble with the heathen R+ja, who owns the
land, and the inability. of the English Goverment to help us under such circymstanc-

es, led to this action.

The missionary in

charge, Bro. Hallam, will undoubtedly report the case in full in the Annual Report

the

:

liquors are just now ** quiie a rage”

in India. French brandies and Swiss wines
and English beer and porter are wonderfully popular. In the ordinary dram shops
of the smaller towns you can now find these
foreign brands. How much readier are

these our depraved fellow-men to adopt
the vices than to imitate the virtues of the
togegners who dwell among them.

Events

of the Week.
—

CUBAN

REVOLUTION.

The Volunteers from Remedios recently
surprised
a force of rebels at Laguna,
killing 18 of them. Another skirmish has
also occurred between Sagua and Villa
Clara, the rebels losing20 men, among
them Major Marquez. Reports from San

for

boldly walked up to my study door and deWith foul oaths and
manded a dinner.
his

manifold curses he abused whomsoever

INDIA, May 31, 1869.

children togetherin horrid, hurried succgssion. Thanks to our Father above that we
have been spared the sad scenes of such
cliffe Highway and Shadwell.
Itwas an iful a position as the colored slave.
Among the many things essential to our a dreadful visitation this year.
unusually quiet evening, even for the sumwhich are so abundant; and
which stare
mer, there being very few sailors in port. success, i$ the perpetuity and perfection of
The general health -of the mission is
you in the face, almost at every street corthe Free School System. This subject is agi- | good, though I think all of us are feeling the
The
missionary
in
every
case
first
addressner, and in numerous other places besides.
tating the people to a considerable extent
It is said that if all these houses which are ed himself to the landlordor landlady or at the present time, and we regret to say heat this season much more than’ ever bein London were placed side by side, they other persons in charge of the bar, shaking that the opposition is quite strong. Vig- fore. My father continues to suffer occasion- would extend a distance of fourteen miles. hands and offering them books and tracts. orous efforts are making for the overthrow ally from the fever he contracted during the
Batdo your readers know the distinction It was evident that most of these persons of this important step toward the intellect- famine. O that famine poison! All of us,
I presume,inhaled our share of it. It killed
were already acquainted with him; and in
between these houses? A public house isa
nearly every instance there was a cordial ual development of the country. The op- "Bro. Miller, whose was the strongest pbyshouse licensed for the sale of beer, spiritureception, and there was in no case, rude- posers of the system are confined princi- ical frame in the mission. We hope father
ous liquors, wines, &c. The keepers of these
pally to the distranchised rebels, and some
ness.
The bar
tenders thus supplied, the
J may yet be enabled to "drive the foe comhouses are bound to have accommodations
customers were next attended to. These of the wealthy classes who have not derived | pletely out of his system, but in order to do
for guests who wish to take meals there.
received tracts readily, listened to remarks advantage directly from the system. Some this he may be obliged to change his staThe usual drinking places in these houses,
addressed to them, and admitted the truth have opposed it in view of its tendency to tion or go to sea.
are, the bar, the tap-room, and the parlor,
of
them. One man said he had never seen equalize society, as education elevates the
STATION WORK.
or parlors. You usually see a few persons
poor socially, and brings them ‘“‘ona level”
at the bar of these houses; but it is not tracts given away in a public house before ; with the rich. This argument, unpopular
This mouth our work has in
withoften that there are many. In some cases,in but he admitted that wherever men were to as. it must be in. every properly. trained out serious interruptions. In the" different
the low parts of the city, where sailors be found, was a proper place to give them community, was ,presented the other. day departments of station labor we have been
instruction with reference to their highest
abound, they have also a long room, where
by a man who professes to preach the gos- permitted to presson with hope and courboth drinking and dancing are carried on. interests. We stepped into one ** Dance pel. But many disagree with the brother age and not without manifestations of the
A gin-palace is a house where there are no Hall,” where several girls in short dresses, somewhat, as the tendency has been to cle- Divine favor. In the schools, and particuboth above and below, were trying to get
tap rooms or parlors; or if there ate, they
vate. the poor far above the rich, and not larly among the dear orphan children of
occupy quite a subordinate position; and up a dance,and hence we had no opportuni- to bring them ‘‘on a level.” Here a man's the famine, we have been. greatly encomrx
the drinking is entirely or mainly at the ty of speaking to them. ,
position socially has been to a great ex- aged. From the first there seems to have
In several of the public houses, cards
bar, They are usually very splendid erectent in proportion to his wealth. The es- been a real revival interest among them,
tions, money being lavishly expended upon were hanging, containing a request that the timate of a man,in many cases,is without re- and still some are seeking the Lord. May
customers would not use profane language.
them; at night they are a blaze of light,
gard to his moral or intellectual excellences. these children of sorrow bring yet great
" both within and without. No pains is spar- These cards were given by a Christian A vigorous exertion must be made in be- gladness to their, native land.
ed to attract the eye and allure their too gentleman, sometime ago, and the land- half of the Free Scliool System before it is
In the bazar we continue{o publish the
ready victims, hence the nama, palace, giv- lords in some cases had had them framed fully comprehénded and appreciated by the great salvation. Men listen,
stand and
en to them. They are usually, especially and glazed to preserve them and make-them masses. Upon the perfection of this sys- think a while, and then rush on in the busIn oné case, the landlady
ia the evening, and on Sunday evenings look better.
of active life. But this
tem depend the prosperity and final suc- tle and whirl
more particularly, crowded with customers. spoke with regret of the language she was cess of this country. There are many who Wise wile is destined by God's blessing to
Sometimes fifty or sixty persons may be obliged to hear; in another, the landlord
It is now flinging
have no regard for the education of their r | rev utionize * India.
seen at the bar at omce. They sell beer asked for some German tracts for some of children, They never encourage any ad- away dumb idols from the temples and castboth«to indoor and outdoor customers; but his lodgers who were not present, .and who vance movement,and haveno suggestions to ing out the love and the dread of. them
gin and other spirituous liquors are most could not read English. One bar manager,
from the hearts of these ignorapt men.
offer even in favor of opening any new
in demand; hence the name, gin-palace. a German, in answer to a question, said that interest. But the day dawns, and the rapid
PICNICS.

Hy-n

Foreign

| these poor- waifs. But theother day one of
them came near making us trouble. Badly

BR

and

Young Bengal is weak, nervair,
sickly? and short-lived. Bad
ous,
highly seasoned food, and dissolute habits
are to-day finishing up the. earthly pilgrimage of thousands of these native Jowh.

off tor rum or some worse native liquor, he

MIDNAPORE,

the

of tha

But the race degenerates under so unrftu-

ged enough to be sure, that covered a union |

Missionary Correspondence.

and

for] ral a regime,

door

Pennsylvania soldier came in beggar’s garb

clothes, this is about all we can

wells

whole region to be thoroughly cleaned out.
These Hindus live.on most miraculously in
the open violation of every law of health,

to our dwelling. ‘He had served in the 3d
N. Y. Cavalry and been in many hard
fights.
Upon cross-questioning = him
1
found hig story to be a true one. He was
indeed himself a part of the great history of
the greatest war of modern times. He still
wore the army blue, the very clothing, rag-

Nature,the

L:C. CHASE.

our

ed. -up

section are likely to be inspected,

food, clothing and money. When the war
closed it came pretty hard for many young
men, who in the army had contracted habits of indolence and dissipation,togo back to
the hard work of the farm and, the shop.
Many of these poor fellows are now roaming the wide world over in quest of a for:
tune, that comes without industry and application. Only day before yesterday a

muskets

Buffalo, West Va., July 15, 1869.

call at

the_ cho

miasm- -breeding 1undriined marshes

their number has been greatly increased.
Now itis no strange thing to have an Amer-

spilt-blood of the revolution and our common interests bind us together. We have
loved our country in the past—let us love
it still. Let us stand by the Flag under
which we were cradled,—that Flag that
watched over our interests and protected us
when we wereunable to protect ourselves,
and that promises to preserve to us our homes

ping-stones to the equally important ones to

come. The past is fragrant with many
profitable and interesting lessons. The

havé been duly illustrated ; and the causes

Then must I knock or call when just in sight?
They will not keep you standing at that door.

and

What next, I

human

must stand one and inseparable.

"

Corvespandence.

wonder, after this !”

ever heard a spouter afore!

cribs,

- The

Laws—Free Schools— Fogyism
Revolutions—Bad
The State Capital removed—Kducational—Civil
War=Loyalty.

surprising that those

ofthese

home.

went

Shall I meet other wayfarers at night?

Loxvox,

out

added his

the man

have been in

London

and

The missionary

West Va.

who frequent these houses, should be as:
tonished and often annoyed at finding
preachers of the gospel in them. A veteran toper, who listened to the missionary
while he sipped his glass,. and smoked his
pipe, said, ¢* My stars, a public house is a
rum-crib for spouting in! Forty years I

of

nant ans,

American
ships
began
visiting
Asiatic
forts, but since the close of our late war

cases arrayed against each other. Few
canrealize a state of affairs like this; yet
such is the awful gloom cast hy a civil
war. But after all this warring and loss of
life, it becomesgpour duty as citizens of the
government ofthe United States and of the
government of God
to lay aside all former
prejudices, and in every respect show ourgelves worthy and amiable. A great victory.
for right has been gained. Our government

persuasions, and

wretchedness tothe Saviour. In doing so,
we do right, andmay generally expect success.
Ww. H.

think and

best

seem, members of the same church and even
members of the same family were in many

May not the darkness hide it from my face?
You cannot miss that inn.
Those who have gone before.

A

came first a total abstainer,and then a Christian. It is important that as Christians we
seek to lead men out of their sins and their

numbers who frequent these houses, many
of whom are to be met with no where else;
and who here, hear the gospel, and are
sometimes profited by it. Some persons
object to this work. They think that Christians ought not to be seen in such places,
even on so good an errand, and that jt is

of the

for salvation, with all his heart.
Another missionary saw a man drunk,

blessing of God on his

vast

heard

willingto listen to the instructions of the
missionary, and at last he was convinced
of sin, and was led to trust in Jesus Christ

edon

ual good of the keepers of these houses,and

reason thus, it is

Up-Hill.

Sick-

him, and he became more

given the missionary their address, he call-

object is, not to interfere with the sale of
intoxicating drinks, but to seek the spirit-

in this way.

7

OPERATIONS.

that class of persons §nows -a8 *¢ Yankee
Stuagglers” in these parts.. There. have
been more or less of them
afloat since

playing

against a thousand more, who from early
childhood had mingled in the same scenes,
and who had through long years held their
interests in common.
Strange as it may

ness came upon

doubtful whether good can be accomplished

4, 1869.

struction

whose wife was entreating him to go home,
MISSIONARY

only, the

m ns, Forty thous and men marched up
this river to meet the foe. Man was’in
actual martial array agdinst his neighbor.

few months, he gave his attention, and then

his confidence, but he was & deist.

aco

eyes fell upon, black or white. By force
hetopened and. entered my door, took my
seat, and upset my table, scattering the
books and papers about iin a farious way.
I was obliged to call in the police to arrest
and ‘remove the disagreeable visitor. He
got eightzdays in the common jail. One
Sabbath morning, when the liquor had

Espiritu state that 200 troops had been captured from a rebel intrenchment with considerable loss on both sides,
“«« A force of 800 rebels had attacked the
colored, militia guarding the railroad between Nuevitas and Principe, with the loss
of 40 men. The Spanish loss was 10.
According to official reports - the number
of effective regular troops on this island is
82,000, and of volunteers 4,000.
The reb-

els state that they have 6,000 well armed
men in the field, beside a number of guer:
rilla bands.”
THE GOVERNOR
of the jurisdiction of Trinidad has jesed
rigorous orders compelling all Spaniards
«« worked off,” we called on him in his cell. .between the ages of 15 and 60 todo mili-

Though

still furious, had

sober he was

been quarreling

mak-

and

with the jailor

He answered qur
ing violent threats.
No matter
civilly.
but”
sharply,
questions
‘about his name, but he belonged in Calais,
Maine, was of large frame, tall and well
proportioned, with small mouth and thin

lips and savage expression. Nis bare feet
were thoroughly tattooed, but he = denied
having been a sailor. We found a copy’ of
the Morning Star inhis possessiony which
he had doubtless picked up at ome of our
The poor man seemed
northern stations.
to care little or nothing about communicat-

ing with bis friends across the sea. He
was indeed to be pitied, but what can be
done with such persons? Every year the
number of American and European stragglers in India is increasing. “In Calcutta
and the other large cities they are under
pretty close surveillance, but when roaming
at large on foot through the country from
Madras to Bombay, then

back

to

Calcutta.

and down again to Madras, and so on, they
are

prone

to make

themselves

« inconvenient” to peaceable

decidedly

citizens,

As

tary duty in the field or as reserved corps,
while persons who are unfit for active duty
are to garrison the towns, The press praise
the measure and desire its application.

. INTEHLIGENCEhas been
thatan

received

American

from

Havana,

stating

hamed Carlos Polhamus

has been recently shot by the Spaniards at
Santa Cruz. He was seized in the night
and the execution was only delayed till the.
break of day.

“The Governor and Commander at Santa
Cruz is one Montaner, who laid hands upon
everything

that

belonged

such as his clothing,

and

to his

papers,

victim,

money, &c.,

has managed, so far as he could, to

conceal his scandalous proceedings.”
THE

EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE

3

of the Irish National Union

Republican

Association

the city

Tennessee,

in

Nashville, on the 19th day

of

of

of

July, 1869,

-passed resolutions in sympathy with the
Cubans and requesting
His Excellency the
President of the United States to recognize
them as belligerents. The greater number

I told my Pennsylvania caller the other day, of ‘the disappointed filibusters are still wanas he walked away saying ‘‘God bless yon, dering over New York city without emsir,” “If I could do it, every one of these
ployment and in a very dilapidated conYankee stragglers would be sent home by
They swear vengeance againgf
dition.
‘the first ship that would take them pasthe Junta and expresgitheir determination to
sage-paid to New York.” Here they are
get the pay which they allege is due them.
a disgrace and reproach to their own counTHE FRENCH CABLE
try and a curse to this; begging from
door to door they get money from merciful has been successfully landed at Duxbury,
and generous people, who take pity on Mass., and is"in good working order. Mr.
them. But this money too often goes Boutwell allowed the cable to be landed
celebrated
the
straight into the low grog shops, and broth- free of duty. Duxbury
els of the natives; and a more disgusting event on the 27th. Many distinguished vissight than
a drunken white man in a na- itors were present, also many of the inhabittive bazar I don’t .care to see. Of course ants of Boston and of the towns of Plymouth
we hear of these cases at our preaching
county, so that perhaps 5,000 people were
stand. All white folks are Christians, present who handled the cable, inspected
many of the Hindus tancy ; hence a foreign the instruments, took possession of. the
drunkard is paraded sometimes in a way telegraph offices, and generally drove the
not altogether pleasant to the preacher. employés of the company to distractionBut the more I see of these Hindus the more The celebration, as far as eoncerned the
do I wonder that they are so forbearing and committee of the tdwn; consisted of a colla_| indulgent towards white sinners.
tion, including, of course, a ¢‘ feast of reaRAINS—FAMINE .
son,” as well as of meat and drink.
A con
The extreme heat is

now

past

and

the

sky begins to look cloudy. The rains are
athand. Ihope we may not have the fortnight's continual shower, and the fearful
flood of last year. But for four months we
are pretty sure of almost daily rain. The
crops thus far promise well and the farmers ‘are encouraged.
May
the
Lord
spare the land! Famine and floods have
made it desolate these four ye ars and carried millions of these deluded idolaters to
an awful eternity. I lived those terrible
famine days over again the other evening: when I took a friend to visit
the pits and ditches where
hundreds of!
corpses

were

rudely

flung by the

scavengers.
O such
Such piles of sculls!
not one

hundred

the

Prefect of Paris by Mayor Shurtleffof Boston and was replied to by him.
It was
thought that it would be

possible, as

soon

as the Cable
was joined with the land wire,
for the Emperor Napoleon, in Paris, to

fire

a cannon in Duxbury by means of electricity. Had the junction been effected earlier
in the day, the experiment would rudoubls
edly have been tried,
a

JAPAN.

:

Despatches received at the Navy
ment, from Rear

Admiral

Depart-

Rowan,

contain

interesting news of the civil war in * Japan.

Tne Mikado’s land and naval forces have
attacked and carried the outposts of Enmotos, and have penned him up on the southeast peninsula of Tesso, where he must
counted
lie bur- yield to seige orstorm. The Japanese Parfliament is yet in session. It is reported
public

heaps of bones!
Within a space of

square

feet

over forty on the surface.
ed be neath them
SANITARY

gratulatory despatch was received from

SY ai

printed, which

out, would certainly ‘diminish
the evil.
This—report, with its appendix, makes a

Agents and others should be particular to give
the Post Ofiices {County and State) of suhscrivers for
whom they make remittancs, &c.
Rem mber, i1 is

%

to be

years

in this valley. A civil war laid waste this
beautiful courtry, and. threatened the de-

at first that he would prove a difficult man
to deal with, and he acted cautiously. Ina

takes very strong- ground (for England) on
temperance, and advocates various legisla| tive remedies, which, if they were carried

A= All Ministers (ordained and licevsed,) in
good standing in the Freewill! Baptist Connexion are
gathorized ani requested to actas Agents in obtaining
* subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
Agents are al'owed 10 per éent, on all moneys collected and remitted by them.
\

~

ordered

fow

I

sented, and

in

price of the paper, to prepay the postage

A

of artillery, and the war-tramp were

stances in which they know their labors are

England a report of a commibtee was pre-

LUTHER BR. BURLINGAME, Agent.
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=

there are in-
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But yet

blessed to the conversion of men,
I have
Convocation of Canterbury, which rapre- "now hetore me, the record of the case of a
sents two-thirds of the Episcopalians: in publican, to whom the missionary thought

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

the

monthly visliationy,.

ment, it is a noticeable fact, thatat the late
meeting in February. of the Lower House of
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that many important measures are under *

MEASURES.

I am delighted to notice the Bengalis are
beginning to turn their attention to sanitary,
measures which concern the public health.

qonsideration,

mostly<relating to foreign-

It is

ers, foreign intercourse and finance.

probable that the rebel forces vn the island
Recently oneof our journals published a of Yeddo hive been captured or dispersed,
call from the residents of a native town for The country will then have peace. Many

improved health regulations,
This is a
thing remarkable that a Bengali can see or
smell
a public nuisance. Just now fever

is raging in a district to tbe south of Calcutnow in press.
ta, and government has. appointed a cont
YANKEES,
mission to investigate its loonl causes. The
I believe 1 have never once spoken of accumulgted fiith of generations, the’ He,

princes have surrendered their long-ohbrish-

ed feudal rights for the general! good.’ “Al

ready have the Japanese far 0

iby
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The

Kingdom

‘I tesson is mot positive;
have not diminished;

MORNING

The fires of the sun
the mountains give

no indication of waxing old. They breast
the winds and storms as firmly as ever.—

of God.

5

Those of Syria bear cedars;
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‘the gospel whichis come

4, 1869.

and others,

gions of the world, there is not one so sublime, not one so cheering, as the religion of
Christ.
There is not one that touches and

the gospel, which ye have heard and which
was preached to every creature which is

.
Concluded, .”
junder heaven,” ete. Nothing could be done
“In. the days of these kings’ shall thé
more universal. The 2d Psalmis next quoion
dissolut
brings
into
action
the
finer
feelings
of
the
the
to
check
seasons produce a
God of heaven set up-=a kingdom.” In the
ted to prove the final triumphs of Christianthe
winter
human
heart,not
one
that
makes
its
possessIn
ons,
producti
e
vegetabl
daysof these kings, clearly implies in the ‘of
ity; read the Psalm and then turn’fo Acts
earth rests and has time to recuperate.— or so meek and humble under insults, or
days of the kings or kingdoms represented
4:
25-30, and see the fulfillment of the
with
labors
it
so
patient
under
trials
and
sersecutions,
summer,
Then in spricg and
by the great ihage. God shall se.up,' renewed vigor. But how is it on the great not one that brings hii so near to that an- prophecy. “Who by the mouth ot thy serthe same as drganize into a church capaci- planet Jupiter? Tis axis has scarcely any gelic perfection at which “all aim, as the vant David hast said,” (Acts 4: 25,) “Why
ty, his saints, and thereby constitute them inclination to its orbit; the sun is always
did the heathen rage, and the people imagChristian religion, or that mode of wor-

a government,

efféctual and

in power und

such

or in other

words

consume

andi

kingdoms;
Over this

king

nearly .over its equator and the seasons
So that immense orb,
are ever the same.

ship insfituted by ofr

kingdom

without the resgof the cold season, may la-

God,”

a

break

aM

efficient, as

influence in the earil
which

shall

in pieces all earthly

bor and produce

it shall stand forever.

kingdom

forever.

He

Jesus

it is

Christ

¥egetation

for myriads

years, and perhaps never be

sits as

of

destroyed, as

there is no avidence from reason nor revelation, that when the world shall be destroy

who was cut out

of the mountain, the holy hill, the moun
tain of God; called a stone.
Thisis the

ed, other heavenly

cept the moon.

stone the builders (the Jews) rejected, the
head of the comer, the chict corner, the
elect, the precious; * Tc whom, we, comigg as unto a living stone, disallowed
ihdeed of men, chosen of -God and precious.” Ye who have tasted that the Lord
is gracious, also, as lively ‘stones, are baile

bodies

will be,

if we

The falling of stars

Jesus

Christ,

whom the prophet Isaiah called the‘ Mighty

and

the -apostle,

* God

manifest

in the flesh.”
a
Shall we dare to say thiat he, who, with
out education, for the aid of human philosephy, has given us a system of religion exyothing

more

than

aman!

If we

God by Jesus Christ.

Wherefore also it is

' OLD

in Zn, (the spiritual house,

the true church,
chief corner

not be

made of lively stones,) a

stone,

ses

up,

the

consuming

power,

the

Ghost

will consider another
this kingdom.
This
spiritual rock, says to
the Father, and

Again,

remembrance

the. Comforter will not come

unto you; but

if I depart I will send him

unto you.” John 16: 7.

:

and shall

not

a fire shall devour before him,

the great event.
‘Of old hast thou laid the
foundations of the earth; and the heavens

are the work of thy hands.

They shall per-

ish but thou shalt endure; yea, all of them
shall wax old like a garment; as a vesture

:

Who is this Comforteror Holy Ghost?
We will let this same Christ answer. He
says, ¢ He shall give you another Comforter, (implying evidently

shall come

and it shall be very tempestuous round about
him.» Ps. 50: 3.
‘
Then we have passages more direct as to

wha'soever I have said unto you.” John
14: 16,26. In other words Jesus says, ** It
is expedient for you that I go away; for if
T go not away,

**Our God

keep silence;

in my name, he shall teach you all things,
your

the

wicked He shall rain snares, fire and brimstone, and a horrible tempest.”
Ps. 11:6.

whom the Father will send

and bring all things to

that while

angel, none

the seal ofthat book in which are reeorded
those things which men and angels havé
desired to know from the beginning.

If we say he is inferior to the Father,
has
all power in heaven and in earth.
k

:

he

* Chips.
.

my

—

1f it requires a given amount of wealth
to constitute a Christian church,

how

much

shalt thou change

changed.”

them

and

Ps. 102: 25,26.

they shall be

‘And

all the

host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the
heavens shall be rolled together as a scroll;
and all their bost shall* fall down as the leaf

he shall comfort in

a diffrent manner,) that he may abide
. with you forever; even the Spirit of truth;
whom the world cannot receive, ‘because it

——So

varied

and

numerous

are

the

forms of religious error at the present day
that where there is notin the heart a prayerful desire to gaina wig knowledge of
God the perdition of the soul is absolutely
sure.
——As the Jews were looking for a
temporal. prince and national glory in the
first coming of the Messiah, so as a snare
will his second coming be to all who dwell
upon the earth.” There doubtless will be
those who will be looking for spiritual reva

olutions and

Tn

triumphs, honestly

misunder-

there will

be

those

who

falleth off from the vine, and as a falling fig
will not expeet .his coming at all; saying,
from the fig-tree.” Isa. 34:4.
“For the
*¢ Since the fathers have fallen asleep all
seeth him not, neither knoweth him; but
heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and
ye know him; for he dwelleth with you,
things will continue asthey were from the
the earth shall wax old like a garment.”—
beginning;” and there will be others who
and shall be in you. I will not leave you
comfortless: I will come to you.” John 14: Isa. 51: 6. “For, behold, the Lord will come have looked for his coming; and have fixed
with fire, and with his chariots like a whirl16, 17, 18. Again, “I say unto you, that
the time so many times, to be disappointed,
wind, to render his anger with fury, and his that they will not really expect it themif two of you shall agree . on earth as touchrebuke with flames of fire.” Isa. 66: 15. I selves; and they will be so befogged in
ing anything that they shall ask, itshall be
beheld till the thrones were cast down, and
many grossgrrors, as to give the world oc-|
‘done for them of my Father which is in
the Ancient of days didsit. The judgment casion tofs
far
- aloof from them; and
heaven. For where two or three are gathwas set and the books were opened.” Dan.
perhaps instead of preaching the glorious
ered together in my name, there I am in
7:9, 10. “Forallthe earth shall be devour- doctrine of the second coming of Christ as
the midst of them.”
Matt. 18: 19, 20.
ed with the fire of my jealousy.” Zeph. 3: it should be taught, they will be ever harpJesus Christ then, according to Scripture, is

to come ia the person of the Holy Ghost, as
the

Comforter, as

In Malachi 4: 1, mention is made of a day

a rushing mighty wind,

when it shall burn as an oven, &e., but that

see the Son of‘ man coming in his kingdom.”
Or in other, words, ** Verily I say unto you,
That there be some standing here, which
¢hall not taste of death, till they have seen

ur,

with power.”

9: 1.
had their fulfillment unday of pentecost more
is the kingdom in pow-

The kingdom to which. Paul says we

have

But ye

come.

are come unto mount

“ Gates

Zion, and unto the city of the living God,
the heavenly Jerusalem, which he says in

——

assembly

born, which

and church

are

written

Yes, I believe

in heaven, and to

God the Judge of all, and to the spirits of

A.D. F.

of the World.

The world is to end. The testimony is so
plain and positive in the New Testament
_|
that but few doubt its final-destruction.
Would it have been doomed to be destroyed if sin had not come?

We may suppose not, yet as God has
given no intimation in. the Scriptures that
destruction is to come in consequence of the
apostasy

of man,

nothing

definite

can

be

-|

BELIEF OF MANY.
~The

sdncient

Pythagoreans,

Platonists,

Epicureanss and Stoics had some notions
of the general conflagration of the world.

Mention

is made

of it in the writings of

Sophocles,
Hystaspes, Ovid
Some of these nations and

tivesn. three to five

hundred

and Lucian.
writers lived

years

before

+Chrisg, The idea must have come from the
+ Old Testament, probably given by the Phe
: niciang, who got it from the Jews in their

r trade and oemmerce with them. The Phe+ nicians were famous for their commerce.
"Their ships floated m almost every sea, and
"

Awad
was e
with

mora
ia oy

“or

Amauniaiy
)

are

th

lowa

most parts of

the

d with heat,

and the whole be

fogu g ob
y

1

Vr ’

rach ? nl

874

we

shall

talk

Roy will have his - billiard saloon, or card

ed, let us have grace, whereby we may
serve God acceptably with reverence and

known on this subject.

like

it is the case, when the saint is finishing
his earthly course, ere the boundaries of

talked
.
. probation are fully passed, as disease
and laugh breaks the bars of the prison and the crum: bling walls give way, that floods of heavenly

and joke and play
2
The Gates Ajar, page 81.
I wonder where around the throne of God

just men made pertect,&c.—Wherefore we
receiving a kingdom which cannot be mov-

End

—

sense, you will talk with Roy as you
with him here.
.
.
.

of the first

godly fear. Heb. 12: 22, 23, 28.

delusions:

——There are windows to the fleshly
prison of the soul through which some
beams of celestial light may “Pass ; but often

Ajar.”

¢ Tf there is any such a thing as common

another place is the mother of us all, and to
an innumerable company of angéls, to the

general

or kindred

evidently refers primarily to the destruction of Jerusalem, asit is said before that

here, which shall not taste death till they

.~Matt 16: 28. Mark.
"These Scriptures
«doubtedly on the
particularly. This

ing on no-soulism

and there will be vast multitudes, who,

those in the days of Noah, will be intent on
buying, and selling, and building, and
marrying, and so that day will come
day the Sun of righteousness, Christ, shall upon” them unawares; but there will be
arise. Elijah also, that is, John ‘the Bap- those who will ‘be found with clear and
tist, will make ready a people to receive white raiment, with lamps trimmed and
him.
burning, who may be so intent on doing
The testimony that the world will be de- good in the vineyard, that even they will
stroyed is plain in the Old Testament. In not be looking for his coming just then ; but
the New, it is stronger still. All should as the trump shall sound, the mighty anprepare for life, death, the end of the world gels will gather all such jewels, and *¢ they
and the judgment day.
F.
shall be mine saith the Lord of hosts.”

in the fulfillment of the Scripture, ** Verily
Isay unto you, There be some standing

the kingdom of God come

were

and

gathered

Pilate, with

together.”

Were they converted?
ing all their rage and

God set his King

the

Gentiles

Acts 4:

27.—

table, and if he and his companions should
want to gambleif they wont need a crowbar or pick-ax to pry up some of the pavement of thé street of the city to lay down as
stakes.
a
iy
Swedenborg taught that heaven was happiness, that the people of the future would
be employed just as in this. I once heard a
member of the New Jerusalem church say
the reason why he.spent so much time-daneing, Bunting and fishing was, he enjoyed so
much happiness in those recreations that he
wanted to be engaged in them much of the
time in heaven,
Mahomet promised his followers all the
sensual gratifications of earth together with
numerous wives and enlarged powers to
enjoy their sensual gratifications as their
eternal heaven. Swedenborg gave his followers a system of religion drawn more
largely from the Koran than from the Bible
with Mahomet left out,and he came so near
leaving Christ out, that his disciples never
style themselves a Christian church, but the
* New Church"——the New .Jerusalem
church.

Miss Phelps, having probably tead Swed-

enhorg, is not ready to entirely renounce
Christ, but undertakes to engraft the

light burst through these openings, and the

2: As to war, we are sorry to be

Yet, notwithstandvain imaginations,

“(Jesus'

Carist)

upon his

*Givé the heathén, and all the earth,

peace.
Some even suppose that the previ.
lence of war is a certain precursor of the

for bis possession.” Psalms 2: 8. What for?

comingof the Lord.

«Thou shals break them with arod of iron.”
(An expression always used in theBible to de
note the destruction of the wicked, not their
conversion.)** [hou shalt dash thew in pieces
like a potter's

vessel.”

Psalms

is the ultimate fulfillment

2+ 9.

“The

the image

stone

(Jesus

(or these

Here

in Daniel

Christ)

smo'e

worldly kingiloms),

and they were- annihilated, no

place found

are’ fever

at rest; but the

But in this they are

and

éver, who made all things named, that there

upon

our

Nor are modern wars so sanguine as

those
about

in former times; our late war was
as deadly as any in modern times;

as many reported

slain,

And

#ccompli-hed
to

fulfill

“already;
the

text contemplates:

sounded, the- third woe

but

text, in

many

nations

all his

never can be done, we have but

soul
b@lievers, or annihilationists, but seek
for truth.
GREEN SAWYER.

Ae “The

Wrong
—

J.then young,

fo work in

that the mountain of the house of the Lord
shall be established in the top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above the hills;

and people shall flow unto it. And many
nations shall come, and sayy Come, and let
us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and
to the house of the God of Jacob; and he

of his ways, and we will walk
And he shall judge among
and rebuke strong nations afar
shall beat their swords into
spears’ into prun-

ing-hooks. Nation shall not lif up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more. But they shall sit every man

It was in a state of body and mind sadly
contrasting with that which-he had hoped to
possess, that he entered the sanctuary, and

ed, the selected sermon,

and hurried away.

ascended the

whose empty seat

church; but there are some who think that
it is a prophecy concerning what men shall

served of all observers,” before the prompt
sexton was by his side, with the familiar,

teach, and not ‘what shall actually come to
pass. In reply to this, it may be enough to
say—

and

1. That no one would ever have thought

his

trial,

turned

sermon.

Very

over

three

times,

thirdlv,”

of

presentee,

2

on

his

notes,

remarking

two

or

* Thirdly, my friends; I say,

which

an

old woman, sitting ..

hy, ejaculated, ** Thirdly, sir, is awa wi’ the

wand ; yonder’s it, ower the kirkyard wa.'—
Religious Intelligencer.

Better Look It Up.
——
:
Mr. Beecher says; * Never forget what
a man has said to you when he was angry.
If he has Charged you with any thing, you
bad better look it up.” |
A person has often been startled from a
pleasant dream of self-deception by the
words of an angry acquaintance. The
angry man may wish his words unsaid the
next hour, but they are past recall. .The
wisest course13 to take home this lesson
with meekness to our own souls.
It was a saying of Socrates, that every
man had need ot a faithful friend and a

‘bitter enemy ; the one to advise, and the

other to show him his faults.
When Plato was told that one whom he
highly esteemed had spokenill of him, he
mildly replied, ‘I am suge he would not
have done so if there had not beén reason

however, the

preacher had provided in part, as he had
carefully noted the hymns on the margin of
chosen

;

had announced that he would now proceed
to the third head or division, he hastily

sometimes trying, demand for ¢* your
For this

an old

A clergyman in Forfarshire, who was con-

the waiting congregation had been for some
time looking in wonder. Scarcely had he
reached this conspicuous position, ** the ob-

sir.”

whispered

ducting public worship in a tent or booth,
had a portion of his notes carried off by the
wind. Not perceiving the circumstance, he

a few moIn the ex-

people shall walk every one in the name of
his god, and we will walk in the name of

hymns,

preacher!”

foot, was presented to the church ‘living

of this unexpected

to

o

Kirkcudbright. The doctor labored under
the loss of eyesight. - When he was preach-

delay, he then hastily seized, as he suppos-

pulpit,

more

In 1762, the celebrated Dr. Thomas Black-

he was an eu-

citement

This text of Scripture is generally supposed to describe the future glories of the

and

an old woman, who sat on the pulpit stairs,
inquired of a neighbor whether he was a
reader.
*‘He canna be a reader, for he’s
blind,” responded the neighbor, “Iam glad to heart,” responded the old wife; *‘wish
they were a’ blin'!”
.
:

under his vine and under his fig-tree: and
none shall make them afraid, for the mouth

For all

little,

This thread of love, if
it, shall lift even you

read our book.”

Greatly to the preacher's discomfort, the
person who was to carry him to the church}
agitation

however

ing one of his trial discourses as

did not call for him till within
ments of the hour for service.

*

filthy fellow ! we'll gang hame, Jenny, and

tire stranger. It was only two miles from
the’ place of his temporary sojourn, and arraungements were made for his conveyance
within the last halt hour preceding
the service. In his ignorance ot the particular religious condition of thé peopie he was to
address, he selected, and, by, way of preperation for the services, carefully read over
a sermon which he thought would do no
harm, if it did no good, in any circumstances that might exist,
:

and

by one of the

spinster to her sister, on hearing a young
minister for the first time.
**Whist, Bell,”
was the reply, *‘he's readin’.”
+*Readin’ is
he P” said the eulogist, changing:
her tone:

for a single day

which

have,

is a grand

Sermon.

had occasion

eagerly

It was now within

cordial acceptability of any presentee. . ‘‘He

Cheech. \ A few yoars ago, a minister of Christ,

tt

descended,

The plain people of Scotland are strongly
averse to sermon reading, and: odd stories
illustrating their dislike are abundant:
In a majority of the ‘furdl parishes, the
use of a manu-cript in the pulpit, would,
till a recent period, have béen fatal to the

$C

“But in the last days it shall come to pass \to supply a pulpit to

it

*

——

: Stlections. ;

I have no sympathy with bigots,or no-

lower

Sermon Reading.

engaging

for it.”

confidently

But angry words should be remembered
of teaching such glorious’ things, if he had he took from his pocket the manuscript,
only forthe good that can be got out of
that
he
might
transcribe
the
numbers,
when
not found them in the Bible.
:
not with feelings of resentment
lo! hi was appalled to. discover that in his them;
2. The prophet asserts that, ¢¢ The mouth haste he had.brought the wrong sermon—a towards those who utter them. Usually
forsermon designed specifically for anxious in- those words are the hardest for us in tothem.
aire to die a pauper, that men may learn ‘| of the Lord hath spoken it.”
truth
most
the
have
which
give
There are others who think that. the ful- quirers! There was, however, no time for
to trust only in the true riches.
?
arise from just such
fillment of these predictions shall transpire debate, nor deliberation, nor even apology ; Lifelong variances
at dishonor on
J. HAYDEN,
hasty words, and bring
and
the
only
course
left
to
pursue
was
to
in another world, The refutation of this is
Ld
Christ's name. We should reflect that He
give
the
sexton
the
hymns
that
first
occurI
of ou
found in the text itself,
red, and forthwith proceed with the service. who ‘numbers even the bairs
Millennium.
heads,”
annaints
oven
tlie
sms.
e
Coca
1. Tt ig stated that many nations shell Whether the people discovered the emotion
engage in missionary operations. This is whichi sgitated the young preacher, the stances of our every-day life, and that if we
Millennium simply means a thousand nowhere said to be the work that shall en- writer never knew bug, before the sermon use them aright, all things shall work towas half delivered It was evident there was gether for our good. That even the wrath

years, There are two theories advocated at ago the attention of the people of God
the présefit time, and both afe founded upon after thd eoming of Christ; on the con-

the twentieth 6Hapter of Revelation, —the trary, the fiofd asserts that the wicked
one to be before the sé¢dohd coming of Christ, shall, at the judgnléiit day, go away into
and the other afterwards (s¢8 Webster).— everlasting punishment,
Te
Neither of them pew. Ido not attethpt to
2. Again, this scripture
tefiches: that
advocate either. But what I wish to say 1s many strong nations shall beat theif swords
this: that the Scriptures brought to prove into plowshares, and their spears into ptunthe

conversion

of the

world, or

final tri-

ing

hooks, and

cease

to

learn

the

art

of

umphs of Christianity before the end of the war. Can ths be true of the world beyond
world, by Brother-H. Whitcher, 1 think, go the judgment day? Shall therg be many

Rom. 10: 18. But

Nsay; have they not

‘%

What could it mean?
The preacher

Times.

another

tow 10 8POIL YOUR PrEAcHER—1. Tell

engagement

your

elsewhere in the afiernoom, and was obliged to leave the place immediately after the
service, without stopping to ascertain what
it maant, But within two or three days,
he received a most welcome message from
two

different

sources,

in

which

was

counsel bad gain and

again

been address-

he is a man

:

8. Magnity every fatilt you see in him.
4. Don't co-operate with him in An)
effort he may makg, to advénce the inters
est of the.church.

b. Stay

|.

away from

meeting, when

can possibly find an excuse,

0.

|

you

6. Show to the world that you havé ho

interest in his welfare,

;

The above rules, faithfully followed, will
ruin the influence of any preacher, especfally
if a large number of his parishioners .

listened, saw, as if the
<uddenly broken upon follow them,

"

of very

do no good,

a stranger
had besn sent to Nito preach
that
particilar sermon oft that Sabbath,

ed in vain, while she
light of heaven had

that

2. Keep it before the people, that he can °

ex-

to whom the kindest ‘and best of Christian

neighbors

ordinary ability.

pressed the greatest gratitude to God that

One lady, who for many months had abandoned fiereel 10 almost utfer despair, and

:
ad

;

had

it. the way to be justified and saved, and at
once emerged - ‘from the darkness and
im
3. Again itis said in the text quoted that| wretchedness of her soul's protracted
prisonment, intothe joys of a conscious and
*“ All people will walk, every matt in the complete
deliverance, Others were led to

[]

of man shall be made to praise him.—#8. 8.

emotion in the congregitiofl, A thirked
stillness pervaded the whole hotidé,
Here
and there was a hearer bathed in tedfs.

bumble and poor im spirit possess their heard, yes, verily, theifsound went into all
. Almost every- souls in the - plenitude of peace.—Kem- the earth, and their wods to the ends of the name of his god, and we will walk in the inquire after the way of life, am
world.” See Col. 1: 5,6. +The word of name of thelord our God.” This text must cious season of refreshing Rh
pis.
-l

Coq a

.

John" —the

up to God and glory. Who liath despised
the day of small things”

Bro. Whitch-

Let God be true,

and

what you

a

gels, in waiting to bear them to their eter——Heayen sometimes permits the basest
.of men to have the most wealth, that men
may see that it is not in money to impart
real greatness and true nobility ; and for the
same reason he allows some of his most
precious jewels to be clothed with the ragh
of poverty. Again, he allows the million-

“Wait a bit,

shall be given you.
you will not neglect

it is not incredible that an enthusiasm may
yet be kindled in the missionary enterprise,

er says it is their conversion to Christianity.

of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it.

out,

woe, but there is a thread of Divine love
that comes from the throne of heaven and
touches even thee. Seize that thread. It
may be small, but it is golden. Improve

hardly

as literal

servants, prophets and saints,and all that love _the manner, and for the results, spoken of
and fear him, small and great,
#nd destroy
by the mouth of the Lord, and the things
the wicked, not convert them. God says, spoken shallbé accomplished.
the sounding of the seventh angel is, Woe
8S. D.C.

plough-shares, and their

cried

thou mayest be sunk very low in sin and

has done, and give him which may equal that awakened, in the
thanks for it. Christ has smote the image, widdle ages, by the preaching of Peter the
or wicked nations, and they are angry, be- ‘Hermit, in favor.of rescuing the holy sepulcause bis wrath has’ come upon them, the cher from the hand of the Saracen. Instead
time to judge the dead has come, the day of of folding our hands, and: saying the work

will teach us
in his paths.
many people,
off; and tney

in with

“Thou hast saved me, Mary.” The worsted
thread was not despised—it drew after it the
twine, the rope, the rescue! Ah, my friend,

in this blessed work.
When we reflect
what strange things have been done by man,

declare what God

of the

boy burst

himself into the arms of his wife, sobbing :

ave
has

manoer, as prophecy is wont to be fulfilled.
A few hundred missionaries have gone to
invite the heathen to worship God; but the

The Triumphs

her little

reach, and was gently seized

in

(viz.,fifih, sixth and seventh) yet to sound.”
Now tura to Rev. 11: 14; “two woes’ past,

ete.

when

crowd. They fastened some twine to the thread, ‘Now pull up.” The man got bold of the twine. The rope was fastened
on.
“Pull away again,”
He at length
seized the rope and made it secure. There

fin-

gers.

been

of earth by reason of the three trumpets,

Which shall we believe?

y

OF SMALL
v

were a few moments of suspense, and then,

enough

to the inhabiters of the eartt.

YW

DESPISED, THE DAY
THINGS P"

amidst the shouts of the people, he threw

ihe 1 74 our, God forever and ever.”"—Micah

]

washing,

destroy our nation. Rome was in peace
but twice in a thousand years. Since Washington was inaugurated President, we may

but there were

mystery

reward

HATH

A tall chimney had been completed and
the scaffolding was being removed.
One
mag remained pn-the top 10 superintend the
process, A rope should have been left tor
him to descend by. His wife was at home

she fitted out pirates to prey upon our commerce, and lent her aid in other Ways to

countenance growing pale in death béams
with unearthly light; and ere they bid
adieu to earthly attendants they with rapture behold the shining escort of annal home.

“WHO

refrained froma war with England, although

3. Extensive missionary operations
foreseen.
Something of this nature

God will

was, al lgast in this case, the

watched by many eyes.

when he shall begin to

retribution, when

sermon

Lower

of God should’ be finished; as he hath de
clared to his servonts the prophets.” Rev.
8: 13.
Woe, woe, unto the inhabiters

the seventh angel

wrong

right sermon.— Cor. Chgreqationalist,

Cgesar made war upon Briton, because she
sold corn to his enemies; the United States

one battle, between the Mahommedans and
Franks, as daring our whole war.
a

and behold the third cometh quickly.”

spiritual darkness. Man appointed; God
disappointed, and saved thereby a soul
from death.
Let him be praised that the

below

should be time no longer.” Mark!
‘But
in the days of the voice of the seventh angel
sound, the

reason te believe

the bonds of distress a single daughterof

the world is tending in that direction now.

count the years of our wars

upon the earth, lifted up his eyes to heaven,

liveth forever

no

young

until all things spoken by the prophets shall | man became calm—*‘take off thy stocking,
have been fulfilled, it is evident he will’ not unravel the worsted ;” and he did so. ‘Now
come again until wars shall cease, and cease tie the end to a bit of mortar and iower gently.” Down came the thread and the bit of
forever. There are those who think that mortar, swinging backwards and forwards.

sages in the Scriptures ; but the wicked are
to’be destroyed first. See Matt. 13: 40-50.
“The angels gather out of his kingdom ail
offenders and them which do iniquity,” &e.
“Then (and not before), will the righteous
shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of

that

But he has

Itthe

that his effort would have reached a single
heart, or been instrumental in loosing from

But if Jesus must be retained in the heavens

for them.” Noone can doubt for a momerit
but that the time is coming when Jesus
Christ will have universal dominion over the

and sware by bim

of God.

confronted by such noble men as Micah and “Mother! Mother! they've forgotten the
[sainh.
The Apostle Peter virtually en- -rope and he's going to throw himself down!”
She paused—her lips moved in the agon
dorses these men, by saying:
“Whom
of prayer—and she rushed forth,
A 0
(Jesus) the heavens must receive (retain) was looking up to the poor man who was
until the times of the restitution of all things moving round and round the narrow corwhich God hath spoken by the mouth of all nice, terrified and bewilderéd. He seemed
as if at any moment he might fall or throw
bis holy prophets since the world began.— himself down in despair. His wife from

of the prophecy.

The very same thing is declared
2:85.

sermon.”

obliged

is no approximation ‘towards such'an era ot

a decree, ete,

grace

—

Ps. 21

hi 1 of- Zion, made

saving

Use the Means you Have,

to admit, that the prophet's vision extends
beyond our era.
Many suppose that there

heaven of Mahomet and of Swedenborg in
a little more fascinating and easy style against his theory more than for it. He strong nations in the new heavens} or in the
first quotes Matt. 24: 14, Gospel preached new earth, who shall have need to bereinto the Orthodox church,
as a witness to all nations. There is not the huked of the Lord, and unlearn the art of
Ax Orb May,
least intimation that all will embrace it.— war? Shall men be seen In the new JeruThe gospel is always a witness for or salem, carrying their swords and spears to
The moritent & man gives away to inor- against those who have it, but the gospel] the forges of blacksmiths ? Shall there be
dinate desire, disquietude and torment take wag preached by the apostles to the. then indeed an **anvil chorus” iu the music of
possession of hig beart. The proud and known world for a
;
8
mls
witness. See referenges, héaven ?
-| the covetous

But if this passage cannot be thrown
away,
nor yet be fulfilled after the crowning
of Christ, we must find some place where. it
can have a literal fulfillment. Reversing
the order pursued above, the attention is
called to each of the above points again.

and

manner that they choose, uiimolested.

standing certain prophecies, so elated by comes, and what is it? Surely not the conthe external glories of a backslidden church version of the wicked, but their destruction.
that they may not heed the prevalence of
All the heavenly hosts, with loud voices,
wickedness; and

The

worship every man “his god,” and ‘‘we
will worship the Lord our God.” This.is

whole earth, as predicted by very many-pas-

E. H. HART.

A

present time. In all parts of the world men
are allowed to worship any god, in any

both’ Herod

6,7.

but he can ualoose

preacher had been left to carryomt bis own
short-sighted plan, he would, perhaps,have
gone ‘into the pulpit fullof confidence, and
possibly a. little proud of his little * grea

;

1. Theré is a time of religious foleration
foreshown. A time when all people shall

22. This was prophetic of judgments upon will it take to constitute a Christian?
their Father. “Ooace more, Rav. 11:15.
A
the Israelites if they should rebel, but has
*——¢ How hardly shall a rich man ent r very unfortunate quotation for Bro. Whitchsome allusion to the final conflagration. So into the kingdom of heaven ;” but how easi- er, I think. Look atRev. 10: 5. ‘‘Andthe
has also the following passage: “Upon the | , y may he glide into the church!
angel which I saw stand upon the sea, and

he shall give you another Comforter, that
he may abide with you forever,”—** which is
the Holy

but

that it may not always be.
“For a firejs
kindledin mine anger, and shall burn unto
the lowest hell, and shall consume the earth
with her increase, and shall set on fire the
foundations of the mountains.”
Deut. 32:

grind him to powder;
fall on this stone shall

his disciples, *“ I will pray

again,

pression, while the earth remaineth, implies

kingdom taken away frum the Jews, the
kingdom, or stone, * that on whomsoever
it shall fall it will
and whosoever shall
be broken.”
In conclusion, we
phase, or order of
same Jesus, stone,

drowned

earth remaineth, seed-time and harvest, cold
and heat,summer and winter, day and night,
should not cease.
Gen. 8:22.
The ex-

a foundation stone, and

thereby constitute a kingdom that shall
stand forever. This kingdom is the kingdom

PROOF.

After the flood, God said the world should

contained in, or agreeable to,the Scriptures,

behold, I lay

TESTAMENT

he was an

ories,is to magnify the guiding, rescuing,

the heavenly world.

substantially the state of the world at the

was

**The heavwhen it is

there snall ‘be any such thing as idolatry in

Psalms 2: 1; Acts 4: 25

call. him

a prophet, he has done that which the greatest*prophet could not do.
If we call him a
said, The heavens shall pass away with a philosopher, he has given us a system;which
If we call
“great noise,” reference is had probably to | no human mind could suggest.
the aerial heaven,*the atmosphere.
These | him a king his kingdom is not of this
views are maintained by such men as Dr, world.
Itwe had the audacity to say he
suyse,. Dr. Mede, Dr. Dwight, and vthers was an-imgostor, his system is infallible
up a spiritual house, aholy priesthood, to
But.should we look above man and hint that
offer up spiritual saciifices, acceptable to of great eminence.
urative ; so also the expression,
And
en departed as a scroll.”

—The-writer's ohject in relating “this inci:
dent from a sketch-book of ministerial mem«

“For of a truth against thy holy child, Jesus,

ine vain things?"

holy

actly fitted to all in severy condition,

6x

is fig-

Lord

-

unto you as-it-is{ ‘certainly have its fulfillment this side of the
coming of Christ; for itis incredible that

in all the world.” = Also 23d verse.
‘If ye
ile
dr
A few reflections on the Christian reli- continue in the faith grounded. and settled,
gion and its’ Author. Among all the reli- and be not moved away from the hope of.

stately oaks and towering pines.
To be
“I'sure, on the earth thé vicissitudes of the

¢

in Cap

i

A knimve discoveredis the greatest fool,
A man had better ba poisoned in his
blood than in his principles.

A knowledge of out duties is the most

useful part of philosophy.

:

known by no

name

than

physical
pression

¢ Diei Do-’

*

Lord's day, in many
gins in

the

and

is at-

3. The patient is sometimes deprivedof

good
have

the use of his limbs, especially the legs and

feet; so that he is iudisposed to walk to the

Out of the world of the wailing.
Througed with the anguished and ailing,
Out of the world of the sad;
Into the world that rejoices—
World of bright visions and voices—
Tuto the world of the glad.

house of God,
4. In some cases,

upon

them #after they

house of God, and has
yawning

and

attack

have

been

has

gone

quick

that an

_instinct-

a guest;

but to indulge

the door

upon

come

to the

autended with

slumber.

f

.

y

fee

fo

Tine

not sufficient to
They
must ¢X-

think?

but,

has

what

ase,
10. Persons affected with this disease
generally have a disrelish for private re-

pot what we think, but what God has said,
that shall judge us in the great day.
** Rye

ing of the Scriptures,

is to turn away from
word

that | have

our only

spoken,”

says

our

;

bless you,

11. This disease is also contagious;
neighbors receive it from neighbors, and
children from parents.

Lord,

“ ghall judge you atthe last day.”
Is it tor a poor condemned sinner to dietate to God how he is to be pardoned?
Can we choose’ in that matter?
Oh!if we
had eyes to see, we should discern that
there is nothing so becoming as that we,
needy beggars, should accept the offered

Eternal

No fragment of an army
half ‘so many bullets as the

caipri
cmned
boon :; Sh we,. conde ins d culprits, should | 44¢]

}
so
received

ever

°

Word.

thing be assured—that it is impossible we
should succeed.
Naaman
might have
washed in Abana and Pharpar for ever,’and
his leprosy have
remmined
uncleansed.

And so we may think what we please about
_ the way of salvation. God hus said that

sieges; no

there is salvation in no other than in his
Son, Jesus Christ our Lord; yea, that there
is no other name under heaven given among
men, by which they can be saved.
Wash,
and be clean,” was the word to Naaman.
“The

blood

of Jesus

Christ,

God's

Son,

_cleanseth us from all 'sin,” is his precious]
testimony to us,
May we so know and be-

lieve it as that it may be said of

faith
ness.

hath

made

thee

us, ** Thy

whole."—7he

Wil

:

Life’s Last Hours.
Pd

Life’ last hours are grand testing hours.

Death tries all our principles and lays bare
all our foundations. Maby have acted the
bypocrite in life, who were forced to be honest in the hour of death. Misgivings of
heart, kept secret through life, ve. gome |

**’tis living

philosophérs,

systems,

you,

my

11d;

to

rejoice

thousands

that

have

he

Greece

put the P. O. address

S

na

nN

K

}

asked

aged

institutions,

by

to get

sermons, and

have died away, the Bible now engages
“men’s deepest thoughts, is examined by the
keenest intellect, stands revered before the
highest tribunals ; is more read, and sifted,
and debated, more devotedly loved and
more vehemently assailed, more defended
-and more denied, more industriously translated and freely given to the world, more
honored and abused than-any book the
world eversaw.
It survives all changes,
itself unchanged; it sees all things decay,
itseif incorruptible; it sees myriads of other

he

“smoking
they may.
us

by HoLyMEs& BraNceARD.
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Prices,
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1. For one

new subscriber

and

$2.50,

attackiag

2. ** Good
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Present,”

Latham Clark, 174 pages.

by

ure all scrofulous affections, including Eryslipelas;

Ma

Price of eac

Urinary Diseases;

sumption, Neuralgia, AND EFFECTUAL WHEK-

iriont

«+ My

advantage in

blood checked’in its course, in having gain- | of Christ to his people,

4 Zeligion,
Ab 0 Int Ci
Ste dei
on Wi op 3 of duath.
her children should "be called.
address d
in broken “accents
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:

them

1h

child

y children, 1

been

have

been

God!

serve

and

trv

to find

Mother's Friend.

* A False Signal.
e——
railway excursion train as

it hurries onward, with impetuous speed !
A vast

crowd is collected

there, and

how

various and complicated are the interests
of each. A rapid impulse bears forward
the whole. That impulse residesin every
member of the group.
de
single bystander directs and controls it all. In an
unexpected moment a shock, as of a thunderbolt,

*

twinkling

crushes

them

of an eye,

and

character when

its appearance.

the

With

1!

frost of

As Stecleaptly remarks:

the

together;

in

the

elements of de-

struction are terribly let loose ; each hapless ‘one becomes an instrument
of injury

or death to his neighbor.

What™pen

can

oné

falsa or mistaken

signal!

Letus who

are teachers of the gospel, remember what
interest we hold, and by how much the
soul is more presi than the body. Let

and such as are so unfortunate as not to
be able to look back on youth with satisfaction, may give
them-elves no
little
consolation that they are under no te
fe
tion to repeat their follies, and that th
at present despise them.”
Still, the pleas-

another way, and didn’ Jet Herod know,the

locomutive go by Herod's house?”

upon

as we feel our weakness,

of yester-

food.

So long

lean upon

an

No vice so simple but assumes
mark of virtue on its ougward parts.

some

A MAN who gives his children habits of
industry, provides for them better thay by
giving them a fortune.
all means of refreshment to the mere intellect.
AT A GREAT bargain pause awhile.

To see an aged person weakly panting with
the remnants of those turbulent desires which

passion, reason,

°

.

,
THAT wiicH thinks, understands,

| acts, is 8 mething celestial

snd

:

A SUNDAY given to the soul is the best of

wills,

divine and

nal.

;

i
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“do
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20
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Shimmeg

AGAINST fortune oppose courage ; against

had issued in Christian peace: *‘ Pleasant
is it to me; O Lord, to confess to thee, by

what iow ‘rd goads thou tamedst me.”
A wIsE MAN stands firm in all extremities,
and bears the lot of his humanity with a divine temper.
Dip Carist die, and shall sin live? was
he erucitied to the world, and “shall our affections to the world be
gnick and lively P
Oh, whore is the spirit of [Tim who by the
Christ towashim?crucified to the world ’ |
rags theof world
and
shir
o.oo. prosperity a man enjoys, the |
more huwility God enjoins.

He THAT loses bis conscience, has nothing left that is worth keeping.
PROSPERITY makes friends and adversity
tries them,
-
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of the best Congregational sisters trained from time immemorial to “keep si
.| lence in the churches” and much more in

: polities, would stay
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and

all this

in view of the fatt as old as the world that
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re ], orystal streams,

grasses and flowers, and

Sax Francisco, July 1, 1869.
From

AUGUST
We

ere

between

waving

pines ap-

1iding on, and

mountain

tops;

‘wisely. © Wa took possession of-the 810.000,
‘with an additional thousand from the heirs
of the deceased donor. We asked for and

and so accomplished a man as Prof. LESLYE

-of Amherst, it will go far towards making
Pp fophivoy into history.

piles

received the land and

the buildings, and in

"And from Ann. Arbor a long bound Wik receiving, we pledged ourselves to. the naouy course is downward, curving, twisting,
‘woman brings min to her common Tevyour cor respondent to St. Paul and Minne- tion to do something worthy of so magnifiturning along river banks,
around moun=
2
el.” If she is above him in morals, in pur- tains and
hills, through tunnels;
and rocky- | Thirty miles of snow-sheds, of strong tim- apolis, Minnesota, where he had appoint cent a donation. Thus the institution was
ity she will bring him up and be the mak- + defiles.
located at Harper's Ferry, that we might reAll night we whirled over a rough bers, are built upon these mountains to pro- ments to lecture.
she
him
tect the road from avalanches.
One million
below
is
- Of Chicago, one of the stations on this ceive_a home for it. Tt was called a Colshe
if
but
ing ot him,
road, through broken hills, upon which the
will bring him down as Eve brought Adam
moon sent gleams of light, and which we in gold was paid for powder to_ blast ‘the route, it is not necessary to speak. More lege, to fill the couditions of receiving the
rocks on these dizzy hights; one hundred
down, and as multitudes of others have.
alive than ever, putting up ‘new buildings ten. thousand, and naturally took the name
were aroused, ever and anon, to view from
thousand dollars a mile was the cost of for enlarged business, new and ‘princely of its principal individual donor.
since done. J He goeth after her straightWe had
the window of Pullman’s Sleeper.
As the
goeth to the slaughter,”
the grading here..
Brave, skillful and noble mansions for private residences,. tearing up
as
way
an
ox
been using some portions of the buildings °
light of day broke upon us, we came down
the men, who dared, and did such a work.’ old streets, rhising buildings to correspond
&e.
donated to us, for a school, for years past;
into the famous “Echo Canyon,
This is a
Now who shall talk about “certain false
To rid® on these summits was w orth all the to the new grade, laying down Nicholson
If we had not held to, and used them, we
peculiar and interesting pass, narrow, jag- |
interpretations of the Bible, on woman's
pavements; &e.; &o,—this is the outside
cost of trip, twice told.
could
not have secured them. Some of us
ged, precipitous, and grand. Therocks are
rights, the F. W. Baptists and their organ,
From these hights the train ran rapidly life whichis everywhere seen in this mira- Rave felt the cold winds “and driving tains
bare and broken, standing in eolumns, in
of snow, in July, were above, around, below ; through the drifts our engine drives.
sab
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All communications designed for publication should

be addressed to the Editor, and ail letters on business
ramittancas of money,

the Arent
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Woman’s
THE

should

addressed

to

BIBLE

Rights.

———r—
THE TRUE GROUND.
ELEVATION,

In looking at the history
find

be

!

that

ell

true

OF

of the past

improvement

foundationin that Book

Sa
FEMALE

given

has

us by

as the rule of faith and practice.

we
its

God

= The more

we are in conformity to that the better itis
for us. Bo break away {from its precepts
' and restraints is to
chor,

cut

to ignore our chart

loose from our an
and

compass

and

drift forth upon the seas of life, the victim
of uncertain storms and currents which as-

sail us. We may callit ** progress” but it
4 is like the progress of him who breaks
away from an evangelical chtftch and

the

S#ar,

or

the

Congregationalists

their organ, the

Independent,

good

their

woman

of

own

who

and

deny a

churches

first principles of woman's

rights,

the

where

ber influence would be nothing but salutary
«| in bringing
man up to a higher level whith
she usually. occupies in the church? We
['would kindly suggest to our brother whether it would not be well before he attempts
unmercifully to expange our:‘motes," which
he thinks he hay discovered, to look after

the * beams” which especially
him to cast out. if —

belong

to

As torefuting the arguments of Simpson
and ‘Beecher on woman's equality there
drifts forthinto a liberal faith, which has’ is no occasion ; for we believe it as
firmly
no Christ in it, emancipated from * old as they do.
Ifit had said woman's supefogyism” as he terms it. A backslidden -riority we should not haye denied it. We on-

« Christian” sliding into "universalism or
semi-skepticism..is * progressing” in his

own estimation, taking a step

forward

be-

yond the Bible which is now ‘ out of date”
or * behind t}fe times.”
As Christians we have no safer guide
than the Bible in all questions of buman
. rights and immunities. It his done more
to elevate and purify woman and give her
the rights which belong to Her than all other causes combined ; and there is no occa-

sion for inveighing against it.

Give her an

open field and a fair chance and’ the question of *¢ woman's rights” will practically
solve itself without our forcing upon her
what she does not ask for, and what she
would not accept with all our forcing.
What she asks for she will eventually have;
~there is no question about that. There is
no need of bringing the lion into the ocean to

compete with the shark or of carrying him
up to the clouds to prove his equality with
theeagle. Thelaw of adaptation fixes the
matter. Each is superior in his own sphere
determined by a higher power.
Facts are
stubborn.
.
Man and woman are equal with a differ
ence, each superior in some -respects and
inferior in others, in an appropriate sphere.
Itis folly

for ‘the

father

to

undertake

to

play the mother or the mother the father.
Equally ridiculous is it for the man to feign
the woman or the woman the man. The

ly object to emasculating the man and subtituting the woman.
There is no need of
Bair

either in order to

be

progressive

and maintain the highest idea of woman's
rights. Wedo object to shutting her out
from the rights and privileges of the Christian church ‘and from an open field and fair
play every where.
Let the halls of educacation be thrown open equally to both sex-

es. We. bave graduated the first female
from a New England college at Bates. this
year, and until our colleges and medical
schools
under Congregational influence
and patronage are opened to females; the
Independent can do better than to call us
‘“ old fogy” and talk to us about ¢ cant and
drivel” who are practically far in advance
on woman's rights. Headlong plunges into
theories without
practice where it is
feasible amounts to
But very little! O the
beauty of consistency ! When the Independent brings her people up to our

stand- point

on this question we willFhail heras a fellowlaborer ia this and every other reform, and
she will have no disposition to fling insults
at us jand we shall have no occasion to fling
them back into her own teeth.

Where

is your Bible?
Gi

To ask a man where his Bible iz, may
at first appear unnecessary if .not usour-

fantastic shapes. like ruins of Titan .cities,

broken towers reaching to the skies, forts,
walls, castles,

nooks,

coverts

of a'l

sizes,

and shapes, the work of water and convul¢ions, upon conglomerate pudding-stone,
rough and shimmering.
A river has cut its
way through the mountains, and opened a
pass

for the

Yankee

nation,

that

East

West may clasp hands in fellowship.

and

This

Wahsateh mountain range is more difficu't
to pass than the Rocky, or Nevada mountains, and it is only through Echo and Webber Canyons that it is possible to construct
a railroad.
In a few hours we reach Bear river, and
Webber Canyon.
Here the rock is changed.

Instead of the pudding-stone, we
granite, and & yellowish

fine

have . the

stone, and

a

slate, but mainly a flinty, molten Tock, black
and hard, as if just run

off from

nature's

furnace, and cooled in mountain ‘blocks.—
The famous ‘*Devil’s Gate,” which Fremont

down, at the rate of 116 feet’ to the mile,
but often running ten miles to make two or,

three.

An old friend; my

first deacon in

short one. Here a few hours’ tarry was too
short to renew a most pleasant acquaintance
formed across the sea with Me. E. D. Holday there. It was a surprise to Bro. Sweet ton and family.
and family, to have their old pastor and | Thence on to Minnesota, over ‘a most
Bufl'ilo, lives well up in these romaatie regions, and we resolved to spend the Lord's

wife dropin upon them,

as if they had

come on eagles’ wings, across the desert
and over the mountain tops; and it was a
joy to us,
That Lord's Day was a ‘high

day” to us in every sense.

The little para-

dise on the mountain side, seemed very
near to heaven as we talked and sang; and

wept, and prayed, and rejoiced. Thus the
day was spent; we were -in California,
Christian friends were there; and

by the miners, and preached our
mon on the Pacific coast.

From Datch Flats

down

Canyon.

ners,

to crowd along, and more than perpendicu-.
lar rocks rise on either side to a dizzy
hight, and seem just ready to come down
and crush the puny ergine, which dodges
along through tunnel, and narrow cut, into
the foot of the mountain.
Oa the summit
of these rocks, the Mormons piled stones to
fling upon the heads of our soldiers, in the
famous Mormon war of 1860. Here is the
splendid “Devil's Slide,” a trough about two
thousand feet long, its perpendicular sides
rising about thirty feet’ from the mountain
wall, and coming down on a perfectly
straight line at an angle of sixty degrees;

between the two

perpendicular walls, is a

thate, from twenty to

thirty feet wide, and

almost fifteen feet deep; a splendid place
for ¢Old Nick” to slide down hill when snow
and ice perfect the path,
After passing “Devil's Gate,” cultivated
patches of land, cattle, cabins, and other
signs of civilized

have

seen

for

sight of a cow,

five

life, appear, the

hundred

miles.

first we

The

a little field of wheat, a. few

first

ser-

to Sacramento,

the road goes down, down, and

river

there our

Redeemer met and blessed us, Inthe evening we went to the mountain church, built

pronounced the grandest pass over the whole
route to the Pacific, is at the ‘outlet of this
There is just room’ for the

cle of all towns, .ancient or modern.
which have
“From Chicago to Milwaukee the ride is a and driven

still down,

through a country, dug all over by the mi-

magnificent

country, and

upon

a

railroad

and cars that would do credit to New York
or New England.
.- I had no expectation of seeing such a region, uhd so many indications-of advancement.
The schools and school-houses in
Minneapolis are of the first class, afd far in
advance of what may be seen in many older
and larger towns.
%
“Beautiful for situation” are Minneapolis,
St. Anthony, and St. Paul. The two former
directly opposite each other, with the Mississippi River, and the Falls of St. Anthony,
and the ‘Bridal Veil” between them.
On
the St. Authony side, are twenty-five acres,

beautifully

located,

on

which

stand

buildings of the Minnesota University.

winters.

often forced us from
away our slumbers,

our beds for four

Teachers-and pupils have clung to

them, with the hope of something better

in

future. Sometimes it has taken both faith
and work to keep the school together. But
it must go on, and the buildings must be oecupied, as occupancy was‘the only claim we
could set up.
‘The value of this last donation has been
variously estimated from $15,000 to $60,000,
Let us have 810.000 wisely invested in re-

pairing them. and we shall have a better
school lot and buildings than can be secured
anywhere else in this Valley for $50,000.
I am confident that the time will come,
when, if we wish to change our location,
which I do not anticipate, we may realizea
very large sum from
ings and lots.

the sale of the-build-

Do you say that a school which has received so much, can do without more?

the

The money was given as a permanent

I

fund, and is needed with more—the interest of it—to pay the current expenses of the

know of no such location for any University
in the world.” The twenty-five acres are a school.
natural grove of ‘‘oak openings.”
The
most magnificent ocean steamer,
-Fiye miles away are the famous falls of with holes in her sides and her boilers burst,
Minnehaha,
The Indian fancy had it right- would be of little use to one wishing to go
ly—*“Laughing Waters.”
The smile of to Earope, unless money could be secured
“The
Great
Spirit”
seems
to
rest on land to muke the necessary repairs. Every hab- Michigan Correspondence.
and water. The ride of five miles from Jtable room was crowded to overflowing last
—
E—
:!
Minneapolis to the Falls and back, is one to session, even to what would have been my
HILLSDALE, MICH., July 14, 1869.
be remembered for a. 1:fe-time.
study, if I had had time to use it, while we
A pressure of various things has hitherto
And now the cars are at hand, and your occupied the library for a recitation room.—
prevented my writing you any account of
our late College Commencement, as it has correspondent must dash off to New Eng- If we do half our duty by way of repairs,we
been my purpose to do; and it is now a lit- land, to meet an appointment or two in shall.have tWo or three times as many pu- *
tle too late. So it shall be very brief; and Muine and Rhode Island. - You may possi- pils next term as last.
bly hear from him again of this ride.—E. B.
It appears to me, that no people ever could
if the few lines perldining to it are chiefly
F.
ask for clearer manifestations of the favor
personal, the peculiar circumstances of the’
of heaven, in any enférprise, than we have
case may be my apology.
had in this. While we have raceived all
Twenty-one years ago I accepted a call
Theological School—Vacation.
———
pn
v
’
this aid from abroad, which has become our
to the ¢‘Presidency” of “Michigan Central
denominational
property, Jet it not be forCollege,” out of which has since grown
Theological students and others intergotten
that
we
have
done very little ourwhat there is of Hillsdale College to-day.—
ested will observe from the notice in anAt the end of these twenty-one years I have other column that the present vacation selves.
New York has done well in notes,and conobtained my discharge, and am henceforth of the school is extended one week later
A few in N.
connected with the Institution only in his- than usual, and govern themselves accord- siderable in actual payments.
tory.
In accordance with an intention ingly. This additional week at this time England have responded to the call. But
formed here months ago, and formally and of the year will not come amiss to any here is a Freewill Baptist school in a place
with

canals,

tubes,

spouts,

flames,

running everywhere, carrying water to the
miners, who wash out the gold. Millions
on millions have been taken from these piles
of dirt and rock.—G. I. B.

rows of corn, and a smoking chimney, was
as novel and exciting now, as the grand officially expres§éd in February last, I re- one, provided it be rightly improved.
As where our life depends upon a school, where
the cause of human progress and the cause
signed my office as President of the College, for
may
not
be
impertinent.
Bibles
“are
mountains
and
immense
deserts
had
been
ourself,
suffering
still
from
the
stich assumption.
of
God needs one, and the Treasurer's book
and
closed
up
my
official
connections
with
We were glad to see signs of culeffects of that terrible winter last past
plenty and
almost every family has at before.
As we attempted to show, in an introducshows
as follows :
_it
at
the
]Jate
Commencement
occurring
June
ture
and
po-sibilities
of
lifé
again,
though
it
we proposé immediately to plunge into
tion to an article quoted from a Quarterly least one, but the cases are not unfrequent
14.
Received from Bureau,
£6 500
be the outskirts of Mormonism.
that
when
it
is
called
for,
inquiry
is
the
woods
around
the
famed
Adirondacks,
not long since, that the Bible is our safeThe reasons for doing so, I do not pro- to dwell
'"
“
John Storer,
10,000
in
tents,
sleep
on
pine
boughs,
instituted
and
search
is
madé
before
a
copy
The
land
is
mostly
desolate
along
this
guard and our guide in the secret of wompose
to
enter
upon
in
this
commuuication.
“
*
Storer
heirs,
1,000
fish,
hunt
deer,
live
on
venison,
ani
It is not known exactly where valley, from the Wahsatch mountains to
an’s elevation,in opposition to skepticism,
we is found.
Suffice it to say that they were éntirely sat play in general an uncivilized, but we
“
«
U.S. Gov't., 40,000
it
is.
It
must
be
found
and
the
dust
Salt
Lake,
a
distance
of
one
hundred
and
are branded by the N. Y. Independent with
isfactory to myself, and I should be glad to
not
altogether
an
unchristian in Jand and buildings.
being in ‘‘the slough of old-fogyism.” Our brushedoff before it is/used: This is too true fitty miles. Salt Lake City, we leave to the hope that the many brethren and friends, trast
life!
Received from F. W. B's, a sum so small
“in too many instances.
left thirty miles, and make north around the
reply is, that if to stand upon the Bible as
who
have
personally
and
by
letter
remonthat
I will not publish it.
In
the
meantime
communications
makIf
the
Bible
were
an
ordinary
book
head of the lake, running along the shore
. the ground of woman's rights is ¢¢ old-fogystrated against my doing 80, will charitably ing inquiries respecting the school, ‘&c.,
Now, dear brethren, for the sake of our
without
a
divine
origin
or
an
intimate
of
the
lake
thirty
miles.
.ism™ we cheerfully accept the charge. But
Promontory, a hot, barren desert spot, on assume that they were really good and suf- will be addressed,to me at New Hamp- honor in the eyes of those who have aided
if to defend every point of the article quot- connection with our weal or woe, we might
treat it with indifference and let it be an open plain, without a tree, rock, or ficient. They were at all events well pon- ton as usual, and they will receive prompt us so liberally, in the eyes of these Virginied is_npecessary to claim the honor, we reimprinting
dered, and after due deliberation, commuans, who have seen us, not without the most dust-covered and forgotten, as it would not mountain near, is the terminus of the Union
attention.—J. F.
;
fuse ; for there were some things in it that
violent opposition, take possession of this
materially affect our interests. Then it Pacific Road, and there the Central begins. nicated to the Board of Trustees in full and
we do not believe any more than the Indemost beautiful“Camp Hill; for the sake of
would make no particular difference how The two roads ran by each other about forty in writing.
pendent. The general tenor of the arguNo successor was elected ; no informal
Christ and his cause, I call upon you to help
we treated it. But now as it comes to miles in their zeal to build as many miles of
ment, however,
was such that the Independballot
even
was
had,
looking
to
an
election.
us in this time of need. Send me money in
us with the authority of God demanding road as possible over this plain, for which
ent could more easily answer it by cali
laid-over until some
dollars and thousands, as God has prospered
that we read it and abide by its instruc- they were to receive $32,000 per mile.— The whole matter:was
.
Storer
r
College.
5
ing it *“ cant and drivel” than in any other
you, to pay for the lumber and the wages of
tions on the peril of our souls, it becomes Which road will get the money is not yet future meeting. I have thus far said very little through the
way. Anybody can use flings and call
The’ Comniencenient exercises were pleasthe workmen who are making one of these
hard names, but we could never see any us to look about ourselves and inquire decided. A temporary junction is made at ant and highly satisfactory. - The term had Star in reference to this school, because'I four buildings habitable. Unless five hunwhere
our
Bibles
are,
and
what
use
we
Promontory.
great argument in them.
been one of the happiest, if not the happiest have been too busy in doing or trying to do, dred dollars come soon, the work must
are making of them towards the great
From this point, for one hundred and fifty
to say much of what was being done. Those
The Independent compliments us on antithat I had ever passed. Perhaps the agreecease.
N. C. BRACKETT.
| object for which they were designed ?
~
slavery, and yet we take precisely the same| # It is doubtful whether the Bible oc- miles, we have a succession of the most able anticipation of being relieved so soon who form their estimate of what is done, by
desolate desert imaginable; ‘the alkaline
what is written about it, have very naturally
ground on woman's rights that the Star cupies the place which it ought to occupy
New Hampton.
dust and intolerable water, aggravate the from the onerous and responsible duties of concldded that we are doing but little. The
has always taken in regard to the former in our houses, in our families’and in our
desolation. One new and interesting fea- my position contributed not a little to my time has now come when some one must
in opposition to that licentious, skeptical hearts, There are so many books to read
own enjoyment. Certainly I cannot recall
A writerin the Star,June 80,thinks the reature, is the hosts of cute, chattering, sunnyspeak, and act also. We are in want, and
spirit which would overthrow the Bible, that we are too apt to neglect the ¢ Book
faced Chinamen, employed on the track, of any other so happy a three months in these must have help. I am confident that if you son why the Theological School has not
government, churches, and dissolve the of books” and attend to it simply when
twenty-one years.
been removed from New Hampton is, that
which all but Irishmen speak in commendaunion in order to emancipate the slave. we have a convenient scason,
Among the pleasant accompaniments of will take the trouble to learn the condition, it ** is not pleasing to the Lord” to have cerwhich is tion. They work well, are easily managed
this Anniversary was the concert given by wants and opportunities of this institution, tain pledges broken, that it should remain
Many of these same ¢‘ radical abolitionists” far from giving it the, place that its imhave gone intg this “new question"with the portance demands. It should be our conProf. F. B. Rice, who has lately returned the immediate wants, at least, will be sup- there for all time.
same spirit,and because we can see no more stant companion and guide. It is just
from a sojourn of twenty months in Germa- plied.
All I know or ever knew of the pledges is
built in four times the period which it has
I suppose it needs no argument to prove what has been published about them in the
need of it here than there, wé are, forsooth,
ny. We have had several very succeesful
what we need
to direct us
safely over occupied.
to any one, that if the mass of the. freed
“ old fogy."” But the Independent is one the seas of time. By it we take our
.| concerts, besides some that were not so sucStar. But well remember that a doubleOne hundred and sixty-five miles, and we cessful ; but this was, upon the whole, the people of the South are ever to be educated,
of the last who should twit us of it; for we
leaded
leaderappeared in the Star as early as
bearings, ascertain our latitude and longihave always favored woman's rights—yes, tude and determine whether we are mak- come to the “wells” that make the source very best of them all.
teachers must first be raised up from among
1853, soon after the first announcement that
of
the
Humboldt
river
which
we
follow
more
female suffrage—in our churches. Females ing any advancement towards the celesSince Commencement, a few days were them to do the work. You can scarcely the Biblical School was to be removed to
have had the same privileges of speaking in tial port. If we neglect it- we shall be than three hundred miles, when it sinks into given to attendance upon the commence- send enough from the North to teach the New Hampton, explaining
the conditions of
our religious meetings and of voting in our like the seaman whodoes not consult his the earth and is seen mo more; a common ment exercises of the Michigan University. teachers. More especially must those who the removal and the contract, which was ,
exit
for
these
rivers
of
the
desert.
Along
Twenty-five young men received the de- are to open to them the Scriptures, and be that the Literary Iunstitation relinquished
churches as the males. But how is it with chart and compass, but drifts on without
Congregationalists?
We happen to be ac- knowing whither he is going. He wan- and in this river, hot boiling springs are fre- gree of Bachelor of Arts, ten that of Bach- their spiritual instructors, ‘be from among certain rooms in their. buildings, which
Elko is a noted point on this river, elor of Science,
And besides these, a con- them.
Upon this question’ there is but one
quainted with some of them; and, if there ders far from his course through sheer neg-. quent.
one
hundred
and twenty miles from White siderable- number who had pursued very opinion amongst those engaged in this work. would be adequate for the school, and that
are two or three bretliten present in a sccial lect or carelessness. So the Christian
a certain sum of money be raised at New
The question then is with us, are we as Hampton for the school, that the school was
meeting where there are a large number of gropes in the darkand drifts about with- Pine, where millions of silver are forced limited and &pecial courses, received—some
from
the
rock.
Elko
isthe
commercial
emthe degree of Mining Engineer, some that Freewill Baptists to do our part of this to remain ai New Hampton permanently,
sisters far more talented than the men,the out making progress towards the haven
porium of these rich mines, and others not of Civil Engineer, some that of Pharmaceuwork? Are we to improve this golden op- that if the Literary Institution needed all of
lips of the women must be sealed and the of destination from mere carelessness in
as rich. It is a city of tents and shanties,
tical Chemist.
portunity of extending our borders through their building or from other causes the
two or three men must do all the talking not consuiting his only chart of safewith hotels, banks, stores, assay office, barand praying. Weknew a professor in one ty.
The graduation from the Law and Medi- the South,by opening the door of the church building became inadequate, New Hampber-shops, water-works, street sprinkler, cal Departments occurs in the spring. In
of the Independent's leading Theological
to those—and ‘they are many—who vwill nat- ton was to furnish suitable buildings for
Now permit us to repeat the question, and all the modern improvements. The
view of the fact that these Departments are urally find a home with us? If so, “Storer the school. This arrangement wag endorsSeminaries to be asked by a‘student what he Where isyour Bible? Is it near at hand
omniprestent Wells & Fargo stages run fo
open to all, free of tuition, while in Law
should do’ if he was settled in a country where you can consult it every day?
College” must be made a success.
ed by the hearty approval of the whole Dethe mines, and come dashing into the city,
and Medical Colleges generally the tuition
place wherea godly old lady thought she 1s it in your head and, what is better,
Let me call your attention for a moment nomination, so much so that there seemed
six splendid horses toa stage, laden with
is from $60 to $100 a year; and in view al- to the circumstances connected with the to be a pure, free air circulating from one
could not enjoy religion without speaking in -your heart? Or, on the other hand,
men, and some women, excited with the
so of*the able and satisfactory instruction in birth and baptism of this child of ours.
in meeting, and the answer was, ‘‘ I should Is it laid away and forgotten, gathering
end to the other. And not until after a call
glowing visions of wealth from the Silver
these departments, the attendance has been
stop it as soon as possible.” . This is what dust, un-consulted, unloved, and of course
Three years ago, the Bureau was waiting to the denomination for money for new
mountains.
very large,—larger than in any othef simi- for us to come and claim six thousand five buildings, was there one word said in the
their ministry and churches have been taught un-appreciated? Where is your Bible?
The Humboldt mountains are on either lar schools in the country.
and generally practiced, while our church- You alone can answer the question.
hundred dollars as our portion of a fund set columns ofthe Star, or in any circle where
¥
gide of us for three hundred m.les, a dark,
es have always practiced the opposite, and
The exercises of the graduating class— apart for Normal Schools in the South. The I chanced to be, about removing from New
igneous
rock,
grave,
grand,
and
rising
who were represented by ten speakers only government was waiting for us to ask for Hampton, and I now believe that when it
given woman her rights; and will the Inde"Do You Pray?
sometimes 18,000 feet towards the heavens,
pendent in view of these facts turn round
-~were highly commendable.
the most beautiful site in the country, with was found the buildings there were not
its every look giving promise of silver;
We should not thik of asking a man incopper,
1 call us “ old fogy” and talk about “disa plenty of the most substantial brick walls, what they should be, if the people of that
The
attendance
upon
the
Annual
Dinner,
and lead.
New discoveries are
the world by attempting to support whether he partook of food or attended to
as
well
as
upon
the
yearly
gathering
in
The
Jocation was central, the ground histor- place had erected suitable buildings, the
being made constantly,and hundreds of
every. old abuse and every oppressive re- the other wants of nature; for these are men are climbing, roving, hymmering, general, of the Alumpi, was small, and ic. A few looked and saw the vision dimly, child is not born
would have lived to
‘human rights, by passages imperative... They cannot be ignored ‘or
without
much
enthusiasm.
This
was
a
be
old
enough
to
‘have
hearda call for the
but
there
was
scarcely
faith
enough
among
P" To say the least it does not neglected with impunity. To neglect them boring, seeking for hid treasures; some matter of disappointment, especially as it us to ask for the gifts. As if God would school to have been removed elsewhere.
with success, but mostly without profit.

highest type of woman's rights demandsno

teous, especially to ask such a question
of a professed Christian, but perhaps it

Denominational News and Notes.

ge from a Congregation- is to perish.

the danger
July 4th, the 4th day from Omaha, at 4 was the 25th Anniversary of the Institution, force them upon us with the attendant reappropriate
sponsibilities, he moved upon the heart of
o'clock in the morning, our gentlemanly and a large attendance was hoped for.
imperative
that
good man, John Storer, through the in©
Of
the
bistory
of
the
Michigan
University
|
mountain
view the new
demand for steward calls us to
strumentality
of Bro. Cheney, to offer us ten
in
general,
it
may
be
said
that
few
institugraduhad
we
night
the
During
prayer. Ttis the medium of pardon and scenery.
thousand
dollars
to go and accept the greattions
of
a
similar
kind
have
ever
had
so
large
ally risen to a hight of seven thousand feet,
the only means of obtaining daily spiritual
or
gifts
that
were
being offered to us. Even
prosperity
within
the
first’
quarter
of
a
cenoutlook
air was crisp and wintry, the
food. To neglectit is to die spiritually. the
tary. And its future promises evén better then some good brethren said, It is’only a
entirely
changed.
No
more
naked
mounon by. | which is more to be dreaded than a tempor- tains, no more sandy deserts, no more waste than its past. Of the fulfillment .of these vision. But we asked for and received the’
“be
I
cake
4
and desolation. Above and all arcund were promises, time will speak. If they can suc- $6,500 from the Bureau, morally pledging
|al death. "Tis only while we pray we live.”
their
‘with
trade
waving
ley, and below, so far below as ceed in adding to the Faculty po scholarly | ourselves to add to it liberally, and use it
ballot boxes, while 20,- | Hence ihe pertinency of the question,

E

We apprehend
‘and forestall the result, using
meansto prevent it. Equally
and more
is the

08 | N.
———,

suns

X. ot
0

to

4L

ply

When that cjll was made quite a feeling

prevailed thattif.the denomination was to
be called on for funds

for buildings they

had the right to change it to any place
where they could receive better accommodations or more’fands.

But if New Hamp-

ton canget the ‘$25,000 mentally appropriated and one-half of the $250,000 the mental
contributors could draw from others, there
would be as ‘much rejoicing at having the

|

i

Py

\ ie

ga

MORNING STAR: AUGUST 4, 1869.
school remajn at New Hampton as there

the school went there-at the

when

was

and may the remembrance that this loved one is

there appeared Rev. M. H. Abbey of Rochester.N.'Y., and

L. Dewey

from

there

the Sus-

ference.

‘partment. Buffalo will have one also,when
they shall get.a college, and -we shall ‘‘have

agent for the Y. M.

peace.”

©

-=AN OLD MAN.

Daring the past year or two,
extent have been

tion ‘of {Theological buildings
The money

at Haver-

thus received

has

been

{he Treasurer; beyond

this he

has

no

in-

structions to act in the premises. I feel
justified in saying, however, that at the
earliest legal meeting.of the Education

made. . _ *.
New

Kightee

n

N. Bagp.

the

in-

passed, and earnest hopes

Y. M. Ministers’
Y.M.,

essays were

good

June

24.

Ail

of

D. S. Frost.

our Master. All were edified. The next
gession is to be held in connection with the
Genesee Y. M.
.
Order of exercises:
1.. Sermon—The “essential elements of

denominational unity.—L. Hanson.
Rewards

ments, D. M. L. Rollin.

and

punish-

istry.

in the ordination services, which were as follows: Prayer by Rev. G. W. Osborne, Sermon

by Rev. E. W. Nortou, Reading of Scriptures by
Rev. L. Hitchkok, Ordaining Prayer by Rev. E.
W. Norton, Charge and Haad of Fellowship by

Rev. L. Hitchkok.
Next session’ of the Q. M: will be held wi th
the Shelby church, commencing Friday, August
20.
0. SouLE, Clerk.

:

(2) What is conversion P— Wm. Peck.

(3) Amusements harmless and beneficial
to ministers.—R. Cameron.

Quarterly

(4) What constitutes the happy believer ?

/. "=L. Kellogg.

(6) Defects
rv 8, senhools.—A.

(6)

Whom

of ‘the

present

system

of

Z. Mitchel.

to

encourage to enter the

‘ministry ‘and by what means.—S.
W.
Schoonover.
(7) The immortality of the soul.—J.
Kettle.
;
:
(8) The office of Christian emotion.—
H. S. Limbocker.

(9) The true position of the Christian
minister in the temperance cause.—L. B.
:
Starr.
3. All ministers not designated above
belonging to the conference are requested
to present a plan of a sermon for criticism,
give

and all to

a brief

written

report

“their labors, studies and support.
Wu, WALKER,

By request of this Q. M., the Grand Rap-ih

of

Sec.

SAUK COUNTY

OQ.

Meetings.
M..Wis.—Held

its

gression

with the Willow Creek Branca of Richland

Ce

n-

ter church, June 11—13.
Attendance of delegates
not large, but business meetinga harmonious and
imporiant,
Meetings of worship eminently spiritual, and the Muster’s presence manifest with
We learn that a good work
converting power.
"of grace has been going on since the; close of the
meeting.
* The Hillshorough church recently organize d,
was received into the Q. M.
Also voted to I @=
pew the license of Bro. B. F, McKenney for
one year. Next session at Kilbonrn City.

A. N. TRUE, Clerk.

HUNTINGTON Q. M.,
sion

Vr.—Held

its last Joes

with

he
the Waterbury Center church,
attendance wal 1 ge and the churches all reprere raised for missions $15, and
sented. There
$266,68, to place a bell in the Seminary.
At the first social meeting two persons came to
the anxious seat, and the number kept increasing
until the meetings closed, when about 25 persons
were on the anxious seat, mostly young ale
ui
belonging to the Sabbath school. Rev. J. .
dron of the Strafford
Q. M. remained and presc h-

ed Monday and Tuesday evenings and the inter-

New York & Penn. Yearly meeting
—Convened with the church at Odessa, June

11th and continued until the evening of the
19th. Conference called to order by the
standing clerk.

Throne of grace

address-

will be dedicated.

erator, and S. Butler assistant,

. Amboy churcli, June 4—6.
A comwith the
n was read bringing the sad intellimunical
jot of the death of the wife of Li. E. Bates who

Brown and 8. Mix.

All the Q. M’s - in the

Yearly Meeting reported by letter and delegate.

:

_ Some report a good degree of interest in
most of the churches, Others state that
their churches are small and members scattered, yet revivals have been enjoyed in
gome of

an

the churches. Reports show

increasing interestin the cause of Sabbath
schools.

Cy

i

* Visiting brethren were invited
He

H. F. Smith, Clerk.

ed by Rev. I. J, Hoag of Odessa.
Choice was made of I. J. Hoag as modBusiness committee: O. 8. Brown, J. W,

“a

est seemed to keep increasing.
On the who le
the session was one of very great interest. The
license of Bro. J. F. Buzz~ll was renewed for
one year, and Bro, M. L. Bently was ordained,
Much good is expected from the Seminary which
The prospect of the
ix now nearly completed.
The next session will be
. M. is encouraging.
held with the church at Starkshoro’, at which
time it is expedted that the new church there

tin’ the conference.

‘Daring its

Bg

to seats

sessions

0sWEGO Q. M., N.

Y.—Held

its last session

as been laboring with the F, W. B. church in
Redfield for the past yeur.
The following resolutions were unanimously

dapied:

hereas, God in his providence
his seen fit

to bereave

Bro. Bates

of the

companion

of his

youth and the mother of his children
»
" Resolved, That we as members of the Oswego Q. M. do extend our heart-felt sympathy to
ifr this great bereaveour Bro, and his fami
nd will give them grace
ment, And pray that

aud strength thut they ma,

ATE

ng
that
the love
severe
fiction, remem
wife, the dear mother, is not dead but gone be-

fore :may they look v1 through their tears and
by the eve of faith be old her at the right hand’

of God freed from the ills and sufferings of earth,

Leave

in

Miss

the 24 of July for

Rev.

Y. M.

were

Blue

and S.

Austin Wheeler

appointed a council to act

Earth

Valley

Q.

River Q. M. is solicited.
r——— tls

TAPESTRY
CARPETS. —100 pieces closing
out
previous to the removal of our warehouse.
NEW
ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,
INGRAIN ‘CARPETS. —100 pieces closing out previous to the removal of our warehouse.
NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.—A large afsortment closing

enter-

LOW PRICED CARPETS.—37 to 75 cents per yard.
A large variety closing out previous to the removal of
our warehouse.
NEw
ENGLAND
CARPET
Co., T5

The following sre a few selected from 1he multitude
of recommendations in the possession of the Agent.
[From Mrs. Elizabeth Coombe, Brunswick, Me. ]
Brunswick, April 4, 1867.
-

Hanover Street, Boston.
O REMOVE

BURR

Agents, 26 Tremont

the New

Silvered

NURSING

Rev.

C L

Russell,

Minn,

NEW

Po

Letters

J

fs

D Albee—M © Brown—I Bickford—G H Bowic—A J Raker—W W_
Beld n—A A Briggs—H A Chandler—E M
Campbell—=8‘8t Cady—3 H Conforth—G H Uhanpel—C
Cummings—C Dodge—J Eastman—8 Fenner—T
Gray—H
Garcelon—L Gilson—W Gray—U B Grifin—Vrs
J F
Hooper—S8 Harvey—J W Hills—A 8 Hilton—E H Hart—
G H Howard—O C H'lls—J D Hu ing—A S Haselton—A
H Hill—S Hoxie—L Hitchkok—D Jackson—J Killg re—
Mrs M L Keller—Mary
A Kellogg—W H Littlefield—P
Lound—8 D L—H 8 Limbocker—i Morgan—RK N verrill
A F Marston—Monadnock Adv Agency—R D_Mlller—W
McPherson—J C Osxood —Lucy Palwerton—E Potter—8
W Poole—B F Pritchard—Esther A R diey—G W Russell
§ E Root—O Soule—Ly tia Swett—I Slater—J W Sleeper
—A Stoddard—M B Smith—W sturtevaut—L B Sanfrd—

T Spooner—A

Shepherd—A.

Sawyer —J W Stone—E

Mr. Spurgeon, being

ble and beloved friend.”

The occasion is de-

scribed as having been most impressive and affectiog. The hymn book used by Mr. Spurgeon’s
congregation is the one prepared some years ago
aL

JE. QUIDOR, N. Y., writés: Ihave adminis

tered Dr. Seth Arnolds Balsam in cases.of Chol ra
Infantumto the most delicate infant with good suc:
cess, and cheerfully recommend it as being eminent:
1y adapted for general use. !

D.

E. €, LEWIS,

AUSTIN

HE

FALL

a favor to the

in horses.
Camden,

4130

themselves.

commence

wish

rior article,

2
Home Missions,
Col Ohio & Pa Y M. per A H Chase
\
FREEDMEN’S MISSION.

50,00

Columbia ch. N Y. per C H Jackson
Miss R James 8. 8. class, Canterbury, N H
West Campton ch. N H. per G Weecler
SILAS

CURTIS,

vy

'

62,00
Treasurer.

BEduoation Boolety.
BENEFICIARIES,

Miss Sawyer

Concord,N. H.

:

SILAS CURTIS,

A PURELY

1000

pik

only

Rev Joseph

of

Rev George

MISS

0. E. BAKER,

in

various

digeasen,

of

3.00
hy pears
Treasu ars

Put up

Rp. roa

’

&)bi

Ee

saving ir mado be trking
C. 8A
Wholesale Iv

se

Meo.~A Trial Box

|

Pre.

a larg Box.

LL. w.
u
put
(he yReockland

on receipt o

mail

Hl dri ier Tamn Raat. .
Ma I Ee
Vi
valnable
ee
9
ones. Tepde suopliod hy JO be
\ 21
fark RowNew

Sod

¥

d all:

1)

'

ya Drv Dove KC

>

A

Dr E P Chase and wife,

ahd 81 each,
at 95 eis, 50 ots,

in Boxes

nared hy M
ROBBINS.

ey. are

oN

Wm H Titpomb,

Mrs Chas Snow,
Mrs Alex Snow,

Willian M

1 K Kimball and wife,

Headache,
sia. Fev. rs, Piles,
w rms in Children, Nervous disorders, Female Ais
enses, &c., &o. For sll diseases of the Blopd these
J

Pratt,

Joreph Farwell (Mayor of Bodkiand)andandwifewide,
MC Andrews (Postmaster of Rockland)
Y

laws of
em:

rer. >| Pills should be used, let the cause be whatit may.

Kallock,

Capt D Ames and wife,

SAWYER’S

forma

Hon N A Burpee,

Francia Cobb,

J Wakefield and wife,
Wm Wilson and wife,
Wm Beattie and wife,
W K Spear,
Shaw and wife,
Jacob
,
A'S Rice,
Geo W Kimball,
John 8 Cage and wife,
© R Mallard,
’
HW Wight and wife,
Ephraim Barrett,
W O Fuller and wife,
Thomas Colson and wife,
Leander Weeks,
Dea Henry Ingraham
and wife
:

CATHARTIC,

Anti-Bilious Pills

ployed

believe her to be a

John T Berry,

Gilley und wife,
Gen J
Capt J Crocker and wife,

12

Dys3,00 | recommendable for Liver Complaints, Jaundioe,
hs Smalls.

nV
©

riyer,

Ee

wg

AL

J

Rev W O Holman,

Railroads.

lows id)

Mississippi

VEGETABLE

of

1.00 | manner, They operate in harmon ~with the
5,00 | the human system, and may, therefore, be

3

Fairport, N ¥
Friend,
AWest
Campton ch. N Hi per G Wheeler
‘

many Yard, and

nsed :

cortiveand in

Per OR Peckha
West Derby ch, Vt.
;
A Friend
Mrs A J Gould, Skowhegan,Me
—

for

Christian lady and a skillful nurse, and haviog used
her Salve in our families, it gives us great pleasure
st general medicine we have ever
in saying it is t

10
HE tom
ere | ergans of the bodv
e
word, enablin
&
10,17 | EO
healthv
rm thelr functions in a natural and
5.33

kham

Vt. per OB
ch.on
Charlest

by the

railgnd

miles frig

8.00
"300
8,00

Concord, N. H.

West

It is, in fact, what every family wants.

We, the undersigned, "have been acquainted with

Rev E F Cutter,

n ALL TERM commence:s Sept. 1.
Wilton is located st the junction

half way bebveun Davenport aig

NATH'L BUTLER,
1
:

hins, Rockland, Me, is no quack nostrom, but. made
by an excellent Christian lady well qualified for the
service, is a preparation of real merit.
No such demand as exists for this could be created for an infe-

‘
to board

EXPRESS,

»

Me., Nov. 15, i867,

gia.” ~he tried it on her head and face when suffering oreatly from Ncuralgis, and was religved by one
apolication.
Lo
e
[From the Watchman snd Reflector of Jan. 28, 1860.
MISS SAWYKR'S SALVE, so laigely advertised in our
columns the present and past weeks, by L. M. Rob-

WILTON SEMINARY,
IOWA.

by
access

Miss

and Fou will know what it claims to do. Ooe of our
neighbors would add to the list of cures, ‘“N: ural

GRO. C. PEAVEY, President,
WARREN FOSS, Secretary.
Centre Strafford, N, H., July 21, 1849,
3130

Rev J M Nelson, Hardwick, Vt.
N Gammon, Presque Isle, Me,

to say that I“h ve used

[From the Patten Voice, Jan. 1869.]
As we said last month, cases are coming to our
knowledge every few days of cures performed b
Miss Sawver’s Salve. Not a person that has tried it
has expressed the least dissatisfaction. Many have
come for the second box. Read the advertisement

English, $4,00

who

and per haps it will be

act of justice

public

:

Languages, $5,00.

Board from $2 25 to $3,00,
Rooms can be had for those

an

Sawy+r's Salve for ten years and believe it to be a
most valuable remedy far the JThosen for which it is
It is most effective for spimals in
recommended.
It has
cases where a salve is ever used for them.
proved an almost certain eure for ordinary seratches

TUITION.
Common

M.D.

[From Rev. Nathaniel Butler. ]
It is simply

thorough scholar, and experienced teacher.

Higher English, $1,60.

CLAY,

Boston, Dec. 10,1867. .

Sec’y of Trustees,

of 11 weeks will

*

known Miss Sawyers

requiring suco aremedy,
R. RICHARD

MOORE,

TUESDAY, August 24, under the instruction of
Mr, A: NN. MARSTON,
Principal,
WITH COMPETENT ASSISTANTS.
Mr. Marston was educated sat Bates College, is a
Primary, $3.50,

R. Richard Clay, Boston. Mass 1

successfu ly used in many cases. I consider it a superior article, and well worthy the confidence of those

ACADEMY,

TERM

tumor with the Salve,

falve for more thin five years, and of its having been

At Centre Strafford, N. H.

BY MAIL.

for

to the Principal.

R. KENDALL.

box the tumor eDEvelL; dukhpJOHN G. DILLINGHAM.

This 18 to certify that I have

New Hampton, N. H., July 15, ig.

W

Rev O © Hills, Canton, Pa.
‘Wm Brown, E. Hebron, Me,
J W Maxham, Montpelier. Vt.
C W Griffin, No. Woodstock, N H.
James Smalley, Grey, Me,
C Willlams, Lawrence, Mass,
Rev A H Morrell, Phillips, Me,
D B 8 Adams, Low: r Gilmanton, N H,
B B LabDow, Toledo, Iowa,
Ju ia Furrow, Morrison, | Hi
:
nl
R E Cornwall, Clear Creek, NY,
H F Smith, Waterbury Centre, Vt.
A H Telfer, Ke2nockee, Mich,
Rey J Baker. Amesbury, Mass.
* Wm Welch, Lawton, Mich.
“ JMCrandal, Ames, NY,
“ M B Felt, Free Soll, Minn,
“ O F Russell, Laconia, N H,
Amos Whitcher. Benton, N H,
R R Walter-, Chagrin Fa Is, Ohlo,
Rev W B Woolsey, Garley’s Bridge, Tenn. (4)

with

[From Dr

the

rub

thought of it I would

and before I used one
peared.

Send for a circular.

Apply EARLY

;

nize, till I was advised to try Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
I got a box and earried it with ‘me, and every time I

been more worthy of a liberal patronage than at pres-

ent.

WM.

[From John G. Dillingham, of Freeport, Me.]

either
contemplating
Students
and Commercial.
course are entitled 10 a corresponding dip.oma.
The
Trustees are ¢ontident that the Institution bas never

Books Porwarded.

a

L.

MRS.

This is to certity that I'had a tumor on my face, It
It kept increasing in
was there about three years.

Mgrs. H. M. P. MILLER,
Miss MARY F.GANN
There are three departments, Clas-icar, English,

Tolman—A E Wilson—
Smith—J Swisher—N Tyler—C
H A Wells—=W H Wheeler—Olive L Warner—A K£ WalkJ Walker—J WebWaldo—R
T
Wardsworth—E
©
er—P
ber—8 Waller—J Wood—B F Yard,

on

MR. &

TERM begins August, 2¢ 1869,
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.

Miss

Salve.

A. HELMERsHAUSEN.
FR
-

Freeport, March 17, 1865.

INSTITUTION.

J. 8S. MONTGOMERY,

E.

have mentioned.

Rev: A. B, Meservey, A. M,, Principal.
_ GEORGE C. CHASE, A. B.
Miss Lizzie COLRY,
Joux H. RAND,A. B.
Miss T. A. R. Pow,

Received.

it to all in want 0” a Jo

We have used it for several years, aud
stant relief.
for Buins, Scales. Sore
find it an unfailing remedy
We
Throat. Salt Rheum, Swelled Joints. &c., &e.
cheerfully recommend itto the public as being perwe
than
aches
more
many
for
good
and
safe,
fectly

SCHOOL.

INSTITUTE.

HAMPTON

I cheerfully

it superior to any other.

consider

January 25, 1867.

will commence on MONTERM
H¥, FALL
DAY, Aug. 30, aud continue eleven weeks.
G. H. RICKER, Principal.
- No. Scituate, R I.,July 24, 1869.
te

C.erk.

of Bucks-

[From Mr. & Mrs, Wm. R. Kendall, Freeport, Me.1
Among the many Salves now in use, Miss Sawyer’s
stands pre-eminent for almost all the aches and pains
For Rheumathe human family are afflicted with.
tism, Lame “Joints, Nervcus Headache, it gives in-

HE FALL TERM will commence Wednesday,
Aug. 23, and continue 14 ws eks.
J 'FULLONTON,
- New Hampton, N. H., July 26. 1849.

Addresses.

Minneapolis,

trade sup6m10

ea

+ THEOLOGICAL

LAPHAM

++" M A Shepard, Fort Branch, Gibson Co. Ind.
« . A Turner, Orono, Sherburne Co, Minn.

The

and

recommend

Bond

Adbertisemnts,

church, at thé Dr. Dana m-eting-

Office

Helmershausen, now

?
port, Maine}
This certifies that I have nsed
Miss Sawyer’s Salve,

OR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON TH
FACE, use PERRYS ( OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
8t.. New York. Sold everywhere.
plied by Wholesale Druggists,

rec-

you have not, for I use it for

a good many things that

sweet

grepared only by Dr. B. C, Perry, 49

more than you

everything. 1 consider it invaluable in a family. If
you can put this testimony together, and it can be of
any service 10 you, you are welcome,
please, and a
You can send me large boxes if vou
few small ones I can do better with the large ones.
COOMBS.
ELIZABETH
Yours, &ec.,
o

value

perfectly

even

woud be a cripple to-day, if he ead
found a remedy in your Salve. It keepsit healed and takes out
the inflammation, proud flesh, and
swelli"g, and does
for h'm all that he can ask. Iesn recommend it for

the

[From the Rev, Mr.

session with

A. SARGENT,

the Tube

avd

gay we have vever found its equal - I use it for a
weak back and it acts like a charm
Mr. Coombs has
had a Fever Sore on his 4
for thirty years, and

and free from acid, especially in warm weather.
Price of Brush 10cts. BURR & PERRY, Successors
to M. S. BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26" Trewont Sh Boston, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

REMEDY,

17-.9.

both found it to be all

ommmend it to be. We have had it it the family 5 or
6 years, and have used it for everything,and can truly

of the
Burr's

inestimable

it will be

it, and

quite an accommodation to my husbard, as he capnot
get along without
it,
He has tried
evel Ying
hal
¢lse and has never found anything that
have
his-Jeg as that Sslve of .yours. and we

13123
in

to let me take your

with

do well

think I can

Salve.

General

Bottle

:—I received your letter last evening

SAWYEK

Miss

BOTTLE—The

Nursing

Wire Brush, which is of

to the Infaut,-as it keeps

If you would be beautiful,

M. will hold its next

Poss

made aware df the fuct, insisted that he should
take part in administering the sacrament, intro
ducing him to the congregation as his ‘ venera-

Door

Q.

Hamoton

house, Aug.

vast congregation present,

:

Druggists,

St, Boston,

most Perfect
and Convenient

Notices andAppointments.

the benefit of his health, chanced to be one of the

by Professor Park.

Wholesale

#5 BURR'S PATENT

-

L

few Sundays ago in Rev. Mr. Spurgeon’s tabernacle in London. The. Rev. Professor Park of
Europe

PERRY,

-

and waggery glad you concluded

FRECKLES,

and all Spring Complaints; tor Cleansing, Strengthening, Invigorating and Rew ulating the Human System,
has noequal in the Wo-ld.
Sold by all Druggists.

thirty appear but twenty.
The Magnolia Balm makes

+A

in

PATCHES,

DR WARREN'S BILIOUS BITTERS. for puri.
fying the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,
iliousness, Headache, Dizziness,
Loss of Appetite,

Its effects are'gradual, natural and perfect.
It Removes Redness, Blotches,"and Pimples, cures
Tan, Sunburn and Freckles, and makes.a Lady of

A. G. Hall was chosen

travelling

MOTH

box.
Sy

RECOMMENDATIONS.

|--

It gives a pure Blooming Complexion and restores
Youthful Beauty.
9

Sandwich

with

Full directions

refunded.

be

wlll

the Jouey
each

u:-e Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.

~The Providence Journal says that a private
letter mentions an impressive scene witnessed a

Andover, who is now

NEW

world. We supply the trade with all parts
Bottle separately when required, includirg

B.

Medicine that he guarantees it to cure all diseases for

which it is recommended, and any one who gives ita
tr14l according to directions, and is not satisfied, is
mvited to return the box, with half the contents, and

ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Bostcn.

1126

|" Beautiful Woman,

ment with L. M. ROBBINS, a druggi;t of Rockland,

CANTON STRAW MATTIVGS.—300 pieces closing
out previous to the removalof our warehouse.

acquaintance,

Knox

in the city of Rockland

to take charge of the bu iness and sut plv the trade.
The agent is so well satirfied with the merits of the

out previous to the removal of our warehouse.
NEW
ENGLAND CARPET C0., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

FREEWILL BAPTIST MINISTERS can obtain Books
In all departments. and in any desired quantity, on
specially favorable terms, by sending their orders to
D. Lothrop & Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,

year, 8. A. Stow hookA. G. HaLy, Clerk.
CP

Hanover

75 Hanover

=

previously appointed bv the Chain Lake Q.
those
Next session with the Nunday and MansM.
field church 10 miles 8. W. of Albart Sea in the
vicinity of Bear Lake, commencing Sept, 10.
Yorrespondence from the Cedar Valley and. Root
clerk for the ensuing
agent.

C0O.,

receiving orders from all parts of the countrys

in behalf of the

M. in connection

CARPET

IS MISS SAWYER?
lives

County, Maine, Shehas devot dtheb: st ye rs of her
Ife to vurging the sick. and has had more ¢ xperience
in the cures of obstinate diseases—old fores ana Ulcers,—and has also been consulted in more cases of
accidents, such as Burns, Scalds and Bruises, than
any other person ia New Eugland, profersional er
otherwise.
She has competed succesfully with the
most able physiciansin the States, as well as with
From time to time she
parses and Indian doctors.
has compounded remedies for use in ce1t-in diseases
in her own practice.
Among other enmpounds she
has f.r many years maoe a Salve, which. soun ol tain.
ed an extensive sale. snd is now in great demand
abroad, »8 well as in private families and ‘among the
hundreds or men engaged at Rockland and vicinity in
the hazardous business of quarying-reck and burning lime, and also among the seamen along the coast
of Maine. “So popular dia if become that while it was
only put up in old mustard boxes, without Jabels or
the help of advertisements. Miss Sawyer received orders for it from nearly or quite every State in the Unjon. The demand finally tecame £0 «Xtensive that
she was unable 10 meet it. and st e made an arrapge-

4w29

and Tan from the face, use PERRY’S MOTH AND
FRECKLE LOTION.
Soldby all druggists.
Prepared
only by Lr. B. C. Perry.
6m10

2

A. Stow

WHO
Mise Sawyer

—away to the State of Wisconsin. Miss Sawyer’s
Salve is now known, by Mr. Robbin’s enterprise,
throughout the United States; and he is constantly

H.

organizing

of

purpose

the

church

Supt.

Fly-Killer.

ernment remove our warehonse in widening

object, is well il

Siwyer’s

MERRITT,

on Horses or Cattle this Salye is invaluable, ano has
astonishing effect in curing scratches on horses. This
Salve has worked its own way into notoriety, and is &
safe and sure remedy for all the above ailments,

Long live the Killers!

Streets. NEW ENGLAND
Street, Bosten.

increase its sale.
In these few months he has increased its sale enormousty, and established it as
one of the most popular medicines of the day. This
very day he is shipping nearly a ton—on a cash order

Y. M

Guthrie

cotton. For Felons this 18 superior to anything
known. For Pimples this acts like a charm. For
Burns and Scalds—apply the Salve at once and it
Rive s immediate relief. For Old Sores, apply once a
ay.
/
Yor HORSES AND CATTLE.—For Sores or Bruises

£5 CARPETS AT REDUCED PRICES, —To the
grest advantage of our customers the sale of our goods
will continue a short time longer, until the City Gov-

when Mr. L. M. Robbins, a successful young druggist of this city, obtained an interest init and commenced advertising it and took ether measures to

its last session with the Prairie chureb,June 11—
13. Twelve of the thirteen churches comprising
this Q. M. reported by letter and delegates; seve
eral churches report revivals and additions since
The Medo church and the
the last session,
London church were admitted to membershipin
the weather was uunAlthough
M.
Q.
the
in
was
a good congregation
favoruble yet
we truly felt that God was
attendance and
with bis people. At the close of the meeting on
the Subbath one arose for prayer.
Rev. A. R
Brackett and Rev. I. Woollery were received as
Chuin Lake
the
from
messengers
corresponding
Q. M. and an agreement was entered into to

&

—Rub it on the lios. gently, once or twice a day.—
Cures deafness by putting in the ears on a piece of

6 P.M

Sold by Dealers Everywhere!

A few months since it was unknown

Sawyer’s Salve.

at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,,3,
WM.

risk.

perseveriag

directed to a worthy

except in the circle of

Q. M., MINN.—Held

meet with the Prescott

No way ined for Swo'len Breast and Sore Nipples
jurious butsure to afford relief. Svie or Wesk Eyes

A. M., 5.0

Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P. M.

Death to the Living!

lustrated by the extended and large sales which have
recently been made of that valuable compound, Miss

-

VALLEY

June 22.1868,

Dutcher’s Lightning

Post Office

:

be accomplished by

prise, when

MARION Q. M.. Ouro.—Held its last session
with the Grand Prairie church, July 3 and 4.
It was a very interesting und profitable meeting.
Reports were received from all the churches inThe statistics
dicating a healthful prosperity.
indicated ‘gratifying results of labor the past
additions by
76
had
have
churches
six
The
year.
baptism and 6 by letter, showing a net, increase
of nhout 60. Given for missions, $207, increase,
They bave 454 Sunday school scholars, an
$120.
The pres.
increase of more than one hundred,
ence and very acceptable labors of Rev. C. O.
Libby added wuch to the interest of the meeting. ~ Atthe close of his uble arganment on Sunday morning, there were given and pledged. for
the cause of Koreign Missions $104, N-xt' session with the S. Branch of the Big Island church
Oct. 2 and 3.
8. D. BATES, Clerk.

EARTH

4

RAILROAD.

Boston at 5.51, 8. 10.55

Boston for Dover

and on

[From the Rockiand Free Press of Oct. 28, 1868.]

J. MARINER, Clerk pro tem.

BLUE

MAINE

. Tor Lawrence and

the Skin Smooth and
K. Pearly ; the Eye bright and clear; the Cheek glow with
Ta ‘| the Bloom of Youth, and imparts a fresh, plump appearance to the Countenance. No Lady need com‘ HARLESTOS. m0; E. G. Reed, Bro.KE. Cos- plain of her Complexion, when 75 cents will purchase
ello.
this delightful article.
AMESBURY.— Rev. Joel Baker.
8. Boston.—Rev. T. D. Clement.
The best article to dress the Hair is Lyon’s KathaiNATICK. —Rev, W. M. Jenkins,
ron.
i
4128
PrLaAM.—Rev. N. C. Lathrop.

ids Q. M. appointed Rev.E. W. Norton to assi

AND

ders, allaying the inflammation and cutting the patient. For Chappea Hands it produces a cure imme1.et those with Salt Rheum obtain this Salve,
«diately.
and apply it freely, and they will find it invaluable.—
Cancers
It is good in cases of Serofula snd Tumors.
The best ~alve ever inventhave been cured with it,

Notices.
EE

For Erysipelas it works won-

by a few aoplications.

. Summer Arrangemens.

they will be at the risk of those

What may

Q.

LOWELL.—Rev. D. A. Morehouse, Bro. C.
Latham. Br. Je:se B'ake.
ig
LAWRENCE.—Rev, E. G. Chaddock, Bro. 8.
W. Danis, Bro. A. M. Wade.
HAVF¥RHILI .—Rev. - J. Mariner, Bro. H.
Snow, Bro. I. B. Piper.
v5
Bos10N.— Dea. Pease, Bro. J. L. Roberts,

At the May session of the Oceana (Mich.) Q.
M., held at Clay Banks, Bro. C.C. Inman was
publicly set apart to the work of the gospel min-

and the criticism -par-

TO

it never fads to cure Rheumatism if properly apRub it on well.with the hand three tines anay.
plied.
For Piles,
in several cases it as cured palried limbs.
Persons
it has been discovered to be a gure remedy.
that have been afflicted fr years have been relicved

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M,
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M,
“Mor Great, Falls, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
or Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 6,45, 6.45 P. M.
Ifboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 P.M,"
FS

and in the nursery is should always be at hand.

Next session with our church at Natick.
DELEGATES

9.

BOSTON

INCOMPARABLE.
Grace's Celebrated Salve is conceded by all to be the best preparation for the cure
of cuts, burns, wounds, scalds, sprains, and cutineous diseases and eruptions generally.
In places distant from: medical aid it will be found invaluable,

Rockinghom Q.M. were present as messengers.

M.

special

Y M.

Elgn
CANADA WEST Y M.
London
Oxford
rio'k
Q. M'8 NOT CONNECTED.
not River (Mion)
lue arth Valley (Mion)
South River (Iowa)
Tonin & Montealm
‘Houlton
4

Hall’s Vegetab'e Sicilian Hair Renewer will positively restore gray hair to its original color.
Give it
a trial.

Fa-

is Rev. 1. D. Clement formerly of the Unity

Chapped Hands, Sca'ds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked
Lips, and Sores on Children.

Mr.

Y

Me.

& Hous'‘on
IOWA YM.
Van Buren (lowa)

sending them.

A churh cons sting of 20 members, receatly organized at 3. Boston,was received. Their pastor

Ordination,

the

took largely of the meek and tender spirit of

2. Essays—(1)

Otherwise

Q. M. was readily dispatched,Rev. C. H. Webber
of the R. I. Association and L. L. Harmon of the

Bro. J. D. Waldron is all the aid Bro.

God.

St Croix

NOKTHERN

of Insects, Ca cers, Toothache, Kara: he, Sore Nipples,
Boldness, Kwo'len. Breasts, Itch, Scald Head, Teething,

Miss

Guptill,

-

S res, Felons, Pimples, krusipel:s, Sore Eyes, Barber's Itch, Deafues~, Boils, Rirg- Worms, Corns, Bites

Austn F. Carier of Woburn, Mass..and Miss Lucy A.
Also July 3, Mr. Jobin E,
Mies.
Gerish and Miss Jennie 8. Gilman both of Acton,

Winona

defégatign present, and the usual business of the

Fuller and the church have had from
abroad.. Every night adds some new trophies to this glorious- victory. Twenty-seven ‘were on the anxious seat one evening.
Pray for the cause of Christ here. Praise

—Held its last session in connection with
the Genesee

Sabbath

to Christ.

Conference

Grant of Laarence,

BOSTON Q. M., Mass.—Held its last session
with the church in Lowell.
There was a good

is crowded like a Yearly Meeting.
Sinners, who
have withstood the power of God and the
efforts of his people till now, are submitting
the

on

meeting-house

Apple River
McHenry
MINNESOTA Y M.

.

C.

I.

Rev.

by

18

May

In Lebanon,

and

of Clintin Gore

Ho Weymouth

Charles

Eliza Farrington ot Burnham.

used it in

has

I r own extensive treatment of the sick, for nearly
twenty years With great sncress,
Se
. The priseipal dizerses for whicli this ea’ve is ree.
ommended are, Chilblaing, Rheumatism, Piles, Scrofu1a, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns; Fever

Garland,

D.

G.

In Clinton Gore, July 17, by Bev.

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at our

ther Snow some of us visited at his home; he
is unable to-go out. May they find a sweet rest
in heaven, and othess too,hent with age,who will
soon go over the river. Next session with the
Abbott church, ‘Sept 3.
Couference Friday at
one o'clock.
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

the busy time of haying, are very large, the

to
of

er.Revera.
it is prepared by Miss Sawyer, who

Prairie Cty
WISCONSIN Y M.

order of L. R. Burlingame,

‘Gt. AMALONG, Clerk.

manifest
presence
gorstu-{| and power of the Holy Spirit. - There
days. were eighty exhortations at the meetin g
-ORg™hing is remarkand last Sunday evening.
able, the meetings every night, right in
that we

TASS

Mr.

a

So ——————

Mr, Wil.
In this city, July 27, by Rev. J. Malvern,
Yin‘n M. Courser of Warner and Mis Mary B. Went.
J.
James
Kev,
of
danghter
zh,
worth of Wolfoorou
Wentworth of Strafford.
Mr.
Drew,
B.
J.
Rev.
the
by
24,
June
In Chicago,
D. W. Holine-, son of Rev. D. . Holmes, and Mrs,
Lydia A. Wentwor h, both of Chicago.

Remittances
. of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the

wus re-

race.

ag>

a

Harrie

as Campbelites,therefore

Johnson, are very near the end of the

Treasurer.

p. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.38 Pp.»

Sere Q. M., Mi.—Held its last session with
Some twelve have been baptized,an d|
cess.
¢hureh in Milo, June 18—20. Most of the
many more been revived as tue result of h is | the
churches report: d themselves. Some report reviW. H. LITTLEFIELD.
vals.
A shower
of grace is falling on the Dolabors.
ver
Foxcroft church: they are adding te their
numbers happy couverts under the faithful latWATERBURY CENTER, VT. God has very bors of our beloved Bro. M. H. Tarbox. Other
the
within
here
work
his
churches report
additions and steadfastness,
gloriougly revived
Bros. 8. M. Haggett and Welch of Springtield Q.
Saven were baptized last M.
few weeks past.
were with us. Some of our Fathers in Zion
Sunday and more are expected to go fo I= were present, who in all probability will never
The meetings are meet us again in Q. M. Bros W. Coombs, Rufus

and prayers that the future prosperity of
the Institution may excel even that of the
past.
;
A. C. STOCKIN,
G. B. MCCLELLAN,
Examining Com.
~J. SMITH,
A. GIVEN,
Genesee

which:

BAR

}

Resolved,
That he is no longer a minister or
member of the ¥.W. B, denomination.
Christian Freeman please copy.

ward next Sabbath.
accompanied by the

give hearty and earnest congratulations
Trustees and Teachers for the success
the year that has

known

Farner WHITTEN - has been laboring of
late at South-west Palermo with great suc.

We were also gratified to observe the
rect and respectful deportment of the
dents. With pleasant recollections of
passed in the Institution as pupils
teachers, it is with great pleasure

10 a large congregation,

:

Steuben
ILLINOIS Y M.
Fox River
Rock River
Liviagston

IOWA

NR
1,20
a

“1,70

ST. JOSKPI'S VALLEY Y M
North Berrien

SUS. Y M.

of

S

C.0. LIBBEY,

/

»

Dover,N. I,

Gennegee

Gibson
Walton
N.Y. & PA.Y M.
Yates & Steuben
CEN. N. Yo. Y M.
Whitestown
Rensselaer
:
oHI0 & PA. YM.
.
Ashtabula
:
Washington
OHIO NORTHERN Y,
Huron
Lorain
OHIQ Y M.
Miami
x

ceived much to the editication of believers and
we trust to the conviction of sinners.
Next session with Jacobs Creek church,
The following preamble and resolution were
passed 1n the conference;
Whereas Rev. James M. Springer,formerly an
ordained minister among us, has withdrawn
ithout our consent and joined the Disciples,

writes in behalf of the Corinth Q. M. H. } i.
Com., saying that a minister is wanted to
go into one of their larger towns and labc on
where there was formerly a church. A
good man will find a good house of worshi p
and receive a comfortable salary.

exercises,

;

sermons,

~

GEN, Y M,

Clerk.

Bible & ‘Tract Cause.

IND. Y M.

Hillsdale
Oxfoid

French Creek
Genpesee

WESTMORELAND ‘Q. M., Pa.—Held its last
session with the Jacobs Creek church. Rev, Mr.
Jordan was present with us and on the Sabbath
preached one of those old-fashioned doctrinal

Vt,

Bro. S. W. CowELLof East Orange,

the commitiee were. especially pleased
with the business knowledge displayed by
the class in Book-Keeping—the
happy
method in which the French class secured
the triple benefit of French conversation,
grammar and pronunciation, by reciting all
rules and making all conversation in regard to the lesson in the French tongue,
and also the careful analysis of the Greek
verbs by the class which had studied that
language one year.

G. W. GouLDp,

YM.

and Bar-

to Canaan“church

been

per B Pray
JH Hurd, Charles* St, Doven,
“
Ww
“
WH Pwanbly,

MICH. Y M,

Western R I
HOLLAND P. Y M.
Cattaraugus
Cattaraugus Cen
Erie |

with the Tuscarora church.
A good representution of the ¢hurches was present. A good state
of Christian feeling exists among us.
A new
| ehurch—S8heshequin—has
been organized and
added tothe Q. M., while others fail to report,
| and one—the Manticoke church—bas lost its
visibility and its name is dropped from the records,
The cause of education, missions and Sabbath schools is well sustained. Next session.with
the Rume church, Aug. 20-22.
G. W. MAYHEW, Clerk.

E. H. HArT.

The committee were highly gratiied with
the readiness with which the pupils recited,
the clearness of their answers and their
thorough appreciation of the underlying,
practical principles of their studies, eévineing much earnest labor on the part of the

VT.

Freedom
Wayne

y

River Raigin

Union P Q
MASS. & R. 1,

39.70

‘| Barrington, per 4.8. Neal, not J. 8. Meader.

Mich Cen

~

;

Treasurer.

The credit two weeks ago of $10.00 to Canaan
rington Church, should have

Y M.

Putuam

Aroostook

Clerk.

RIVER

Lagrange
Salem

Y M.

Exeter
Wellington

2

long in his present field to bless thé church.

Analysis.

thorough

PENOBSCOT

OWEGO Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last ‘session

him

continue

Lord

the

May

his labors.

ematics, Classics, Book-keeping, moral and

students, and
systematic,
struction.
While commending all

Bowdoin

SPAFFORD Q. M., N. Y.—Held its last session
with the Caroline church, June 11—13.
Chose
Rev. A. 8. Whitley, moderator,
The churches
were all reported by letter, The Rev. W. H. Waldron was with us and preached to edification,
our nextQ. M. will be held at Spafford. Couference Friday preceding at half-past ~ix, P. M.
>
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

‘This church
his been much prospered during the pastorfor the last three
ate of Rev. is TH
een added, since his
years.
“Thereh:
coming, about 50 to the church. For about

S

Harmony

:

ME. CEN. Y M.
Edgecomb

FARMINGTON Q. M., Mu.—Held its last session at Bean's Corner. The new and beautiful
house dedicated to the worship of God lass March
was well filled and a good season was ehjoyed.
The Sept. session will be held at Moose Hill, EK.

SOUTH PARSONSFIELD, ME.

and Eoglish

Otisfield

with Rockland church, June 18=20, Most of the
churel es reported stendfastness nud a few revivals and additions,
Next session with the N,

revival in-

us.

with

OHIO

%

C.. 0. LIBBY,

Dover, N.H.

Atheos
:
Tay lor (W Va)
MARION Y M.

York Co

an interesting

do. Prescott,

The Examining Committee listened to
all the recitations of the classes, and ob- 3 months he has been laid aside from his
served the
deportment of the students labors. Atpresenthe seems to be recoverduring the exercises of Anniversary‘week: ing ; on the fourth of this month, though very
1.
with a great degree of pleasure. We feel feeble, he baptized 5 happy converts.- A
woul
it
d
feared
brethren
his
of
that the manner of conducting the recita- though some
tions very clearly evinced the purpose of do him harm, yet he performed the duty
the Instructors to make the examination. with delight, and received: strength. The
thorough and impartial in all respects. following Sabbath he preached one sermon ;
We were pleased with recitations in Mathand the prospect is that he will soon resume

Sciences

‘T'his was

adds greatly to the strength of the church.

‘New Hampton Institution.

nataral

revival,

have been baptized“within a few weeks, six-|
teen of whom were heads of families, whic 1 | Livermore.

J. FULLONTON,

r gk,

its last ses-

Montville church, Sept. 17-19. ©

< The

ME.

still continues

terest

Hampton, July 26, 1869.

.

FREEPORT,

Ni: H..Y. M,

ANSON Q, M..Mg.—Held its June session with
the Anson church.
A number of the churches
some

:

The Clerks will, therefore, please send in
their Reports immediately, or they will fail
to have them appear in the next Register.
New Durham
Wolfboro
ME. W, YM,

Bro. B. expects to be with us the first Sabbath in October.
L 8. HARRIS,

Nort

weeks, as we intend to get the Register
ready for delivery by the first day of Sept.

Fara ing on
reported

MISS SAWYER'S SALVE.

5,00

;

$1 each; a friend, ov, Gilford
8.50
;
o
H. pr GM Peck
she
Sod
~~
Minneap$2,00,
Dailey
Wiss
$5;
Rev 8 Moses;
olis. Minn. per H N Herrick
7.00
1,0
Ch, Pitcairn. NY. per J 8 Staples
Un.on 8 8, Phillips. Me, for support of a child
10,00
>
in India, per B Farrar |
andl
;
Mrs Bryant Peas ey, Charles 8t, Dover, per J
2,00
Malvern
BO
Oakldnd Q WM, Mich. per RL Howard
W H Twombly, $1.40, J H Hurd, 1,20, Charles .
22)
St. Dover, per B Pray
ii
A Friend, West Wheelock, Vt. a birth-day
oe
5
present

‘We print below a list of the Quarterly
Meetings that have not, as yet, sent in their
reports for the Register for 1870,
S10
a
In order to be properly represented inthe
forth-coming Register, they will have to

B. Foaa, Clerk.

MONTVILLE Q. M., Mr.—Held its last session

Chairman of Ex. Board.
Fa

|

te

to their pastorate the Rev. Geo. P. Blan]
chard of Paw Paw, Michigan.

for the disposition -of all donations

in exact accordance with the conditions and
provisos upon which they were severally

:

SHIAWASSEE Q. M., Mici.—Held

Revivals. &e.

and subscriptions for theabove named object

one

!
Next session with 24 Madison ¢huréh,
session.
Sept 156 and 16.
W. Parsons, Clerk.

Board, which will probably occur sometime in Sept. next, an arrangement will be

mace

this loved

7

Hf Rowe
MissR Jewett, Mrs D Y Sinith, MissVillage,
N
.

gion with the church in Bath. Nvxtsession with
the church at Perry, Aug. 7 and 8. Preaching
Friday evening.
I. ALLEN, Cierk.

of his

have called

church

‘The Roger Williams

addedto the fund and safely invested by

by their Saviour and

os

sufferings and death, in the presence of the
G._H. FREEMAN, Clerk”
‘congregation.

Education Society with a view to the erechill.

|

around his table in commemoration

to the

i.crease

UNITY Q. M., Mu.~Held its Jast session with send in their’ Reports within the next three

ing service at the close of the Yearly gathering, the disciples of the Saviour assemble d|

donations

made

them,

the Dixmont aud Plymouth church,
But few of
the churches were represented and meetings
thinly attended.
Delegates chosen toattend the
Y. M. to be holden at Huncock: Bros. W. An-.
drews, EB. H, Fogg. J. Fletcher and A. Andrews;
substitutes, A. Whitcomb, B. Fogg.R. W, Files.
Ww. F. Higgins.
Sept, session with the Thorndike church,
Collected for missions; $9.65.

After the Sibbath even-

sons of interest.

for

the redeemed,
:
.
Resolved,
That a copy of the abovebe sent
to Bro. Bates, and to the Star.
5 A. E, WILSON, Chairman of Cam.

The. preaching during the Y. 'M, was
practical and the social meetings wero sea-

The Theological building Fund.
to a limited

comed

The Circular embracing a plan for the aid
of Home’ Missions was presented and adopt
ed and Rev. O. 8. Brown was appointed as

over; Hillsdale will have its Theological de-

watching

their zeal in the cause of their blessed Master,
n | ever looking forward to that hour when they
shall puss through the pearly gates and be wel-

having a permanent home” | quehannahY. M. The Y. M. returned a
of itsct
prospe
. Bata mental contribution will not build affirmative answer to both’ of the gnes
buildings, nor an. influential one, endow a tions referred to them in regard tothe alteraschool, until it is brought into some tangible tions of the Constitution of General Con-

form. The college at Lewiston wants no
Theological professor; the one ‘at Providence our denomination has no control

waiting ‘and

ok
Foreign Missions,
Rv E Dudley, Prairie Clty, Ill

Q. M. Reports.

iy

¥

>

§

&

. y

»
i
Part

L}

THE

Yoctrp.
Nobody

salvation was then very “small compared
with the wisli {to please him. Every sfliction of life but made him more fully
idol My Saviour saw this. “He kuew
heart better than I can ever know it.

Song.

thie

satis

,

to Christ. alone for support.
That sorrow
came.
I. thought the black gulfof despair
had overwhelmed. my spirit forever.
But

And all that Nobody’s done,
Nobody,

- And I sing the praise of Nobody,

sung.

In life’s young morning Nobody
=
To me was tender and dear;
And my cradle was rocked by Nobody,
was

Nobody

And

ed the words of her friend,
‘

near;

ever

I was petted and praised by Nobody,
And

Nohody

brought

me

,,

up;

And when I was hungry, Nobody
‘Gave me to dine or sup.

ever

gave

he ed;

I recounted my tale to Nobody,
For Nobody was witling to hear;
And my heart it clung to Nobody
And

Nobody

shed

a tear.

And when I grew older, Nobody
Gave me a helping turn;
And by the good sid of Nobody
1 began my Jiving to earn;
And hence I courted Nobody,
And
And

said Nobody? = I'd be,

asked

to

marry

And Nobody

Nobody >

married

me,

Thus, trudged along with Nobody,
And Nohody cheers my lifé,
J
And I have a love for Nobody
Which Nobody has for his wife.
So here's a health to Nobody
For ¢ Nobody’s now in town,”
And I've a passion for Nobody,

Late

To-night.

The hearth of home is beaming
With rays of rosy light;
And loving eyes are gleaming,

when

she

-

“I will say no more about that,. but tell
me, if you'eun,why it was that little H: any,

is forever at rest.

Hattie, life is very bright before you,
still you need this support which has cheered me through all these weury years. The
the

glory

bring
of

you to the

an

eternity

heaven.
Christ alone can do this.
not longer doubt him. Give him now

heart.

Do

in

Do
your

not, O do not, grieve the Spirit

which is so tenderly striving with you?”
Slowly, sadly, Hattie Grey arose to leave

the room, then
Luke's

The world in which thou movest,
Is busy, brave and wide;
The world of her thou lovest
Is at the ingle side;
She waits thy ‘warm greeting;
Thy smile is her delight;
Her gentle voice entreating,
Says, ** Don’t stay late to-night.”

hand,

Saviour

turning,

she

clasped Mis.

and sobbed,** I ‘do

now!

I bave

no

need

other

this

hope.

AVithout him I am poor, miserable and
wretched.
Ob, ask him to have mercy on

me !” and ere Mrs. Luke
a

could

reply, her

young friend was gone.

In a fewsdays there was a ‘change in
Ha'tie, and such a change as God's grace
alone ean cause. No more she doubted the

The world, cold, inhuman,

Will spurn thee, if thou fall;

reality of Christ's holy religion.
No longer she distrusted his tender foercy and lov-

The love of one pure woman
Outlasts and shames:them.
all;

Thy children will cling round thee,

ing kindness,

Let fate be dark or bright;
At home no shaft can wound thee,
Then, ¢* Don’t stay late to-night.’’

Christ, and

for she

with

had

given

all

a heart of thankfulness

to
she

Joined her friend in singing‘* a new song,”

even the song of redeeming love.

Family Circle,

A

was

“And they sung a new song.”

Hattie, don’t you wish you were a Christian ?” a<ked the pale,thoughtful Mrs, Luke
of her lively, impulsive and somewhat willful young friend, Miss Hattie Grey. They
had been sewing in silence for several moments and the question was unexpected.

going

sometimes

to

sitting

thought,

considering we must be up with’ the
in the morning.”

lark

to

me,

and

“said

affectionate-

at the gate,

she

hitched

her

an active,

woman,

whom

but by no means

I

had

never

a

bustling

seen

before.

she broke out in her quick, impetuous way,
¢O Mrs. Luke!
Why do you ask me

that now?

pecting to hear the usual answer,

At first Hattie seemed confused and colored
deeply, then she resumed her sewing, but
seeing that her friend awaited an answer,

I certainly wish I was good,

and have often thought I would like to be a

in

these

days, ‘“ Three—two boys and a girl,” vice

Christian, but of Tate I doubt the reality of versa.

‘ Have you never lost any children?” I
religion. 1 see those who seem to live for
God, and who never do anything wrong, asked.
‘None,” she replied, “and none are
crushed and bleeding beneath sorrows
that never come to us mere worldlings,and married ; they are all living at home.”
‘What a family to look after!” IexI cannot believe God would call people to
make sacrifices for him, and then allow claimed.
‘Oh, I should not mind our own family
them to be thus tempest-tossed.
“But it may be that those very sorrows are at all,” she answered, * only we have aljust what they need to vipen them for the ways boarded three or four carpenters,
glorious harvest at last,” said Mrs. Luke.” necessary in my husband’s business; then
¢ I'know,” replied Hattie, ‘‘that is what we have a farm and a good many cows to
is said, but [ don't beheve it.
I can't be- see to, and butter to make, and as my huslieve it. Look at your own lifé for instance. band is always busy in other ways, the
You surely did not need chastening. - No over-ight of the farm devolves mostly upon
need to look so serious. I have known you me.”
‘¢1 hope you are more fortunate than the
all my life, and you were always a perfect
thorny

way

you

rest

of us;

in

having

good

domestics

to

have been led. I do not wish to pain you, help you with all this work.”
The good woman at once gave'a decisive
but it is thinking of your lotin ¥ife which has
led me to doubt the existence of that heav-* reply, ¢ I never keep.any.”
¢* Your children must help you a good
enly protection which makes all things
work together for good to those who "love deal, then?”
You were pne of those who love God,

and how faithful you were in every

thing

“Yes; but they have their lessons to
learn.
Their elder sister, who has as good’

How you loved your husband! How your
sensitive heart cherished his every word

an education
teaches them

and look! No matter though
suffering the most intense pain,

‘ We have a room

you were
your face

as money eould give ber,
entirely at home,” she said.
in our

house

fitted

up

especially for this purpose. They are more
thoreughly taught by her than if they went
joy at one glance from his handsome’ to school elsewhere, and being able to reeyes.”
cite their lessons in the early part of the
“ Yes; yes !” said Mrs. Luke, while her day, they spend fewer hours over their
delicate frame quivered with suppressed books, which is better for their health, and
emotion. * That is too true; I loved him enables them to give more assistance than
with a wild, passionate idolatry.”
they could otherwise do.”

would light up with’ a perfect radiance of

“And how is your idol fallen!

I know

it seems crael to say this to you, but I must

say it. My heart will break if I donot in
some way relieve my thoughts. The name
of him whom you so loved and whom others

floor.”

:

.

“* No, sir.)
ark
I was unwilling to believe my sweet
child capable of telling me a falsehood,
but appearances seemed against her. The

“ What

a sensible

woman!”

As tor me I went up stairs

after

this

in-,

thought T—

home education where it is practicable, being a favorite ides with me.
So I drew my
chair up nearer to her, and sa'd, “You

she said, ¢ Father,

apple.”

could not wit th; but th

when

And heaven

help

and-took up some Greek books and’ began.
to examine the new comer,
The examination lasted some
time.—

| Every question the Principal asked, the
boy answered as readily as could be.

all- those who,

* Upon my word,” exclaimed the Principal, * you certainly. do very well”. Jook-

it is too late to atone, remember with

of a little .faceé that
IHearth and Home.

has
?

w

eye

ing at the boy from head to foot, over his
spectacles.
“ Why, my boy, where did
you pick up so much?”
- =

flassed away '—
~

In

.

~esertion,

1did

take

—————

Here he was,

doned by one who should have proved

terview, unrolled some shirts I was intending to send out to be made, oiled up my
machine, and with my children went to
work at them. * Truth compels me to say

” Never shall I forget that moment. My
child confessed that she was a liar in my
presence! *
ua
Suppressing the emotion,
I retired;

that the children

and Mary, rising from her position,

hope

the

landlord

will

call for the next quarterly.rent himself.
I have made inquiries in the next town
concerning the remarkable woman of whem

her

I write, and fiod her story'is not ex 1ggerated. Sheisa living example of what perfect method and industry will accomplish,
and as such, should be an ex imple to moth-

that I did.”
Herc was

ers.

She was once

ucated, and

a teacher,

is well

ed-

sensible.

She married her husband when he was not worth a cent, and
now they live in a fifteen thousand dollar

‘mother,

cried

out:

apple,

and

in

a paroxysm

¢ Mother,

I

but father has

multipled

a new

upon

did

of

not

made

ran

grief

take the

me

confess

aspect of affairs.

lie!

Could

ble?
My dear Mary, who
known to deceive us——so

to

Lie

is be possi

had never been
affectionate, £0

gentle, so truthful in all the past—could
it be possible that she was a confirmed

consider-

liar
Necessity
was stronger than the
tenderness of the father.
I chastised her

ed wealthy, and to the thriftand good man
agement of the wife is attributed muca
of the husband's success. They and their

for the iirst time in my
life—severely
chastised her! It almost broke her heart
—and I may add, it almost broke mine

children have the name of being one of the

also.

house, own

happiest

a good

and

farm,

most

and

united

are

families

any-

where about.

Truly, ¢ many daughters have done
tuously, but thou hast excelled

vir-

them. .all,”

0 wife of our landlord! Long life to thee
and thy eleven children! —Morning Waich.,

beautiful daughters enlivened

‘Three

the domestic

* Yet Mary was innocent.
After-events
proved thatthe negro was the thief. She
had conjured up the story of the garret,
knowing that Mary would not deny huving been there;

agd

to

make

the

circum-

stances stronger against her, had strewn
apple-rinds on the floor. I never think af
the event without tears. But it has taught
me a useful lesson, and that is, never
to threaten
may be he

a child into
a lie, when it
is telliug the truth.
The only

Mary to tell- me, I myself
hearth, the youngest of- whom was in her- lie I Ne
eighth year. A more happy and contented forced u n her by threatenings. It has
household was nowhere

to

be found.

My

wife was amiable, intelligent and contented.
We were not wealthy, but Providence had
preserved us from want, and we had learned
that *“ contentment without wealth is better
than wealth without contentment.”
It was my custom, when returning home
at night, to drop into one of the many shops
that are constantly open in the business
streets of the metropolis, and purchase some
iNtling daintiés, such as fruit or confection-

ery, 10 present to mother and the children.
On one oceasion 1 had purchased some remarkably tine apples.
After the repast, half
a dozen were leit untouched, and my tarifty
companion forthwith removed them to the
place of deposit, where it wus her custom to
preserve the remains of our knick-knacks.
A day or two after, when Pad seated myselt atthe table to dine, she said to me, smil-

ing, * So father has found the way
satety-box , has he ?”

to my

1 was ata loss to un-

derstand the meaning, and desired her
explain,
** lave you not been in my drawer?”
“ What drawer ?”

to

also fixed in my mind the
to employ no servant in my

determination
family whom

I can possibly do without.— Hall's Journal
of Health.

“These
a

Little, Ones.”

.

—0

Ei

:

Asa general rule, we are not half thoughtful or courteous enough in our manner to-

ward our children. We are too apt to ¢ontent oursélves with 4 general consciousness
of being right in the main, with theoretical
ly. intending that they shall grow up to be

her”

ing

half, revolve fine schemes, and bring out the

heavy artillery of our nature on very slight
occasions. But our graces, our courtesies,
our delicate acts of appreciation and lofty
consideration are not for them. These are
reserved for adult friends and select acquaintances—as if to any one living were
due more of the best and sweetest that is in

or the tragic little scowl is *¢ so

chamber-bu-

them.”

itself nothing ; but

we had caretutly instructed our children not
to appropriate to their use any article what-

ever of jamily consumption, without permission ; when the demand

was at all reasona-

ble, it had never been denied them. She
was loth to suspect any one of the offense;
we had a servant gil in the family, but as
she was supposed
to know nothing of the apples, my wife hesitated to charge it upon
her. Sheatlength broke the silence by say
ing: ‘We must examine the affair. 1can
hardly think one of the chilcren would so
act. If we find them guilty, we mu-t reprove them. Will you please look into it P”
The girls were separately brought into
my presence—the eldest one first,
** Eliza, did you take from your mother's
drawer anapple?”

* No,

#ir.”

¢* Maria, did you take from your mother's

stained with

the

gd
piece of cloth in New York, and
took it to one of our tailors to make up inte
pants, thinking he could beat. mother. They
weraruinéd. 1 spent a whole day ripping

wn
as he I outmort
ElligGutnls onoyprick
.
Beurt
ging

Now it wus evident. that falsehood existed

somewhere,

Could

it be that one

of

litle children bad told me a lie?

my

The

$
|
a time
ove
thought harassed me. 1 was not able
| was
A pi e every other and fixing them to ‘suly> him, and he has td’ avend to business. I went to the
store but svon returned again. Meunnever said tail.r to me since.”
©

it

is possible,

leave

them

their:

Suppose they do rgduce
to

uteer

cdfifusion,

your

You

in fi teen minutes, and

yon

cunning ;”

how we visit our vexation of spirit upon their
innocent heads; how we resent their inexyperience ; how needlessly or sharply we deny
their little petitions, and how we ignore our
“Thank you,” and insist upon theirs; how
we jerk or push themy in our impatience;
how we flout their earnest questions, and
deal out cutting, cruel words of ‘¢ wholesome
reproof,” when perhaps

the

little

heart

is

quivering undersome real or fancied wrong!
It is terrible to think of.
Many, seeing these

charges in the aggre-

gate, will indignantly deny them.
venture to assert that no parent,

each
all.

in turn, can plead
i

guiltless

Yet we
answering.

to

them

We shall wot dwell upon the monstrous
wrongs of chastisement too often inflicted
upon children—such as beating, threatening,
frightening, and, that meanest act of all, the

firmly and

reverently—mirrors

of onr ex

ample, gleaners of the harvest of our homelife—not ours to pet, and rebuff, and sacric
fice to our

hundred

the fath or and

two little boys

of

and

paper

of tacks, and a

bright

bits

‘of

paper

house are deposited.
all, but ona

boxthat

rainy or

“cold day,

unceasing round

pose we

eep in at them.

Well for

3 my
Ne
Le

o.ies ; and their child's
’

’

|-

TAE

ship,

who, it you should
began their sinful

answer:

It was ilnny spare

The tempter always hunts

MERRIMACK

Tributaries,

|

you

RIVER:

Its

- 0

Source

and

Embracing a History

its

of Munu-

faciures and of the Towns along its Course,
their Goography, Topography, snd Products,
with # Description of the Magnificent Natural
Scenery about its Upper Waters,
\By J. W,
Mender.
Boston: B. B. Russell, BNGaruhill,
Solid by D. Lothrop & Uo.
Phe work contains
a

caretutly

prepared

and

very

accurate

map

of

the! Merrtinack Valley made from drawings
under the immediate” supervision of the aus
thor, exhibiting ull points of especial historic
or business interest.
[t contains 807 pages,
substantially bound in muslin und sold at $2,50
per copy.
Tue
An

LITTLE

GATE, AND

Affeory,

Urging

HOW

the

TO

ENTER

Importance

of

IT.
heiog

ca Ubild of God; und an lustration showing
how to become one.
By Atbvert T, Spaurding,
Pastor of Walnut St. Baptist church, Louis.
ville, Ky.
Boston: Gould & Lincoln,

BALMER'S SABBATH
added

uo

SCHOOL SONGS, to which is

Extensive

Collection

of standnnd

and

wgil-known Sunday Sceool Hymns«.
By H. R.
mer, author of * The Swng Queec,” ete.
Chicago: Adams, Blackmer & Lyon.

much
take

invent

AN ELEMENTARY GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN
- LANGUAGE, for the Use of Beginoers.
By
William B. Silber, Ph. D.. suthor of * Progressive Lessons
in Greek” and a ** Latin
Course,” "New York: A. 8. Barnes & Co.

Sup-

quiet, only

of cor-

Books Received.

They have been

busy for an hour, and very

house

he bides himself, planning all sorts of
mischief.
Take care of your spare moments.— The Advorale.

the

of amusement.

might

moments!

all the

they

in the

out in small seasons like these, when you
are not busy;
he gets Tuto. your heart,
if’ he ppssibly can, in just such gaps. There

seven

room, and

not

of time!?

moments that [ gathered wicked associntes.”
Oh, be careful how you spend your spare

itp

into

and

the old woman's stand.

two

That is pretty

possession of the dining

an

where
eome

are

dust

“In my spare moments I gambled or maybles.
In my spare moments I began to
smoke and drink:
It was in my spe moments that I began to steal chestnuts from

of a fam-

five

Traly,

the *‘ gold

“In my spare moments.”

amuse themselves from daylight till dusk,
with only a short interval for lessons and
meals.
They have few playthings—a box
of building
blocks, an old clothes line,
a pair of scissors, a carpet hammer and

the

constant chatter of their merry voices and
now and then an exclamation.
What a lit.

HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE.
1869.
New York: Harper & Bros,

ter! You feel as if you wanted to rua for
the broom, but it is only your stapidity.-

THE SABBATH AT HOME:
An Illustrated Religfous Mugnzine for the Family. . gust, 1869.
Boston: Am. Tract Society,

What y6u take to be bits of white and yel-

BLACKWOOD'S
MAGAZINE.
York: L. Scott
& Co.

low paper scattered over the floor are beautiful

lilies, in

a

green meadow ; that rope

July,

zigzagging around isa little brook,and those

1869.

Aug.

New
-

THE
NURSERY.
A Monthly
Youegest Readers. August.
John L. Shory.

clothespins: grouped about the dust brush
arechildren having a picnic'under a tall elm
tree! The oldest boy explains it all with
#parkling eyes, that show how real- it all
is tohim. Perhaps in a few minutes,a box of

Moaite. a
1569. Boston:

THE NATIONAL
SUNDAY
SCHOOL TEACHER.
August.
1869.
Coicago: Adams, Blackmer&
Lyon., New York: A. D. F. Randolph & Co.
ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE,
thur & Sons, -

buttons will be arranged in companies of soldiers, or the blocks be built into cages,

Phila.! T.8. Ar-

THE CHILDREN’S Hous,
A Magazine for the
Little Ones.
Phila.: T. 8. Arthur & Son.

ONCE

& MONTH.

August.

Arthur & Sons. This
interesting and useful
ties of Animal Life.”

1869.

Phila: T. 8.

number contains 2 ver
article on the * Curlot,
This Magazine is unique

“in size and sty le, and first class in every essential requisite.

Terms, $2 a year.

you do mischief, and too many toys are Hours AT HoME. A Popular Monthly -of Tnstruction
and Recreation,
August, ° 1869.
only an evil. A child's imagination is vivid
York: Charles Scribner & Co. For sale.
enoughto help him out of any difficulties in | New
in Dover by J. Varney.
5
this line, if you will only give it play.
THE
RADICAL.
August.
1869.
Boston:
8.
H.
Said a busy mother: ‘I have spent
Morse und J. B. Marvin, Editors ad Proprie-

many hours

in reading to my

many in trying

to teach

children;

them,

but

tors,

never

THE RIVERSIDE
le.
August.
oughton,

one, unless they were sick, in trying to
amuse them. They have been taught from
babyhood

to

-amuse

themselves.”

feel like sayingto the hundreds

So

Spare
Gy

PHRENOLOGICAL

of the Principal of a celebrated school,
morning, and asked to see him.
The

one
ser-

FLORIDA:

else, the told bim to go round to'the ~ kitchwas

bidden,

and

want

breakfast,

more

like,”

the servant, ** and I can give you that

said

with-

THE

LESSONS OF

sight,”

finishing

his

bread

and

———

she wiped her hands. and

bade

him

Opening the library door, she said ;

follow.

:

‘¢ Here's somebody, sir, who is anxious

jousee you, and 80 I have let him

come

n
I don’t know baw the hoy introduced him:
how

to pre pore a little brandy and
ion of ng

water, with

be cried :r

J

in a peevish tone, She seemed to think it
very fooli-h to admit such an ill-looking
fellow into her master's presence ; howsver,

or

Mr. Wesley, ence dining with a respec t1ble local preacher, on perceiving him about

but-

‘“ Well, he is in the library ; and if he
must be disturbed, he must; but he does
like to be alone, sometimes,” said the girl,

self,

1869,

A Table-spoonful.

and

without minding the boy's request she went
about her work.
“ Can I see Mr.
M asked the boy
again, after
ter,

A Discourse

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

“Some old ote may be you want,”
said the servant, again eyeing his patched
away a

Productions,

THE JUBILEE.

& Co, 100 Washington St.

»

‘* He gives

and

by Wiliam R. Alger,in the Boston Music Hull,
Sunday, June 27, 1869.
Boston: A. Williune

¢ Thank you,” said the boy. ‘I have no
objections to taking a bit of bread, but I
should like to see Mr.
, if he can see

trousers,

Soil

missioner of Linmigration for the siate of Florida, Jacksonville,
Edward M. Cheney, State
Printer, Bhy st. 1869,

out troubling him.”

me.

Its Climate,

Prepared officially by Hon. J, 8. Adams. Com-

appeared at the back-door.
“ You

Illustrated.

with a sketch of it History, Natural Features
and Social Condition: A Munual- of Rejianle
Information concerning the Resources of the
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the Indueements to Immigrants.

he looked more like a beggar than anything
he
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vant eyed his mean clothes, and thinking
as
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A lean, awkward boy, came to the doog
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and thou-

sands of busy mothers, teach your ¢hildren
to amuse themselves, and to do this you
need only to give them the opportanily,
and then left them alone.
:

he

opened

business,

littlg uniter

* How much doyow take?” asked Wes-

ley,

** Let me see.”

4 ‘ Only ahout a 1able-spoon ful,”

“Truly,” said Wesley § ** tha is not much ;
hut, one tuble-spoontul will soon 10+ its effect, und then you will take two; {fim two °
you will get 10 a fu'l glass ; and that in like

‘manner, hy hahitaating yourse'f “to it, will
loo i's fF ev, and then you will take two
ulassos: und go on, till in the end,

you will becomo

a druukard.

O

perhaps

‘brother,

take care what you do
Happily had it been for | that, man if he 4°
had taken the iA ‘warning of his faithful

hat 1
friend. Rut, alas, he trifled with his little
the Prinoi-| drops unuil he es a drunkard, and rupal put uside the volume he was studying, ined his reputation.

mother to whom thejrohild’s ‘know thut after talking awhile

heart fa.as.aAh
:

weaknesses.

courses,

room

have spved

I know

moments.

in thp 1ippling shop,
ask them when they

resources.

dining

spare

rection, in the forecastle of a whale

them selves,

can. re arrange

Hours by the oper ation.
ily whete

to
own

his

am afraid, in jul

Themselves,

a room

to

hard working, with

How precious they should be!l—What an

always has up for discussion:
.
None but those who have had a good
deal’of experienge with children, can have
any idea of their wonderful inventive powers, and when left to their own resources
for amusement there is almost no limit to
their contrivances.
Give the little folks,
and

the

account can you show for them? Look
and see. This boy can tell you how very
much can be laid up - by improviig them;
and there are many, many other boys, 1

Says Mrs. Miller, in the Little Corporal,
on one of those ques!ions which motherdom

where

poor,

spare moments

Yr W—

you try to help them by any suggestions,

We make big sacrifices in their be-

lo-s of the apple was in

my

—

selves.

A slight cloud passed -over ‘the countenance of my wife. She wastroubled. The

in

Amuse

:

good Christian citizens and an honor to our

Think of the really coarse way in which
the fondest of us sometimes wound our
children’s sensibilities. How we parade
their special traits and accomplishments;
and ignore their individuality; how recklessly we break in upon their little plans and
pleasures; how carelessly we’ comment upon their defects; how we laugh at their
childish distresses, because the grieved look

“The upper drawer

3

and you will hear the young exhibitor showing off his animals, and describing the elephant-as he marches along; “with long
ears severely shakibg.” Just as quick as

us than to those whom we have brovght in
to the worldto meet its jars, temptations,
and cruelties !
2

reau. Did you not take therefrom the largest of the pippins I had put away from the
girls ? “+ No, 1 did net.”
“You did not?” ¢ NotI! I have. not
seen an apple since the evening I purchased

Children

answered

.

but few opportuaities for sehooling, yet almost fitted. for college, by simply improv-

self adequate to support it, in every cmergeacy and not resors to effeminate weikness to carry her point.
Practice should go

the

my spare moments,”

boy.

~The Ny Tribune utters a regret ths at the
cause of Woman's Rights should, be
aban

~

don't do your own sewing do you?”
drawer an apple?”
* No, sir.”
‘* Never sent a stitch out in my life—
** Mary, did you take from your mother’s
‘* boxing” of ears, The dear Christ teaches
,shame and disgrace, and he has lefs you to dresses or anything else, even when we drawer an apple ?” ¢: No, sir.”
no hard lesson of harshness or brate force
bear all this heavy burden alone. Tell me had no sewing machines; and I don't | “It must hase heen taken by the servant ; toward the lille ones committed to our care.
if you thinkk this is just,
Is it, can it be know what excuse I could have for it now, call her to me,” said I, addressing my wife, Even as Hewas ** subject unto” his parents,
right thatyou, whose whole life has been a with a good machine to sew for me.”
** Nell, how came you to take from the ‘returning meekly withthem from Jerusalem
* You don’s mean of course, that you drawer of your mistress, without “permis- while his child-soul yearned to be about his
balm, a blessing to others, should thus be
fon sufferby the sins ot those you make your husband's clothes P*
sioh, the largest of the apples she had plac- Father's business, 80 world he have our lit;m
ge
** Every one of them, and my boys too. ed there?” + Wot apples?”
tle ones subject unto us. They are ours to
Yes, Hattie,” said Mrs. Luke firmly, Tt My oldest son i= something of a dundy, as
* Did you not fake apples from the draw- lead and protect, to teach and warn and
is just, Itis
defy Tbk For a*long time I young
men will be, and he hought a very er of your mistress 1 ¢* No, sa,”
cherish; ours to love wisely, to dedl with

delighted to honor is now

parent?

anguish the quivering lip and pleading

knees,

your grandmothers.’

mt
I had been married -iifteen years.

She had come from a neighboring town,
where her husband is a prosperous architect and builder, to “collect, the quarterly
rent, and after this matter was adjusted,
we fell into conversation, such as our sex
will indulge in.
i
* Have you much of a family ” 1 .inquired.
‘* Eleven children,” she replied.
I opened my éyes in astonishment, ex-

God.

before

us'to indulge in

The Father’s Lesson.

horse as though she was accustomed to it—
gave a smart ify at our door bell, and the
wife of our landlord was ushered in. She

Song.

BY MARILLA.

saint, and now in what a

We are through our-work

i

Pp

Thrifty Woman.

Drawing
\Z up

New

Mary

I again called

ly:

said.

up rather later, I have

thus:

blessedness,

-

As full the shades of night;

“The

were found upon the oor.

“ You must set up very late of Tights, » 1

iter nt tone

joys of this life cannot

And while thy steps are leaving
That circle pure and bright,
Ap tender voice, half grieving,
"Says, ¢ Don’t stay late to-night.”

Ee

some butter, which took a premium.”

bed, and this causes

whiere he

NOBODY.

Stay

«Do you ever’ find time to go, outside while, the servantgirl had .commuunicated foibles and human tendencies as stumbling
your door?” Iinquired.
ei
fto her mistress. that she had
seen our] blocks not to vex and upset them, but which
«0, yes” she replied with a smile, «1 -youngest go into the garret with a large the little one must wisely and lovingly be
am here this afternoon, you see, and the apple the: morning before. — On ‘¢xamina- taughtto overcome. Heaven. bless the al
other day I went to the State Fair with tion, the core and several pieces of rind ways cheerful, gentle-voiced, conscientious

again broke the silence it was in a half pen-

ruined bthers. It was hard to part with
him, but this new trial may: help to keep
me in the way which leads to the fold

"That Nobody else would own.

Don’t

and

1869.

fault, lay: between
her and the servant, -with our theories and confirm them. Ip is
beautiful boy, your only
child was
“Are you always well?" I asked.
“My health is perfect,” she. replied. *¢I and while I was desirous: to acquit my
taken from you.
You needed no further
as foHows :
not’ wish
to accuse ‘unchastening for you will own: that you had "have ‘a. good natural constitution, and 1 child, I did
The worst case of dese tion of which we
ever heard was the seandidlous manner in
Rave no time to be nervo us or dyspept ic, ’ | justly the negro.
already been led into the right path.”
I therefore took Mary
into a room alone; I spoke to her of the which Mrs. Dr. Maj. Mary Walker abandon¢¢ Led into the right path, trust—yet not and this paragon rose to go.
ed the cnuse of woman the other day in
enormity of lying—of
the necessity of tellI
tollowed
her
to
the
gate,
saw
her
unperfected therein.” T'here were tears in Mrs.
Washuigton.
‘She‘ had heen making
one
ing ‘the ftruth—of the severe
penalty I ot her period cal démands for office in the
Luke's eyes as she spoke, for hers was a hitch her hogse and drive off, while I, returned
to
th€
house
with these reflections : should be compelled to inflict upon her, if Treasury Department, and on being refused
loving nature, and the first lowers’ of symshe did not confess the whole ta me, and burst inte tears.
Thisis a style of fighting
« Eleven children, boarders,a farm, no sermer had scarcely
bléssomed on the fresh
which is understood to belong exe lasively to
with tears in my eyes urged her to say
van's,ny.sewingput out; all teaching done
madé grave of her lost darling. A moment
that she had done it, if indeed she had. the softer sex, and it the. Major chooses to
for butter at the
she paused and her great loss seemed to in the house; pr emium
resort to it, we must takeit tor granted that
Gradually I became
convinced
of her she abandons the more masculine styles
Think
control every other feeling, then her mind. State Fair, music, and the fine arts!
of
now I felt determined she watfare, and pleads the privileges of her
was borne on wings of ineffable love to the of it, O, ye daughters! who have a familyof guilt; and
should confess it. My threatenings were sex. Thisisawiul!
IrMajr Walker prove
joys of that heavenly home, where her pre- three children, three servants, hire all your
Bug
not without effect. After’ weeping and wenk, where shall strength be found?
cious child was safe in the bosom ofthe ten- sewing done, and "have headache, dyspepreally, the women must not take eve rything.
protesting
her
innocence;
and
weeping
sia,
and
general
debility
thrown
in.
Think
der Shepherd, and she said, ** All is well.
Poor, oppressed man should have some
Harry is safe. My beautiful boy will never of it, ye men of this generation! who often and ‘again protesting, ‘my.. threatenings means of defense,
be beset by the temptations which have declare that all sm: net women died with seemed to alarm her; nd falling on her

And Nobody taught me to read;
I played in the stre et with Nobady,
to Nobody

4,

your

I went to school to Npbody,

And

AUGUST

STAR

«+ We always finish up our work by eight | . «¢ Mary, my daughter, did you not go
the
garret
yestsitey PM.
¥ Yes,
no; there was a God in the storm, and now o'clock evenings, unless there is something into
sir.
I bless his name for the trial which brought unusual going on,” she ‘replied, *‘ for we
me nearer to him,”
“& °
ui ha you go there with an apple?”
are quite a musical family. My daughters
* No, sie.”
:
ILattie Grey was subdued by the spirit of are good players, and father, mother, boys,
sacred tr us sf.and submission w bich
pervad“Did you. notice
anything
on° the
and girls, all count upon a good sing, often.

That Nobody else would own;
I bear the name of Nobody,
+ From Nobody I sprung;
:
As Nobody mine has

my
my
He

knew what sorrew would cause me to cling

4

I’m thinking just now of Nobody,
For I've a passion for

MORN IN G

=

THE MORNING
flowers will retain

‘What Nerve Does.
etl)
§ E—

An

ounce

of ‘pluckis worth a regiment

their freshness

of color

and sweet fragrance for two weeks, if kept
standing in a vase filled with the pure soft
spring-water of the mountains, and a

cool | majorityof them, in their native soil, bud,
ness, pluck avd
decision, have
carried blossom and bloom all summer.
I there. men safely through the greatest difficulties. fore claim that here at Sherman, the highIn ail probability no persons possess nerve est point that ‘is crossed by the marvelous
to a greater degree than do bank robbers continental highway from the Missouri to
‘and persons of that class, who live not by the Pacific; the highest elevation in the
labor, but by their wits, and operations world where a town" is rapidly building;
' which succeed from boldness, Not long “where the thermometer in the enldest days
pince, a man stood in a Wallstreet bank, ot winter never reached ten degrees bewith a bag in’ his hand containing ten low zero, and in the warmest days of sumthousand dollars in gold. A gentlemanly mer never marked eighty degrees above;
looking -man, with his hat off, said to the’ where there is perpetually light and pure
one who held the gold: ‘Let me heft it; air; where decayed matter emits no stench;
Ill guess within halt ac ounce of its weight.” where dead animals dry up without a sickThe person addressed mechanically hand- ening odor, and every wind that sweeps
ed the bag
to the applicant, who at once from the snowy range is cool, ‘healthy and
ran out doors, and. was soon lost in the invigorating; where horses can be worked
crowd,

little” nerve,

men. A

of hesitating

while the

loser

never saw

itagain

On seeing him with his hat off, he’ thought

him a clerk in the bank.
A gentleman
standing by saw the thief remove his hat
and

hang

it on a hook, when he

too

sup-

posed it to -be some one connected
the bank, and said nothing.
Some

years

Importer’s
in

broad

pen behind
erately

since,

a person

and Trader's
daylight,

with

entered

the

Bank, New York,

put on a duster,

stuck

his ear, and then walked delib”

past

clerks,

tellers

and®

cashier,

and pushing the President aside, who stood
talking

to some

of

the

directors,

entered

the vault helped himself to the largest package of money he could find, and walked
out unmolested,no one suspecting ‘that
anything

was

wrong

till

he

was off and

out of sight.
A tew months ago in New York a hearse
drove up to a’'mansion. -A genteel young
man rang tone bell and inquired for the man
that lived there, but he was down town.
He said the hearse containeda coffin in
which were the remains of a daughter of
the

occupant

of the

house,

who

had

just

died at school in Connecticut. The servant
at the house had heard nothing of the

matter,

but helped the driver

bring the

coffin into a parlor, and as the suggestion
of the young man, who said he was a
teacher, sent one of their number to the
entleman’s “place of business to inform |
im of the sad.news.
The teacher remained in the house to tell him the particulars,
but when the man arrived the teacher had
ons, and abou: $3.000 worth of jewelry
cept in bureau caskets had gone with him.
The coffin was opened and found tu be

‘all sammer without sweating, and all win“ter without blanketing, where thesoil is

all a rich decomposed granite, the rocks,
beautitul in their towering grandeur, all a

granite, gneiss, and limestone, interspersed
with precions stones

of

silica,

chalcedony,

quariz. - felspar, topaz, agate, mica, tale,
hornblende.
and
serpentine; where the
springs boil up the purest, softest, coldest
water; where scattered over the surface,
hut in plain view, are numerous ledges of
qnartz,, which time and capital will soon
develop into rich leads of gold, silver, tia,
antimony,
icon and copper, and
where
everything that grows, lives or lays, as-

sumes

a grandeur not attained by ary

like

species in a lower altitude, is, I claim, the
Elen of the new NorthWest, and the only

pleasant abiding place for the

daring

the

sickly

city invalid

dog-days

in your little

sun-seorched world eight thousand feet below us.”
:
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tries,in Europe, in Asia, in America. ,The

father looks upon every new child as a new

his

an added pest sent to consume
burden,

Whoever lifts the veil from the spectacle of

Jo

A

Singular

| Messrs. Editors,—I had strange and wild

so say

a hazy mist was hanging.
Whether the
mountain was beautiful, I know not; for the

Pov-

ting the unnatural deed are various.
And

cause.”

the leading

is

erty

the coroners of England and of the United
2

States.

The sixth motive ig shame, In France,
where foundling “Hospitals are common,

dreams last Hight; for strange, wild sights
and forms were before me.
.
+1 was upon a tall mountain, around which

of rthe ¢hild of guilt-is not the
the murde

murder in England and Americathe
, files of
fe
any newspaper will indicate,

4+ Chuld,” said he, ¢ I have come to show

the world below.
His appearance, somewhat unusual, terrificd me, but he spoke and
allayed my fears.
5

Robert

~Paragury,”

4%X Tale—eof

Southey speaks of an impious custom,

such as was wont to sear
EVs,
The unhappy heart with usages severe;
Till hardened mothers in the grave could lay”
Their living babes with no compunctious tear;
$5 monstrous men bzcome,when from the way
Of primal light, they turn through'heathen paths

:

© astray?

-It was we, not Southey, who italicized
the word
¢¢ heathen.”
Ah!
¢ heathen
paths” no longer have a monopoly of the

slaughter of helpless babes!
one of the

tremendous

sionary orators
into heathen

that the

lands

gospel

now

blood of infancy, and be

away

with

the

foul

It used

arguments

to be

of

mis-

with

the

would

bloody

go

a means of doing

crime.

With

‘what

itall for ?

In many cases, it is because the

ladies cannot

cannot

see

go to the

so

opera

much

cannot be so pretty,

so often,

company,

if they are

and

obliged to

arson and barglary on the seas, described,
every case, in as high a strain as if itinvolved a perilous combat and victory.
When he first fired upon an American vessel, he felt’ a mingled joy and sadness.
“/The.stars and stripes seemed now to look
fifo the presence of the new banner

of

South,

pretty

much

as a burglar

might be supposed to look who had been
caught in the act of breaking intoa gentleman’s house; bat thea the burglar was my
relative and had erst been my triend,—how

could I fail to feel some pity tor him along
with the indignation which his crime had
excited?”
It was inthis pathetic humor

that Admiral Semmes did us a great deal of
damage.

It'was his business, of course, to

destroy ou whale-ships and merchantmen,

bat it is not important to know that he near-

ly always felt a reluctance to do so, which
he cruld overcome only by reflacting that
our s»idiers were at the same moment desolating Southern fields and burning Soups]
ern hom+s,

Neither is it essentialw an un-

derstanding of history that

he should com-

bat the newspaper attacks upon him in these

“pages;

but he has really

very

that is not already known
ter and the Alabama, and

little to tell

about the Suma man must fill

planted in the breast of parents for. their
offspring? When the old Hebrew prophet
wished 10 point to the one human tie that
would be the last to perish from the haman
heart,

he éried

out,

with a sort

of

incredu-

lous horror, ** Can a woman forget her sucking child?” Alas! the question has lost all its

ancisnt meaning.
To ask if a woman can
forget her sucking child is a tame inquiry in
this age when for

3 woman

sucking child is a
And she who is-able

to

murder

her

commonplace event.
to rend in pieces the

hallowed instinct of maternal tenderness,
and then to trample it into the mire beneagn

ner reet—whnat

holy

and

consecrated

thing is left for her to pollute ?
~The murder of a person aiready- grown,
and able to cry an alarm, and to oppose and
to strike back, is suffizient!y horrible; but
there is something too pitiless and fiendish
to be fally conceived,

too

execrable

to

be

adequately cursed by any human curse, in’
dooming to death the innocent and sweet
babe that can neither rebuke nor resist.
We have spoken of this crime as one
which in the present age is perpetrated
throughout the entire earth. Aud suchis
the truth. * It is a crime without geographical boundaries. Itis not limited by any
race or religion. The whole human fam-

eight hundred pages with something.
ne Admiral develops himselt asa type lily, civilized and savage, Christian and paof intellect with which we have béen mide gan, stands arraigned and guilty before
well acquainted by the Southern stump,and God in the matter of this ineffable wicked:
suggests anew the doubt we have often felt ness.
It is a painfully interesting study to inwhether the Southsrner was not created
with some important mantal difference from quire into the motives which, in various
parts of the world impel to the commission
other men.
No human being, we think, exof child-muarder.
5
cept one who had his nature entirely invert
There seém to be seven principal moed by the effort to believe right suck a
wrong as slavery, could argue from such tives. The firstto be mentioned is the one,
Premises to such conclusions as Admiral probably, of least prevalence. In many
mm 3 doss, or, after eighr hundred pages countries the sufferings of women at the
of men are so flagrant as to create in
narrating the destruction of defenceless hands
mer shansmsn,could:have what we may call tem a deep and sullen hatred for their cruthe braz-n-faced innocence to complain of el mates ; but among no other people has
the unchivalrousaess of the Kaarsarge for this hatred tiken such a method of gratityng itselfas among the Knisteneiux womfighting in chain armor against his wooden
en. Mackenzie, the traveler, declares that
vessol.— Atlantic Monthly.

Rocky

Mountain
Bl

A

correspondent

Flowers,

—MMPSPPT']L P

of the

Chicago

Times

writes from Sherman, Wyoming Territory :
“Whatever may be said of the impracti
cability of the route of the Union Pacific
Rulroad over the Black Hill, during the
three

March,

months

of

this

much

January,

will

February,

be conceded

and

Asia,

olate

is the sorrow

lot.

of woman

over her des-

Horrid testimony to the cruelty

of man, that
very kindne-=s
stow upon it
What yuust be

by | owe

his female companion, from
for her little girl, must bethe unkindness of murder!
the condition of woman in

any lands where

every visitor; that, for nine months in the
ear, the sides and summits of these everhills are bed.cked and adorned
rew from the soil of God's
a
hillside, nook, valley,

mon that whole tribes have become extinct. The Jesuit missionaries testify that
the mothers insist that they do it to spare

own country.
lawn,
plain

authority, this practice has become

so

com-

distinguished
would attract

attention,

Behold what length of brain forward of
the opening of the ear! How heavy the
brow ! how round and full the middle part
of the forehead! how massive the upper
part! The whole
forehead was large,
showing the breadth of thought, capacity
to comprehend

and retain details, to master

the principles of law, and also all its facts

and history.
His Language was large, and
backed up as it wae by such a wealth of
fact and strength of thought,
he had a

splendid field for the exercise of his ardent
imagination and for the. full play of his
glowing and impulsive feelings. His Benevolence was one of his crowning excellences. He was liberal in hand and in
heart
; generous and beneficent

to

a

fault.

He made friends of everybody who came
within the sphere of his word or the generous beaming of his eye. His Veneration
gave him a strong religious tendency. His
Hope was exuberant; he was always cheerful and joyous.
His wit was brilliant and
his taste remarkable.
He had the elements
of courage and force, and, for a lawyer and
a politician, he was singularly free from
the narrowness of party spiritand the prejudices and partiality of the mere attorney.

He was patriotic, large-hearted, a lover of
his native land, and an ardent supporter of

the land of his ancestors. Though an
American by birth, and a patriot, he was
an Irishman by sympathy and ‘affiliation.
He had strong affections, ardent love; was
capable of uniting all hearts in himself,
and of soothing ‘and _gbliterating disagreements among his friends through their common affection for him. It is seldom that
even a lawyer can be found who had as
sharp and clear a mind for details and historic particulars accompanied by such depth
and strength

of thought,

and sustained

and

invigorated by so healthful a moral nature.
Being of a strongly social disposition, he
was inclined to the convivialities of social
life,

which,

doubtless,

contributed

to

in-

duce the disease which terminated his life.
Hud he been more abstemious, and taken
more general out-of-deor exercise, he might

have been spared to the world and to his
wide field of usefulness twenty years longer.— Fhrenological Journal.

Interesting Discoveries.

death to her is a

sharity ! In portions of South
Americ
female infants are murdered by being burjed as soon as born; and, aceording to one

with the greatest variety and grandest displayof flyvers and wild fruits that ever

wr

they are addicted to the murder of their
children before birth, because of their hatred for the men.
.
The second motive,
and
one of very
great prevalence in South America and in

Ina group of & hundred
men; Mr. Brady's large head

—

There

seems to be a reasonable expecta-

tion of the discovery of the site of the Garden

of Eden, if we may

Rawlinson, the

credit

Sir

Henry

distinguished Assyrian ex-

plorer, and President of the Royal Asiatic
Society.
At a meeting of that seciety,

As a spec- | held.in London on the 31st of May, at
and peak, from early April until late De- | them the woes of womanhood.
imen,
Father
Gamilla
relates
a pathetic “which he was inaugurated, he made a.
in..eountless
cember, is gorgeously arrayed
Spc, in which he éxpressed his convicconversation
he
had
with
an
intelligent
thousands of fly wers of every color,form and
that the Babylonian writings and
tion
Butoya
woman:
¢*
Would
to
God,”
she
said,
size, applicable to the season, and wearing
monuments now in the possession of the
a smiling beauty to welcome each dawning ** my mother, when she brought me forth,
would turn out to be inday aud shining sun. Tne higher the peak, had loved me so well and pitied me so British Museum,
timately connected with the earliest Bibmuch
asto
have
saved
me
from
all
those
the brighter and more delicate the flora, and
and that, before long, the
upon the loftiest summits we gather the troubles which I have endured till this day, lical writings,
the early history given in the
of
whole
and
am
to
eudure
till
death!
Can
any
IoPuadmella Nivalis,or dnow plant, and irs
hook of Genesis, from .the time of Abrafiery red brand, the scarlet cockade, the dian woman do better for the daaghter she
brings forth than to deliver it from this slav- ham, downwards, would be found existing
mountain lily, red, blue, white,
yellow
in its original form among these primitive
and violet
moss
flowers; the
purple ary, worse than death !”
only to stone records. He also announced that in
applicable
motive;
third
"The
and white. plume; the large white tulip,
the female a short time he should submit to the society
ellow cactus, prickly pear, with its large female infants, is contempn for
this is a evidinoe thatthe name ** Garden of Elen”
Hindustan
and
China
In
sex.
Pell flawer of delicate yellow leaf” and
motive constantly at work. Says Abbe was the old and natural name of Babylon,

urple base; and the ever present, always:
iE
wild parsnip and carrot, with
their purple and yellow clusters.
On the
latent and in the dells we gather the yel-

ow pei blossoms, the yellow flax; purple
and blae lark«<par, blus-bells, peony, poppy,

hyneieth, yellow, red, white and tri-colored
rose, pirawherry, sunflower, the white and

purple sweet

pea,

urple, white,

Johnny-jump-up, blue,

and yellow flag, sweet

Wil-

iams, pinks and a hundred other varieties
peculiar only to this elevated floral garden at Wyoming, which now reposes so
¢andly and charmiogly in its cool and re-

Frovhing uluitude of 8,262 feet ubove sea
level.
LP
1 have on my table a bougnet of wild
fl ywers made in the shape of nu pineapple,

out of nearly seventy varieties, of every

color

and hue,

some

of the

most delicate

form wion, wad the whole forming a, cluster
of flrs he vity that I never saw equalled
by a like collection of enitivated flowers in
the beautiful State of Louisizoa. These
WE

Hue, in his great work on Chinn, refoerring to ** ordinary infanticides as innumer-

anle:” ¢ They kill their

new born

female

manner.
most. pitiless
in the
ohildren
The birth of a mle child in.a family is an

birth of a

honor and a blessing; but the
girl is regarded as a calamity.”
The fourth motive is the greater expense
of rearing and marrying daughters,
This
loads to

sionary,

thousands

Df.

of murders,

Cumming,

estimates

The mis-

that in

many districts of China more than one-half
of the female children are put to death by
their parents.
Williams, ia his + Middle

Kingdom,” attributes ‘this largely to the
costliness and the pecuniary worthlessness
of danghters; and adds that ** many who
are able to support their daughters prefer
to desir iy them rather thanto incur the ex-

penses of theic matringe; which are some-

times great.”

The teh motive is poverty. This fsthe
one most operative ic all civilized coun.
4s

\

He stated that there were Babylonian documents which gave an exact geographical
description of that Paradise in which the
opening scene of human history is laid,
answering precisely to the topography and
the geodesical particulars of Holy Writ.

In them
rather,

which

he has
the

four’

found

the four rivers, or

branches

of

‘the

went out of Eden to water the

river

gar-

den,” mentioned by the very same names,
Pison, Gihon, Hiddekel, .and - Euphrates.
He has also met with acconnts of the flood,
and the building of the Tower of Babel,

which

bear with singular directness and

value upon the

events.

Biblical narrative of those

If he should realize all that he an-

ticipates, he will have, given to the world
ona of the most interesting arch@ological
and antiquarian discoveries ever made.—
idl
hi.
=
Traveller.

OrTENTIMES the shrewdest sort-of sense

is reticence.

oa

solved to follow his Lord.

TE

1f the world is: waking up to the evil
connected with the ‘drama, itis high time
for the
church to earnestly
oppose the
popular sin of theater-going,
It is, we
fear, to» true a charge, that theater and

opera going is made respectable

by church-

members.— Voice of the West.

An
A

months after

by. Rev. T. P. Moul-

ton and unitéd with the
Stanstead chureh, of
which he remained a faithful and consistent mem=

ber to the day of his death.
true Christian

He was

a man

of

worth and moral influence,

at

tendince upon the means of grace was regular,
and sincerely was he respected in the neighbor‘hood where he died. . In nothing were his Christian graces seen more clearlv than

in

ner in which he bore his affliction.

the

mane

His

disease

was of a ‘very
cghplicated nature and for some
weeks his sufferings were: intense,
During the
last few weeks of his earthly career there was eve . :
idently a deepening of the work of grace in his

Incident.

little circumstance took

Some

| wards he was baptized

place at the

heart, When asked by friends,if they should pray

for his recovery,he would say,** No, pray thatthe

Jiverer of the valedictory to the Medical
students, took occasion, towards the close
of his address, to counsel; with great earWhen he had reached the base of the hill, nestness, his late fellow-students to avoid
he raised his hand toward the east, and ex- the use of alcohol in all its forms, also tohacco.
Thereupon the Professors of the
claimed, “Look.”
:
Mysgaze tollowed his hand, and I had a Medical Faculty seemed to listen with invision, the remembrance of which will fol- creased attention, and some of them, perhaps, to show themselves a little flattered,
low me to the cold and silent tomb.
I beheld two great powers at war. The hut repeated applanse from the body of the
students; in the midst of the hall, showed
guide said to me—

a large and sympathiziog concourse of people.
Sermon, by the writer, from Proverbs 14: 52. Our
praver is that his sorrowing widow, fatherless
children,and numerous friend< may have at lust as
safe n passage to the ““ many mansions.”
;

we cannot let pass without notice.

The de-

:

JOHN BRICK.

EMMA BE.. wife of Alanson 8. Hathaway, and
daughter of J, K. and H. J. Lyford, died in Canton, Me., of consumption, May 29, aged 20. Sister Hathaway professed faith in Christ, was baptized and united

with

thee

F.

W.

B.

church

of

Canton when in her 14¢f year. She was patient in
her sufferings,
was resigned to her Saviour’s will
and longed to he withrlim,
She left a bright ev
*“ The armies which you see opposed to the interest they took in the remarks of” the idence that her trast was in God, and that religeach ofher are tio great bodies, both of | valedictorian, with which probably mast of ion was her comfort and support. She leaves a
who feels that his dearest
which profess to be followers ot a man who them agreed, and whereof, we would fain deeply afflicted husband.
died near a city more than eighteen centu- hope, the Professors did not disapprove.— earthly hopes have faded, a father,mother, brothand other near friends who deeply feel their
ries since.”
:
; Some of the plaudits were probably ironical ; ers
oss, but are comforted with the thought that
His remark increased my interest in the tut that such an earnest and publie protest their loss is her great gain. She.did not want
should he made on snch an occasion,
by one of them to mourn for her for she was happy, but
vision betore me, and I watched the mathe most talented and promising of those who
wished them to.prepare to meet her in heaven,
neuvers of the warriors.

I saw large transverse pieces of wood, had just received the degree of M.D.,C. M.,
beautifully polished, earried about by the augurs well, and was as pleasing as it was
men of one side. They also had many ¢l novel. It was an omen full of hope, that
crimson banners, on which the word ¢ infal-

libility” could be seen.

the necessity of avoiding

aleoholic

and tobacco, by persons

drinks

in health, will be

She left sweet

messages

for

loved

ones

that

will never be forgotten.
Through the day, near
the close of which she bid adieu to earth, she
seemed ‘to be lingering on the mortal shore as if

‘waiting for something?
she was then ready

Her

father came, and

to depart,

and

sweetly

fell

Some of the soldiers carried stakes, others

tanght, as a hygienic doctrine by the Medical

asleep in Jesus.

Faculty of McGill; and that she will

ing prisoners, they bound them to the stakes,

forth from her academic halls men not only
skilled generally in their noble speciality,
but who shall be also apostles of temper-

len preached from Psalms 23: 4, a very appropri
ate sermon.
G.W.G.

piled fagots around them, and applied the
torches to the fagots, and soon the poor pris-

ance.—Monireal Witness.

oners were burned to death; but before
this was done, paper caps were placed on

Items.

were burdened. with fagots, and not a few
had burning torches.
I noticed that when they succeeded in tak-

their heads, upon which the word ¢* heretic”
was discoverable.
;
:
Tae soldiers of this side were very active,

and captured many prisoners,

all of whom

was informed that their metal was saperior

———_—

Gt

this time deeepened. and at the prayer meeting
the following week he took up his ¢ross and re-

and

will of the Lord may be done.” He died in peace,
trusting in Christ. His funeral was attended by

and unpunished: -take care of their own children.
sure,
unresisted,
were relentlessly destroyed.
murder now done, every twenty-four hours,
Taese soldiers were pompously clad, and
Would it not be a good plan to have =»
throughout ths earth, not by fisrce men
few heathen missionaries invited to Chris- had an ancient looking leader, whose right
upon their fellows, but by gentle mothers tendom ; for the heathen excuses for infanti- hand was extended upward.
This old man
had m wy subordinates, who seemingly vied
filled with & beach log.
. upon speechless and (helpless infancy, un- cide are far more creditable than the Chriscovers without doubt the sorrowfulest and tian ones.” Pazan women kill their chil- with eash other in doing his. pleasure. He
ghastliest subject which can be looked up- dren because they would save them from a | was called (so my guide informed me)- Ceon,
.
has.
life of hardship, or because they are too
“ Admiral” Semmes.
The turpitude of any erime is not meas. poor to raise them; but it is reserved for Pp The otherside had no large crosses, but
a
ured by the external commotion it makes, refined and lovely Christian mothers to they had small, and somewhat rouzhly made
Yon tarn at first with some curiosity to or by the conscious suffering it. causes; but kill their babes because they are such a ensizns. On theze I discovered two letters,
«“(.C.”
My guide said the first stood for
see what mind a man writes from who pur- rather by the sacredness of the sentiment bother !—N. Y. Independent.
What
¢¢ Christ,” the other for *¢ Crucified,”
sues in the temper of a knight errant a which is vislated in its commission,
The men of this side were armed with
career of freehooting unmolested by the more sacred sentiment is thers between
swords, but these had not much polish.
1
slightest danger; but you soon wearyof human beings than that which God has imA Meatal Portrait.
secret,

usefulness.

,
His conviction from

meeting of Convocation on Tuesday, which

. The seventh cause may be regarded .as, |you a few sights; but why I will not tell.”
+¢ Come, haste down from this mountain,
pre-eminently the genteel one among Christians—the selfishness, indolence, heartless- for the mist shuts out the vision from your
:
ness of the fashionable Christian wonien of sight,” said he, authoritatively.
Hb led the way, and I followed.”
the period. In his tender and beautiful
‘poem,

stage has Joat its innocent enjoyment

|its

mist concealed its scenery.
. While on the mountain, a creature in the

form of a man came to me.
I could not tell
whetherhe came from ihe world above or

only deliverance from exposure; but how
frequently the dread of shame leads to

—
and was deeply impressed.

| in all soberness, that when the stage depends
on this sort of thing for support, the

Dream.

meager. substance; and he resolves to’
destroy it. ¢* The reasons assigned,” says
Williams, of the Chinese, “for commit-

face or force could any sensitive man use
that argument now in an asSemblage of
American Christians, a large portion of
whom kill their children either before or
Murder of Helplessness.
after birth! One of the coroners of London recently said that every thirtieth womThera is, at this moment, in the world a an you meetin the streets of London isa
certain hideous tract of crime, of which he child-murderer.
Probably not less than
who approaches it may say, as Dante said that statement would be the truth in New
when he entered Inferno,
York, Boston, and Chicago. And what is
“ And Joa place I come where nothing shines.”

i

to anything known, and that a stroke
one of them was extremely fatal.

from

The men, though poorly clad, fought
with great courage; and I looked to see

their enemies routed.
Ir fact, I asked my
guideto tell me what would be the result
of the battle, but hisreply was; “I will not
answer.”
I then asked him to relate to me the causes of the great war.
He replied,
The ar

rogance of one side, and the sndolence of the
other,” and immediately became silent.
I watched the sickening sight until I saw
the numbers of the one greatly worn down

by the swords and stakes ofthe other, and
wondered why the captain of the faliing
host did not come forward and hold-up his
hand as the other leader did.

;

My guide said that he was just where the

other pointed to, and that he never made his
appearance except in moral effects.
¢ 8ir,” 1 asked, *“ what is the name of the

mountain upon which you found me, and
by what name will this great battle be

known ”

¢ That mountain,

said

he, ‘is

called

‘The Future,’ and the battle will be _termed
¢ The Battle of America.’”

He said no more;
quickly as he came.

for

he

was gone

as

Now, Messrs. Editors, you have my dream,
about which I am "greatly troubled; and

will you please interpret it for me.
Columbian College, D. C., June 10. 1869.
— Religious Herald.

balloon, LeColosse;and

in his enormous

taking

power enough to throw a fon

of iron

120

feet into the air.

that the old

have kept an

planters

present a. correct bill

and receive payment, for their negroes.—
They are children of hope, and will realize
their

expectations

when

passengers

on atour aloft at the rate of three hundred
francs a head. On his return to earth at
the end of Lis second trip he met with a

the pot of

gold

is

found nnder the rairbow,or birds are caught

by salting their tails.
SAID Lor1 John Rassell to Mr. Home, at
a social dinner: “What do you consider the
ohjeet of legislation ?” “The greatest good
to the greatest number.”
“What do you
consider the greatest number?”
“Number
one,” was the commoner’s prompt reply.

tions.

Their

asserted.

¢rights”

are certainly being

.

AN INCREDIBLE story 1s told mn
New York
papers.
A beautiful young woman entered
a street car “Monday evening, and a work
ing-man,

some

play, the aerial travelers
to satisfy all demands.

sigaificant

were

—

——

country

Ic

:

is

abput

time

for

the

press

to join

against the shock-

ing indecencies of the
It we cannot have full

modern
houses

drama.
without

such a sacrifice of (to say the least)
priety,
better be
without them.
time has
when the

proThe

come to desert
the
theaters
theaters gd boldly over to the

brothels, There is in it an insult to our
nationality. Under the name ot French
comic opera, these foreign actors and
actresses

do

things

that

would

not

be

tolerated in Pavis; and we feel like going into an active circulation of decayed
eggs, old boots, and

dead cats

atthe inso-

¢« Pleuse keep your

seat, sir,”

her a seat.

was

the

re-

spouse, ‘‘you are no doubt tired.”

consumer.

of hu-

manity, and dmbt; the purity of all ahour

him, - We are not given toa, very merhid
condition of propriety, but we must say,

trial proves

Prick-

these

the

It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

Carriage and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware,
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels and
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 ‘bbls. the past year,)

and

as a paint

for

any purpose

is unsurpassed for

body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.

#6 per bbl. of
ears to
end for
eniine
ineral

Price

30 1bs., which will supply a farmer for

come.
Warranted in all cases as above.—
Circular which gives full particiilars.
None
unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
Paint.
Perrons ean order the Paint and re-

mit the money on receipt of the goods. Address
6m3] DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl St., New York,

A GerMAN named Carl Schell

MA.
BOTH
SIDES, has the under-feed.
and is equal in every, respect to any Sewinz Machine ever invented.
Price
$25.
Warranted for 5 years,
Send for cirenlar.
Addrers J YHNSON. CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass., Pittsburgh, Pu, or St. Louis. Mo.
10t24

QUACK Ss.—A

THE

married a

informed her of another piece of news, viz. :
“This little. ceremony constitutes a divorce

He is now in jail for stealing

HOWE

now in

Obituaries.

57&

59

Bromfiled

t.,

Boston,

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENOED IN 1817,

ND TOUGH METAL,
And its large varieties of

BOOK

AND

JOB

;

TYPE,

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER

FACES.

Address orders te

JOHN

EK. ROGERS,

55

Water

Street,

Agent,

Boston.

#@ The Morning Star type js from this Foundry,
tf8

THE

MISSISQUOI

-- POWDER

actnaly cure- Cancer and Scrofulous diseases of the
Skin.
See Report to L. I. Medical soewty, and state.

ments of Physicians in circal ir, sent free on
tion to

CHAS.

3 9 Box 1659.
m2s,

The
DR.

A. DUBOIS,

General

applica~

Agent,

182 Pearl 3t., New York,

Eye.

The

Eye.

E. KNIGHT has discovered the new treat.
ment tor the EYE and EAR, by which he
18 curing
some of the worst cases of Blindness and
Deafness ever known, without in.
struments or pain.

CANCE

KS.

DR.

KNIGHT'S

new

treatment

fou

Cancers surpasses all others now mm use.
It cures
without knife, plaster or pain, and heals withouts
gear. CONSULTATION FREE,
Office, 31 East Can «
‘ton Street; Boston.
13wlé

ABTSHORNS)+0
§ IT DOES NOT

NERY BILIOUS, DYSpEp ile

Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obituaies published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with
cash
aqual to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any. single

Briza, wife of Samuel Sanders,

are

Machines

Aa These

adapted to every variety of Fame
1 lily Sewing and Manufacturing.

PLUMMER& WILDER,

1282

HARD

vogue.
On the left is a bust of America,
with scarf studded with stars, the word
“ten” is in each corner, in small capital let-

Mrs,

RENOWNED”

7AYS NOTED FOR ITs

THE NEW ten cent currency has appeared.
In artistic execution it is said to be a de-

this city. July

:

Sewing

present—a Mr. lngham, banker—took from
his wife’s arms her babe, and Mrs. Ingham
mounted the platform and delivered a speech

Verses are inadmissible.

remedy,

BOSTON TYPE ROUNDRL,

a trunk.
WHAT WE ARE LOMING TO.
At the celebration of the national anniversary at Algona, Iowa, on the 5th ult, a gentleman

obituary.

indiscre-

4

.

MACHINES

cided improvement on the stamps

of erly
advertized

" “WORLD

iar mapner. . He purchased a pair of ear
hobs,
put them in her ears, and informed
the young lady that ¢‘this little ceremony
constitutes a marriage in America.”
After
a week had passed, he took them out and

ha, some three weeks ago, in a most pecul- |

every

has discovered a sim le means of self-cure, which
he will send freeto his fellew sufferers on receint of
a stamp to pay postige.
Add.essJ.H. REEVES,
78 Nssan St., New York.
[A
1y24

ELIAS

in America.”

vi tim

&o , having tried in vain

young girl just from the faderland, at Oma-

died

6. aged 68 years, ten months,

in
Wea

trinst the providence that makes the husband (a
widower and three children motherless is a gain
to her,
She was buried from her son's house in
Madbury.
J. MEADER.

E MPTOM, THE COST Shay,

SYN

<> REFUNDED.<o~

MINERS

PATENT STRERT LAMPS,
+

FOR

GAS

Cos.,

Rhilroad

supply

Depots, Skating Rinks, Maa.

utactories,

Hotels,

Restau-

Phy-

rants, also Churches,

LYDIA BARTLETR, died at her residence in
Northwood, May 29, aged 86 vears, 76 of which
ghe had xpent on the place where she died.
She
was, baptized hy Rev. D, P, Cillev 31 years ago,
and united with the Northwood church, having
experienced religion several vears previously,
She was one of the few whom no one knew hut to
respect and love, 1twas said by one well acquaint-

At that
ing grace until ghout four Years ago,
bor’s
timo he attended 8 prayer. meeting ut a neigh

KEROSENE.

ey owners of Market
|
Houkes, Large Storeho uses,

glen consumption, July 10, aged 71 vears.
He
died in hope of a better life,
8. C. KIMBALL,

Q.. Jrine 30, aged 44 vears and 11 month
though
was favored with pious parents, hut still th fas
living a moral life he remained a 8ranger

OR

TOWN and COUNTY COM
MITTEES on LAMPS and
GAS, Railroad, tas and Fer-

18AAC CHAPMAN, died in Newmarket, of drop-

lence of the insult
4
ed with her, that he never knew her to &peak evil
The man who takes a wife, or daughter of anv one or anv one to speak evil of her. Her
or a female friend to snch an exhinition, life, though quiet, was ever an ornament to her
offers her a public insult, and degrades profession, She was galled verv suddenly, but
wo cannot doubt, that she was ready ind now
himself, From the infamous Black Crook, sleeps
in Jesus,
.
+ J, RAND,
through the French opera bouffe to the
Stanstead. P.
in
died
ESQ.
ETT
indecent Formy Thieves,
we
have that | ORANGE BARTL
He
s,

which makes a thoughtful man sick

years’

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint.Co. are now manufacturing the

VOID

\

the senlpitin a crusade

Eight

Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two
coats well
put on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 or 15
years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the

compelled

The Cincinnati Inguirer says of an awfnl
evil steadily
hi i
ground
in our

&c.

hest bitters for yseepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice, .
Headache, Disordered
stomach, Bilivusness, and to
relieve tnat Springy feeling.
Sold by Druggists, in
large bottles, at 50 cts. C, B. Kingsley, Northampton,
Mass.
G.C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co., Boston Agents.
17120

cudgel

Indecency
‘of the Drama.

MEDICINE,

ton, causing dervous debility, prematare decay,

whose countenance hore evidence,

of a day of toil, politely offered

upon his cabbages, and so om. As these
demands were enforced by decided threats,
by

BUT

Wild Cherry. Golden, Seal,

WOMEN are now editing newspapers,| * 10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED
founding societies, delivering addresses,. Agents to sell the HOME SHUTTLE SKEWING
CHINE. It makes the LOCK STITCH, ALIKE ON
lectures and orations, and holding eonven-

strange mishap.
Atabout six miles from ters,—with a corresponding numeral, in
Florence, the volume of gas was diminished ; large figures on the right hand corner, at
the grapnels were thrown out; and the par- the top.
The Back, as usual, is. green.—
ty alighted in the midst of a crowd
of gaping with the same inscription as on the others.
rustics, many of whom had their pipes in The execution of the Iatter is not so fine as
their mouths.
M. Goddard, having to let it might be. The other denominations are
out the gas remaining in his balloon politely not yet finished.
begged the smokers to retire; but(says a
SoMf oF our friends ask us why we do
correspondent) he might as well have spokWe quote
en to the cabbages
growing around.
All not take a good long vacation.
the louts pressed forward, puffing away and to them an incident. In oae of our large
lighting lucifers on their sleeves. The con- cities, a short time ago, a Western editor
sequen ‘e my be imagined ; in the twinkling was met by a friend, who taking him by
the hand, exclaimed:
*I am delighted to
of an eye the air was a sheet of flame, and
How long are you going to stay?”
though nobody was hurt, the balloon, val- gee vou.
«Why, [ think,” said the editor, “I shall
ued at 6,000 trancs, was reduced to tinder.
‘How disapThen followed a‘disteputable scene of vio- stay while mv money lasts.”
lence and extoriion:? Oae insisted upon a pointed I am,” said the friend; “I hoped
compensation for the fright, another for you were going to stay a day or two.”
his pig whose tail had got singed by the fire;
another for the pestilential effects of the gas
accompanied

RUM

Dock,

ley Ash,

of

accurate account of

the number and value of their slaves, in order that when the government is in an ami-

ahle mood they may

NOT

Dandelion,

his wife with apparent satisfaction and pride
at her success.
.

The French aeronaut,M. Eugene Goddard,

ascents

the Heart in propelling the blood to he condensed into a
gingle effort, it wonld have

IT 13 reported

Adbertisements,
:

IT HAS been computed that were all the
energy exerted during twentv-fonr hours hy

Louisiana

Al-

. KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,

——

on woman's rights to an attentive audience;
after which the banker returned the babe to

Mishaps of an Aeronaut.
has been making

—yr

send

At her request Rev. D.

siciun’s country
ahd all others

residences,
interested

will find that this is exaptl

what they need for an
door or street Lamp,

ou

MINKR'S STKEET AND
DEPO LAMP give 8 a much
better hight, is cleaner, more
rable, and Hiwite vol

| every way than any lam
py in Mind Te-timonials
of the BsT kind will be tur.
nished in abundance.

fend for Pamphlet

Price List.

and

The ‘Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,
SALESROOM,

44 Murray Street, New York. .
6ml7

OFFICE

AND WORKS

AT PORTLAD,

CONN

exceed in
i number the recruits
all sources.
Twelve hundred estates have

fiscal year

fully twenty-six millions.
New Hampshire has 75,000 pupils in her public schools, and employs nearly 3,000 teachers.
The new French cable has been landed sue-

cessfully

at Duxbury,

working

order.

Mass.,

and

is in good

Mr. Thornton, British Minister at Washington, thinks the Fenians contemplate an early
movement of a mischievous
nature.
Government does not see it.
California
last year.

made

160,000

- gallons

of

brandy

. Mr. Longfellow has been honored by the two
. great Universities of England.
Cambridge bestowed upon him the degree of Doctor of Laws,
and Oxford by special convocation now confers
the same honorary recognition.
A large and disgusting green worm
tomato vines. Its stin. is said to be
“and sometimes fatal, Look out for it.

infests
painful

A family residing: in Cleveland were roused
from slumber on Friday night by the cries of
a little one. On .going to the crib in which

“the

child lay, it was fou

that two of its little

toes had been entirely. bitten off by rats.
About “thirty feet of the Horse Shoe Fall at
Niagara has crumbled away the past year, and
the American Fall has given away to a con“siderable extent at some points.
The women of Manchester
have made an
earnest appeal tothe government of that city
for the suppression of rumselling and the execution of the prohibitory law.
Pine apples are being cultivated in .the peninsula of Florida with the greatest
success.
They are larger than those .grown in the West
Indies, and fully equal to them in sweetness
and flaver.

The Mississippi liver at Keokuk
six inches

of the high

water

was within

mark

of 1851 a$

last accounts, and was steadily rising an inch
an hour.
The flood has
already
caused im-mense damage.
©

A strip of land thirty by two bundred feet,
and covered with trees, is gradually
sinking
from the surface of the earth, one mile south
of Fort Wayne, Ind.
The supposed cause is as-

serted to be an underground
ing

the

among

earth

away.

lake or river wear-

It creates

much

interest

the citizens,

In” Sonoma
county,
California, ‘within fifty
miles of the city of San Francisco, two men and
a dog lately treed a panther, or California lion,
‘as they call them there.
After the men had
killed the beast the dog
continued to hunt.
and succeeded in treeing another panther, and
the hunt was continued
until five had been

killed in'less than two hours.

;

A Baltimore woman shot a mad dog the other
day, while two men were trying to find’an axe
to dispateh him.
During the late war the Alabama destroyed
seventy vessels, the Florida thirty-six, the Shenandoah
thirty-six, and the Georgia nine. The

estimate

value of these

$13,000,000,

vessels

destroyed

was

Many of them had valuable cargoes.

v

FOREIGN.

The King of Holland
of the Oaken Crown
banker.

has conferred the order
upon Mr. Erlanger, the

General Vega is about to establish
western Confederacy in Mexico.

a North

Spain.
is disturbed by Carlist insurrections.

The British naval fleet on the great lakes has
_ been arousedto activity

by rumors

of

another

President Juarez and his Cabinet, and other
Mexican notabilities, were
having an excursion on the 10th of July, when their steamboat

was blown up, but nota man was injured.
In China,

old people

in

some

instances

buy

coffins for themselves long before they n-ed
* them; and filial sons present coffins to their parents against the day of their departure,
The Spanish governor of Baracoa is actively
burning property, aand killing all who fall into

his hands.

;
forbids the attendance of the Russian

bishops at the (Beumenical Council.

y four thousand persons starved to death
" in London lust year,

The North German Confederation proposes
to send its Chinese and other Eustern Asiatic
r the Pacific Railroad, and asks for terms,

ug: aslost Rassia’s authority is reported
ker Slatoin bes latest Asiatic scquii-

or

ec

Pua

3

PASTORS

OF

CHURCHES

Machine

journals of the proprietyof vaccination by means
of matter taken froin bumaun
subjects.
It is

claimed that the vaccine

“ FIFTEEN HUNDRED New England Girls
industrious habits are wanted and advertised

of
for

‘Ten:tjimes or twenty times

this number are wanted in the West for wives,
for school-mistresses, for saleswomen, for domes-

tieservants ; and they are not wanted
chusetts.

vention” in

Household

matter loses its virtue

to some extent by passing through human bodies;
and, worse than this, that many cases have occurred where the constitution has been inoculated
with the disease of the person from whom the
matter was taken.
In Italy for 12 years a medical commission of Venice bas provided physi.
cians with vaccine matter obtained from a herd of
healthy cows, that were operated on to produce
the pustules.
.

in Sioux City, Iowa.

Country

ment.

Yet, the other day,at

in Massa

a‘ Labor

Con.

that State, they were exhorted to

stay where they are, to strike for higher wages,

and to do all manner of independent things rather

Passing res

Economy,

a

—

Mrs. H. M. R. writes:
“TI have commenced
fixing an old calico dress to-day.
It was worn
off
ut the edge‘on the bottom, and on the edge
of the wristbands,
I ripped it off the waist,
took off the facing, unhemmed the pocket-haole,
and run aseam the en'ire length of the skirt
where it was; then made a new one in another
breadth, in the end that was at the bottom before, and mended such little, “nicks” as hap-

pened

to be in the

skirt.

sleeves from the waist

into the left

and

armhole,

I ripped

out

the

put the right

sleeve

wice versa.

This

and

brings the worn side on the top of the arm,
whereit will get but little more wear.
Then I

put,

new bands on the wrists, and the dress is

Pr

for the wash-tub, which’ will take out all

the wrinkles at the top of the skirt, and it will
be ready for 1h» facing, which
bottom

upward

ulso.

should be turned

What [ djd

even in Maseachusetts the demand for
New

England

to-day

us,— Tribune,

to the

wuist,

and make

it

ready

to

weur after if is ironed; then I shall bave a dress

that will wear more

00 @18 v0

than half as long as a new

ORK.
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- WOOL.

Now

@OLD AND BTOCKS.

took

about trree hours. and.it will take three or four:
wards,

do..16

BUTTER.

Orange
CoB
36 @
Statofir k prime3+ @
West ordinary oF2 @

pou way at puning i living. Bpeech-makiog is more to fini h by a'taching the skirt, bottom up.

v
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Look to your Wall-paper,

olutfons, so far as our experience goes, is a pretty

“ te

i

ATE

TO

» help themselves by emigration.

4

OF HORSES
CATTLE.

Dairying and Raising Calves.

THERE, 18 SOW some discussion in Européan

" Fenian raid.

——

TO OWNERS

2

the next

® Bd pk ed Bt

will fall off during

52 wi

army

hd

Secrdtary
Boutwell has
appointed
General
Spinner custodian of the Sinking Fund.
It is expected that the expenditures for the

ooa®sene

Hampshire.

Doctor PITCHERS “CASTORIA”

Feaavises

Recently a woman was killedon the Boston sud
Maine Railroad, near East Kingston, New

o

A coffee plantation is among the latest enterprises undertaken in Los Angelos county, California.
Ex-Senator James M. Mason of Virginia has
purchased a handsome residence near Alexandria, Va., and will hereafter reside there.

3 Xx 0 . Aa

in the Unit-

:

3

200,000 Italians

LY

nearly

ed States.

POP

There are

A

three and a half to ten in gold.

GREAT SUN-SUN CHOP

©

Farms in California which Uncle Sam could
not sell a few years ago at a dollar and a quarter
an acre in greenbacks are now salegble at from

“A FAMILY MEDICINE.

o

Three persons in Washington died from sunstroke recently. Other cases were severe, but
not fatal,
4
A great Temperance dodonsty ation took place
at Toronto on Wednesday week,

00 @ 8 OV
OIL,
I always make my afternoon aprons for house ' PiCtol.+ssses.]
Authragite,.. 7 5 @ 8 WW Olive, ¥ gal..0 90 g@ 1 45
wear of two widths of calicoa yard long, and
Linseed—Kng. 95 @.. v6
COFFEE,
i
The whole secret of the successful Toriity oftAmerican... 49 @ J 00
when they are alittle over half worn, rip the | “JAVA carsseriren’d @es 36
en lies in his having 4 fixed plan of operations.
The Spanish authorities in Cuba have agreed
St. DOBBEO s 19 @.. 22 [Crude Sperm 1:0 @ 1 8
segm in the middle and sew the edges together,
RiOsseesnnanes 10% @.. 28
Do.
wale..1 05 @.1 16
to shoot no more American prisoners without ‘Muttitudes have no plan but to meet their immeCOTTON.
Refined do....1 12 @.1 16
erin
tion ' ryoung ladies in the country. Terms
diate necessities and make money by the’ easiest which can be done in a half hour, and it will N.O. & Mobile .. @.« ++ |Sperm,...cse.l1 90.8 1 9
trial. To avoid all difficulties orders lfhve been
in the preparatory department, per year,
$264: and
.
increase the wear of the apron at least one-third.
Ordinary... 28 @ 29
Lard, Western —=
and seemingly shortest methods.
If wool brings
issued to gr: ant no quar ters and take no prisoners
in’
the
higher
comrse, pem.year, $29. Application
Mid.to good mid34 @ “5
EXUra esses] 45 @ 150
I serve my sheets in the same way; of course
may be made ‘to MIsS8 A, ‘H. JOHSON,
Priucipal,
high prices, they will gradually give up dairying
This method” of avoiding trouble is decidedly
Ordinary...
28 @ 29
NO. levered 108 1 20
Bradford, Mass. or in Boston to Dr KR. AND .RRON,
and work into sheep, with the ‘expectationsof the hems must be ripped a little way to admit
Spanish.
DOMESTICS.
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at the Missionary House,
3 D, KING: BURY.
Sheetings
and
Shirtings—
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of
sewing
it
nicely
at
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ends,
and
then
sewed
making
sheir
fortunes.
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and
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A letter fromRio Janeiro says that owing to
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again
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last
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the bad
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quantity in the military arsenal there was order:
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nicely as possible by ripping it a little way, movpound,
they”
invest
in hop poles. and Kilns for
The PAIN KILLER is a pur: ly vegetable compourd ;
Zine, ground in vil—
Cotton Flannels 156 @ 80
ed tobe “thrown into the bay. Six ten pound
and, wile it is a most eflicient remedy ror pain, it is
ing the gathers so as to make the apron a little
drying, and expect
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If, when
Cotton Jeans. 12% @ 174
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rectlybs goto medicine, even in the most nus kiliful
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striking the water a1id the concussion set off. the
certain cure, and hes, without doubt, bern more sueVermillion ...,. 22 @110
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ready to plow up their yards, concluding the
cess ul in curing the various kinds "of Cholera than
others.
The boat, was blown to pieces snd all
wen'1d
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any other known remedy, or, the most skillful physibusiness will not pay.
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Fowls in Orchards.
the crew, seven persons, killed.
cian.
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© A terrible colliery explosion occurred on the
considercd
by the natives, as well as Kuropean resigood thing a little’ too late to make money by it.
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The public has yet to- learn the full advantage
dents in those climat: 8, a sure rm-dy.
21t inst., at St. Helens, a small place a few miles
The farmer cannot afford this continual change.
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